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THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT
Plaintiff Mountain Crest SRL, LLC (“Minhas Brewery”) files this Third Amended
Complaint seeking injunctive relief, lost export sales damages, and punitive damages against
Defendants Anheuser-Busch InBev SA/NV (“ABI”) and Molson Coors Brewing Company
(“Molson Coors”). Since filing the first Amended Complaint (Dkt. #30), Plaintiff has obtained
new direct evidence of Defendants’ conspiracy to exclude competition and so states as follows:
I.

NATURE AND BASIS OF THE ACTION
1.

This antitrust action arises out of Defendants’ horizontal conspiracy to restrain

competition in export sales of beer to the Province of Ontario (“Ontario”), Canada.
2.

Plaintiff operates the 12th largest independently owned brewery in the United

States, and has been exporting beer to Ontario from Wisconsin since November 15th, 2009.
Defendants ABI and Molson Coors are the largest and second largest brewers respectively in
both the United States and Canada.
3.

Defendants also jointly own and actively manage the largest retailer of beer in the

world, known as “The Beer Store” (“TBS”). They each own 49% of TBS, although until the
first quarter of 2009, Defendant Molson Coors owned a majority of TBS.1 At all times during
complaint Defendants have exclusively shared control.
4.

Defendants’ brands have enjoyed between 90% and 80% of beer sales market

share in Ontario at all relevant times.
5.

This antitrust complaint details two related but separate antitrust violations:

Sapporo Holdings Limited (Japan) holds the remaining 2%, but it is not being named in this Complaint because
according to the company, it “has not and does not dispatch any member of the board of directors of TBS and has
not and is not involved in the management of TBS.” See Sapporo Holdings Limited, “Notice Concerning the Filing
of a Lawsuit against a Consolidated Subsidiary of Sapporo Holdings Limited”, February 12, 2015, available at
http://www.sapporoholdings.jp/english/news_release/pdf/15021301.pdf. See also ¶124 of this complaint.
1
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•

An ongoing per se illegal market allocation and price fixing conspiracy between
Defendants’ in the 1990s and 2000s, whereby Defendants, directly and through
their unincorporated trade association, Brewers of Ontario, restrained competition
from breweries in the United States by maintaining a group boycott against the
Liquor Control Board of Ontario (“LCBO”) to maintain their demand that the
LCBO not purchase beer in anything larger than a six-pack. Defendants then
“doubled-down” on that conspiracy during the winter of 2014-2015, when
Defendants conspired to fend off backlash to the revelation of their earlier
conspiracy by extending certain TBS privileges to other Ontario brewers further
restraining U.S. export sales and threatening the Government of Ontario with
NAFTA litigation via their U.S. offices if the Government attempted to weaken
their cartel (hereinafter, “January 2015 Plan”).

•

An ongoing per se illegal horizontal agreement between Defendants to improperly
use their ownership of The Beer Store to either restrict or eliminate competition
from breweries in the United States through a pattern of outrageously
anticompetitive, predatory, and exclusionary marketing and distribution practices
designed and authorized by Defendants’ corporate officers during the conspiracy
that compounded the damage to competition in the North American beer market.

6.

Defendants’ per se illegal conspiracies were kept secret until a whistleblower

contacted the Toronto Star and provided a leaked copy of what had been until then a secret
market allocation and price fixing agreement entered into on June 1st, 2000 (the “Secret
Agreement”). The Toronto Star revealed the Secret Agreement to the public on December 9th,
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2014,2 causing widespread public outrage and media coverage, at which time Plaintiff first
learned of the conspiracy.
7.

The intent and direct effect of the conspiracies was to cause Plaintiff and other

U.S. domestic competitors of Defendants lost export sales and to deter U.S. domestic
competitors of Defendants from even attempting to export to Ontario.
8.

Defendants’ conspiracies violated Section 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C.

§ 1 and § 2, causing significant damage to competition in the North American beer market,
and have unjustly enriched Defendants. Plaintiff brings this action under Sections 4 of the
Clayton Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. § 15, to recover treble damages and costs of suit, including
reasonable attorney’s fees, and for permanent injunctive relief in accordance with Section 16
of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 26.
II.
9.

PERSONAL JURISDICTION, VENUE, AND SUBJECT MATTER
JURISDICTION
Under Section 12 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 22, this Court has personal

jurisdiction over Defendants and venue is proper because this is a district where Plaintiff has
its principal place of operations and where Defendants transact business.3
10.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over the claims asserted in this lawsuit

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331 (Federal question) and §1337 (Commerce and antitrust), and
supplemental jurisdiction over Plaintiff’s Unjust Enrichment claim arising under Wisconsin
state law pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367.
Martin Regg-Cohn, “The Beer Store’s secret sweetheart deal with LCBO revealed” , TORONTO STAR, Dec. 9th,
2014, available at
https://www.thestar.com/news/queenspark/2014/12/09/the_beer_stores_secret_sweetheart_deal_with_lcbo_revealed
_cohn.html
3
KM Enterprises, Inc. v. Global Traffic Tech., Inc., et al., 725 F.3d 718, 724 (7th Cir. 2013) (“Section 12 provides
for both personal jurisdiction and venue in the case of a corporate defendant. Its first clause sets venue anywhere the
corporation is an “inhabitant,” is “found,” or “transacts business,” while the second clause provides for nationwide
(indeed, worldwide) service of process and therefore nationwide personal jurisdiction.”)
2
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11.

The Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act of 1982 (“FTAIA”), 15 U. S. C.

§6a, is not a bar to any claim asserted herein since the FTAIA does not act as a limit on
Sherman Act causes of action for American businesses under American anti-trust laws for lost
export sales, even if the conspiracy took place in foreign commerce.
III.

PARTIES

A. Plaintiff
12.

Plaintiff Mountain Crest SRL, LLC, owns and operates Minhas Brewery in

Monroe, Wisconsin. Monroe is Plaintiff’s principal place of business and operations.
13.

Minhas Brewery is a U.S. domestic competitor to Defendants.

14.

According to the Brewers Association, the Minhas Craft Brewery in Monroe is

the 21st largest brewery in America, and the 12th largest independently owned brewery.4
15.

The brewery was started in 1845 and is the Midwest’s oldest brewery and the

second oldest in the entire nation.
16.

In 2003, the brewery started brewing for the Canadian value-beer label, Mountain

Crest. These beers were brewed for export to Alberta, Canada on a contract basis. Plaintiff also
invested in additional can-packaging equipment for the brewery to facilitate the growth of
Plaintiff’s export business. This new arrangement increased the production of the brewery by
five times. Achieving the highest possible economies of scale is essential to competing in the
beer business, especially in the value segment, specifically in units of 12-packs and above,
where Plaintiff focuses most of its production and sales.

Press Release, “Brewers Association Releases Top 50 Breweries of 2016”, March 15, 2017, available at
https://www.brewersassociation.org/press-releases/brewers-association-releases-top-50-breweries-of-2016/
4
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17.

By 2005, Plaintiff’s beer exported to Alberta made up 85% of the brewery’s total

production. The brewery’s export trade to Alberta was vital in keeping it alive and working.
On October 3rd, 2006, following the initial success, Plaintiff purchased the brewery.
18.

Plaintiff’s strategic goal for the enterprise since inception has been to compete

with the major brewers in the low-cost value end of the beer market, specifically in units of
12-packs and above. This goal was to be executed by building on Plaintiff’s early success in
exports to western Canada, proceeding with expansion eastward across the country and
throughout the United States.
19.

All beer Plaintiff has ever sold to Ontario was brewed and packaged in

Wisconsin, sold F.O.B. Monroe, Wisconsin, and exported directly from Wisconsin to Ontario
via truck as finished product.
20.

Plaintiff’s ability to compete with Defendants in the North American beer market

is dependent on achieving economies of scale through high volume production, distribution,
and sales. Many parts of Plaintiff’s brewery layout and design are 30-40 years old and in need
of investment to compete effectively with Defendants in the North American value-beer
segment. As for any brewery, a necessary predicate for that investment is sustained high
volume output.
21.

As a result of Defendants’ concerted, per se illegal restraints and monopolization

activities in Ontario, they are able to use artificially high margins and free cash flow generated
from sales in Ontario to lock up valuable marketing programs and distributorships elsewhere
in the United States and Canada, further damaging Plaintiff’s ability to compete.
22.

Plaintiff cannot be said to have suffered injuries in Ontario because it has no

presence there, other than individuals hired to act as sales representatives.
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B. The Defendants
23.

The U.S. and Canadian brewing industry is dominated by Defendants, who

currently have a roughly three-quarter market share of U.S. and Canadian beer sales.
24.

ABI and Molson Coors manage their Canadian divisions from offices in St. Louis,

Missouri, and Denver, Colorado. As detailed below, key personnel employed by Defendants in
those two offices were involved in maintaining Defendants’ restraints on competition in beer
exports to Ontario. The key witnesses Plaintiff may seek to depose in this proceeding are U.S.
persons.
25.

The two particular Defendants have been named because the individuals

responsible for conspiring to restrain exports of beer to Ontario as detailed in this complaint
were employed by the Defendant entities or their predecessors (Interbrew SA and InBev SA
for ABI; Molson Inc. for Molson Coors) and in key instances were corporate officers of
Defendants. The two Defendants used an unincorporated trade association known as the
“Brewers of Ontario” at key times in this complaint to advance their restraints on trade and
monopolization efforts.
ABI
26.

ABI is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Belgium, with its

headquarters in Leuven, Belgium. Before Anheuser-Busch InBev became ABI, the Leuven,
Belgium based company was known as Interbrew SA, and later, InBev SA. ABI is controlled
by Mr. Jorge Paulo Lemann, Mr. Marcel Herrmann Telles, and Mr. Carlos Alberto da Veiga
Sicupira (collectively known as “the Braco Group”) and a handful of European families,
referred to in ABI filings as the “Interbrew Founding Families”. ABI’s publicly traded shares
represent 39.31% of ABI’s equity.
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27.

In 1995, Interbrew SA acquired 100% of Labatt Breweries of Canada. Interbrew’s

Annual Reports listed “Labatt Breweries of Canada” as the company’s “trading name” in
Canada, a practice continued by InBev and then ABI into the present.
28.

ABI organizes its global business into nine geographic zones, with the “North

America” zone management, based out of St. Louis, Missouri, responsible for the United
States and Canada.5
29.

Eleven executives in ABI’s St. Louis office are organized under a “North

American Leadership” team, and explicitly have management responsibility for ABI’s
business in both the United States and Canada. This team includes the role of “Business Unit
President, Canada”, as defined in ABI’s SEC filings, but other members of the North
American Leadership team also oversee management of the Canadian division.
30.

Since 1995, employees of ABI (and its predecessors InBev and Interbrew) have

held the title “President of Labatt Breweries Canada” along with their ABI job title. In the
Interbrew era, that job title was “COO Americas”; then under InBev it became “Zone
President, North America”, and in the ABI era, it became “ABI Business Unit President,
Canada”.
31.

Prior to becoming ABI’s current CEO, Mr. Carlos Brito was based in Toronto and

was simultaneously InBev Zone President North America (a corporate officer) while holding
the title “President of Labatt”. ABI employees rotated into this position come from around the
world. On their personal LinkedIn pages, individuals employed in these positions list their
roles of “President Labatt Canada” as belonging to Anheuser-Busch InBev. See Exhibit 1 LinkedIn Pages.
Anheuser-Busch InBev, Our Markets, http://www.ab-inbev.com/about-us/our-markets.html (last visited June 1,
2017). See also ABI “North American Leadership”, available at http://www.anheuser-busch.com/about/northamerican-leadership.html
5
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32.

The ABI Business Unit President for Canada also becomes a Director on the

Board of TBS and is actively involved in TBS planning.
33.

ABI used an Ontario registered limited partnership, Labatt Breweries of Canada

LP, to own its interest in TBS.
34.

ABI is the world’s largest brewer and has a 45% U.S. market share and a 43.1%

Canadian market share. Of its dozens of major beer brands, ABI designates three of its brands
as “Global Brands”: Budweiser, Corona, and Stella Artois. In Canada, ABI brews all three of
its Global Brands in Canada, rather than import them.
Molson Coors
35.

Molson Coors is a Delaware corporation, with dual principal places of business

(headquarters) in Chicago, Illinois, and Montreal, Quebec. Molson Coors maintains an
extensive portfolio of brands, including core brands Carling, Coors Light, Miller Lite, and
Molson Canadian, as well as specialty brands such as Blue Moon and Creemore Springs.
Molson Coors has a roughly 28% U.S. market share and a 34% Canadian market share.6 The
Molson family trust and the Coors family trust together control more than 90% of the Molson
Coors’ Class A common stock, and Molson Coors warns shareholders that if the two trusts do
not agree on certain actions, generally the matter will not be approved, even if beneficial to
Molson Coors.7
36.

Molson Coors’ Canada CEO is a principal officer of Molson Coors and reports

directly to the Molson Coors CEO in Denver, Colorado.
37.

Molson Coors is the result of the combination of Molson Inc. (Canada) into the

Adolph Coors Company (Delaware) on February 9th, 2005. Following Molson Inc.’s
6
7

Molson Coors 2016 10-K, Management Discussion and Analysis, , pg. 10
Molson Coors 2016 10-K, Risks Specific to our Company, pg. 25
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absorption, the Adolph Coors Company changed its name into Molson Coors Brewing
Company. The CEOs of the two companies wrote to shareholders of each entity ahead of the
combination that they “estimate that Molson’s former shareholders and Coors’ stockholders
will own approximately 55% and 45%, respectively, of the outstanding economic interest in
the combined company upon completion of the merger transaction.” On this date, the antitrust
liability of Molson Inc. followed into the new Molson Coors.
38.

As soon as the new “Molson Coors Brewing Company” began its SEC filings, it

consolidated TBS’ income statements and balance sheets into its own financial reporting, as
was required by Financial Accounting Standards Board Interpretation No. 46, “Consolidation
of Variable Interest Entities—An Interpretation of ARB51” (“FIN 46”).
39.

Immediately after the 2005 merger, Molson Coors began using an Ontario general

partnership, called “Molson Canada 2005”, to own its interest in BRI. This partnership offers
no liability shield.
40.

Following Molson Inc.’s absorption into Molson Coors in 2005, Molson Coors’

ownership percentage of TBS was approximately 52%.
41.

Molson Coors’ 10-K SEC filing lists “Approximately 400 stores owned or leased

by our [TBS] joint venture in various locations in Ontario” and wrote in the subsequent bullet
“We have six warehouses owned or leased by our [TBS] joint venture”.
C. Cross Border Beer Trade
42.

The Province of Ontario has 13,983,000 residents, representing 38.5% of the

Canadian population. Two-way agri-food trade between Ontario and the United States totaled
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$28.8 billion CAD in 2016.8 Ontario is a natural initial export market for Mid-West U.S. agrifood businesses, especially in near-term perishables like beer, because of its significant
population bordering the Great Lakes States, extraordinary two-way trade links, and because it
falls within a shared U.S. media market.
43.

Ontario is North America’s fifth largest sub-national jurisdiction, behind only

California, New York, Florida, and Texas.
44.

American brewers, including Plaintiff, wishing to export their beer to Ontario

have only two options for retail within the province: (1) the government owned alcohol
retailer, the LCBO; or (2) TBS, the distribution and retail business, incorporated in 1927 as a
cooperative of Ontario brewers, but by way of acquisitions now controlled by Defendants.
45.

The LCBO does not charge listing fees to brewers from whom it purchases. When

the LCBO purchases beer from breweries for LCBO stores, it simply pays the brewery a
wholesale price and issues purchase orders based on that price.
46.

Non-Ontario brewers would prefer to sell directly to the LCBO rather than have

to use TBS.
47.

The LCBO does not deal with resellers. Breweries may appoint a local third-party

agent to represent them to the LCBO, but LCBO purchase orders are always issued directly to
the beer brand owner, regardless of location.
48.

The LCBO procures beverage alcohol by issuing public tenders, advertised

around the world. Limiting the LCBO’s ability to procure and sell beer has a tremendously
deleterious effect on the ability of American brewers to export to Ontario.

Office of the Premier, “Premier Wynne and Minister Leal Discuss U.S. Trade Relations with Ontario Agri-Food
Leaders” May 4, 2017, available at https://news.ontario.ca/opo/en/2017/05/premier-wynne-and-minister-lealdiscuss-us-trade-relations-with-ontario-agri-food-leaders.html
8
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49.

ABI and Molson Coors sell their beer through LCBO stores, and command a

dominant sales position in the LCBO, with the two brewers’ brands accounting for over 70%
of beer sales in the LCBO,9 giving Defendants significant market power over the LCBO.
D. TBS: The Defendants’ Jointly Owned and Managed Beer Store
i.
50.

Overview.
Brewers Retail Inc., (often referred to as “BRI” in Exhibits) does business as TBS

and was originally incorporated by a group of Ontario brewers to function as a cooperative,
and thus was licensed to sell beer to-go in Ontario.
51.

ABI and Molson Coors acquired control of TBS by acquiring the original brewery

members of the TBS cooperative. Molson Coors’ own SEC filings state that TBS is owned by
itself and Anheuser-Busch InBev, despite the use of intermediary partnerships. Molson Coors
reported in its 2009 10-K SEC filing that in 2008, “we reported approximately $10 million
related to BRI pretax income and interest expense” (this does not count for the enhanced
profitability of Defendants’ sales through TBS, and other derived income). Beginning in the
first quarter of 2009, Molson Coors deconsolidated TBS from its accounting as both
Defendants moved to a fixed 49% ownership of TBS.
52.

TBS’s sole business is the retail distribution of beer in Ontario as a supplier-

neutral retailer. TBS does not brew beer, does not compete with Plaintiff’s brands, and does
not compete with Defendants’ brands.
53.

Unlike typical retailers, moreover, TBS does not purchase beer from third parties

like Plaintiff for resale in its stores or otherwise assume the risk of loss for unsold beer.
Instead, importers like Plaintiff must pay a fee to TBS to place their beer in TBS and for any
Initial Report, Premier’s Advisory Council, available at https://www.ontario.ca/page/initial-report-premiersadvisory-council-government-assets
9
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in-store advertising, must cover the cost of shipping beer to TBS, and earn no money unless
and until their customers purchase their beers at TBS.
54.

The more beer Plaintiff sells through the TBS, the more money TBS makes.

55.

Plaintiff also does not ship beer directly to TBS. Rather, Plaintiff must ship its

beer first to the LCBO, who only ships the beer to TBS if TBS asks for a shipment.
56.

TBS is the LCBO’s only competition in off-premise packaged beer retail sales in

Ontario.10 TBS distributes and retails beer to the public with over 450 locations, enjoying a
three-quarter market share of beer sales in the province. The remaining market share is
attributed to sales at LCBO stores.
57.

As detailed below, Defendants gain an extraordinary unfair advantage through

their ownership of TBS. Both Defendants, independently of TBS, operate as Ontario
distributors by signing exclusive licensing agreements with foreign brand owners that give
Defendants exclusive rights to distribute those brands in Ontario. TBS is thus not a standard
joint venture, ending competition between the two parties. Rather, TBS is a mechanism
Defendants use to ensure competition in the market happens only on their terms, and that
Defendants’ own Ontario distribution businesses are the only viable options for a foreign
brewer seeking significant export sales to Ontario.
58.

Defendants still compete for market share amongst each other and with other beer

brand owners. Defendants, like Plaintiff, measure their success by their market share of retail
sales.

Other Ontario breweries are able to sell packaged beer solely on the site of their brewery, but these sales are less
than 1% of total packaged sales in Ontario and are not relevant for the analysis here.
10
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59.

TBS “takes in about $2.5-billion [Canadian dollars, “CAD”] in revenue annually

after taxes, of which roughly 80 per cent goes to the owners.”11
60.

TBS is controlled by board of directors who manage or, through the board itself

and its various committees, supervise the management of the business and affairs of TBS.
61.

TBS’ board of directors includes a powerful Executive Committee that manages

and supervises TBS operations and capital expenditures, and a Retail and Marketing
Committee that manages and supervises TBS retail and marketing activities.
62.

As demonstrated in this complaint, Defendants’ representatives on the TBS

Executive Committee make all strategic decisions for how to run TBS.
63.

TBS’ board of directors also has the authority to appoint and remove TBS’

officers, to determine their compensation, and to determine the scope of their authority. TBS
officers report to and serve at the pleasure of the board of directors and have never been
empowered to make any meaningful decisions relating to the operation of TBS. As will be
clearly detailed below, Defendants have involved themselves directly in every TBS decision.
Very significantly for U.S. anti-trust laws, any significant decision regarding TBS policies
required prior agreement among both Defendants, as at all relevant times in this complaint,
two Defendants shared equal control of TBS.
64.

As of 2016, TBS has a fifteen-member Board of Directors. Molson Coors and

ABI combined control a majority of TBS’ Board of Directors (eight of the fifteen board
members (four each)), two of the three members of TBS’ powerful Executive Committee, and
four of the seven members of TBS’ Retail and Marketing Committee. The remainder of the

Adrian Morrow, “The Beer Store: Everything you need to know about Ontario's lucrative monopoly”, THE GLOBE
May 3rd, 2015, available at https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/the-beer-store-everythingyou-need-to-know-about-ontarios-lucrative-monopoly/article23248112/
11

AND MAIL,
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Board of Directors are either classified as independent (four), represent larger Canadian-based
brewers (two), or represent small Ontario-based brewers (one).
65.

Prior to 2016, however, TBS had an eight-person board of directors controlled

entirely by Molson Coors or ABI representatives (four each). Molson Coors and ABI alone
combined to control all seats on TBS’ Board of Directors and all of its committees, including
any committee dealing with TBS’ retail and marketing.
66.

Defendants expanded TBS’s board in 2016 to fifteen people to try and blunt

criticism about their using TBS to stifle competition by smaller local and craft breweries,
namely that “even in Beer Stores where their product is available for consumers to see (and
not kept entirely behind a wall) the competition on the sales floor overwhelmingly belongs to
[Defendants and the other minority owner, Sleeman].”12
ii.
67.

Molson Coors involvement in TBS and its board of directors.
Molson Coors functions as an operating company directly controlling and

managing the conduct of its subsidiaries and affiliated businesses, TBS included. It is not a
mere holding company. It is not a distant or passive owner.
68.

In its SEC filings, Molson Coors tells investors, the brewing industry is no longer

“founded on local presence,” and it is now global, complex, and consolidated. Like the
industry it competes in, Molson Coors has consolidated operational control of its brewing
business into the Leadership Team that directly controls and manages the marketing and
strategy of its U.S., Canada, Europe, and International business segments.

See John Michael McGrath, “The Beer Store Changes Its Ownership, But Is It Good For Craft Brewers?”
TVOntario, January 8, 2015, available at https://www.tvo.org/article/the-beer-store-changes-its-ownership-but-is-itgood-for-craft-brewers
12
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69.

Molson Coors uses a twelve-person Leadership Team to run its business and

manage its brands. That Leadership Team is (i) the CEO of Molson Coors, the Presidents and
CEOs of (ii) Molson Coors Canada, (iii) Molson Coors Europe, and (iv) Molson Coors
Emerging Growth, (v) the Chief Marketing Officer, (vi) the Chief Strategy Officer, (vii) the
Chief Supply Chain Officer for North America, (viii) the President of U.S. Sales and
Distributor Operations, (ix) the Chief Communications Officer, as well as (x) the Chief Legal
Officer, (xi) the Chief Financial Officer, and (xii) the Chief People and Diversity Officer.
70.

Molson Coors’ Leadership Team is located in Chicago, Illinois.

71.

As reflected below, there is overlap between Molson Coors’ Leadership Team and

its involvement in directing TBS’s activities:

72.

As shown above, Molson Coors owns its 49% share of TBS through a wholly

owned subsidiary, Molson Canada 2005, a general partnership in Ontario. The Molson Canada
2005 partnership is the entity that Molson Coors uses to run its Canadian operations. Molson
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Canada 2005 also identifies TBS as a subsidiary that benefits from its lobbying activities in
Canada.
73.

Molson Coors has a direct role in the management of Molson Canada 2005. The

Molson Canada 2005 partnership agreement provides that Molson Coors appoints and removes
the officers of Molson Canada 2005, determines their pay, and also determines the internal
governance policies for Molson Canada 2005.
74.

Since the 2005 merger, the Molson Coors Canada CEO has also served as a

corporate officer of Molson Coors.
75.

Both Frederic Landtmeters, the President and CEO of Molson Coors Canada, and

his predecessor, Stewart Glendinning, have served as Molson Coors Executive Officers at the
same time that they were on Molson Coors’ Leadership Teams.
76.

Frederick Landmeters has an office in Chicago, he reports to Molson Coors’

CEO, whose office is also in Chicago, and Molson Coors has identified Landtmeters as one of
its Executive Officers.
77.

Frederic Landmeters is also the President and Chief Executive Officer of the

Molson Canada 2005 partnership and a member of its Management Committee. He is also,
upon information and belief, the president and CEO of Molson Canada 2005’s partners, all of
which are Molson Coors wholly owned subsidiaries. He is also is also listed as a lobbyist in
Canada for the Molson Canada 2005 partnership.
78.

Landtmeter is involved in other aspects of Molson Coors’ ownership and control

of TBS. He is:
•

a member of TBS’ Board of Directors, and

•

a member of TBS’ powerful three-person Executive Committee.
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79.

Another high-level Molson Coors employee is David Bienvenu, its Director of

Market Transformation and recent Senior Director National Commercial Strategy. Bienvenu is
directly involved in sales strategy. Bienvenu is at Molson Coors’ headquarters in Montreal,
Canada. In addition, Bienvenu is:

80.

•

a member of TBS’ Board of Directors.

•

the Chair of TBS’ Retail and Marketing Committee.

The other two TBS board members controlled by Molson Coors hold high-level

positions at Molson Canada 2005: Chantalle Butler, the CFO, and Chrisopher Gomerac,
Director, Partnerships. Gomerac, also sits on TBS’s Retail and Marketing Committee and used
to be a Senior Manager of Sales at Molson Canada 2005.
81.

Upon information and belief, Bienvenu, Butler, and Gomerac report to

Landtmeters.
82.

Molson Coors also has a unique financial relationship with TBS beyond

ownership and control. Molson Coors, along with ABI, have an obligation to proportionately
fund TBS’ operations and debt obligations. That is a material financial obligation.
83.

For example, in its SEC filings for 2011 and 2012, Molson Coors reported in

2011 that TBS had a Canadian Dollar [CAD] $ 200 million debt due June 30, 2011, and, if the
debt was not refinanced, Molson Coors would be obligated to fund approximately 50% of the
necessary cash requirements to enable TBS to repay its debts, which “would require a
significant cash outflow in 2011.” Eventually, Molson Coors had to make a “$93.6 million
capital contribution to [TBS] in 2011, which [TBS] used, along with the capital contributions
received from its other shareholders [namely ABI], to repay its CAD 200 million debt.”
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84.

Molson Coors, along with ABI, also guarantee the pension liabilities of TBS’

employees.
85.

Molson Coors also states in filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission

that “We consider BRI [i.e., TBS] an affiliate.”
86.

Molson Coors did not (and still does not) publicly release information about the

identities of Molson Coors executives and/or employees who sat on the TBS Board of
Directors prior to 2015. Accordingly, that information is not readily accessible Plaintiff.
iii.
87.

ABI involvement in TBS and its board of directors.
Like Molson Coors, ABI has consolidated control over its global businesses and

manages its brands through a Senior Leadership Team. The Senior Leadership Team directly
controls and manages the marketing and strategy of its North America Zone, which includes
TBS.
88.

As reflected below, there is also overlap between ABI’s Senior Leadership Team

and TBS:
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89.

ABI functions as an operating company directly controlling and managing the

conduct of its subsidiaries and affiliated businesses, including TBS. It is not a holding
company.
90.

In fact, ABI tells investors that the Senior Leadership Team headed by CEO Brito

has “direct responsibility” and “oversees the organization and efficient day-to-day
management of our subsidiaries, affiliates and joint ventures.”
91.

ABI originally owned its 49% share of TBS through a partnership it controlled,

Labatt Breweries of Canada LP (“Labatt LP”).
92.

Only after it signed the Master Framework Agreement in 2015 did ABI transfer

its 49% TBS interest from Labatt LP to a subsidiary it owns and controls, Labatt Brewing
Company Ltd (“Labatt”).
93.

In SEC filings, ABI lists Labatt Brewing Company Ltd. as one of the “most

important” of its “fully consolidated companies.” ABI also includes Labatt Brewing Company
Ltd. amongst “the group of companies owned and/or controlled by [ABI] and consolidated
into our results.”
94.

ABI Senior Leadership Team member Michel Doukeris’ responsibilities include

directing Labatt and all of ABI’s Canadian business unit sales.
95.

Kyle Norrington, the head of ABI’s Canada Business Unit and President of

Labatt, sits on TBS’s board of directors. Norrington reports to ABI’s Senior Leadership Team
member Doukeris and is a member of Doukeris’ North America Leadership Team.
96.

Other TBS board members controlled by ABI, are Labatt officers and report to

Norrington, namely:
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•

Charlie Angelakos, a Director and Vice President of Legal and Corporate
Affairs for Labatt Brewing Company Ltd.; and

•

Daniel Preston, the Vice President of Finance at Labatt Brewing Company
Ltd.

97.

Angelakos is the Chair of TBS’ Board of Directors and also sits on TBS’ three-

person Executive Committee. Preston sits on TBS’s Retail and Marketing Committee.
98.

The fourth ABI-controlled seat on TBS’ Board of Directors is occupied by Saulo

Rodrigues who, upon information and belief, is an employee of AmBev.
99.

AmBev is controlled by ABI. ABI’s CEO Carlos Brito is the co-chair of AmBev’s

board of directors and Doukeris is one of AmBev’s alternative board members.
100.

Rodrigues also sits on TBS’ Retail and Marketing Committee.

101.

Jan Craps, a former president and director of Labatt Brewing Company Ltd. who,

upon information and belief, was also deeply involved in TBS’ management and operations
until approximately 2015, is also a member of ABI’s Senior Leadership Team
102.

Like Molson Coors, ABI also has a unique financial relationship with TBS

beyond ownership. Molson Coors, along with ABI, have an obligation to proportionately fund
TBS’ operations and debt obligations. That is a material financial obligation.
103.

For example, upon information and belief based on Molson Coors’ SEC filings

for 2011 and 2012, ABI had to make a $93 million capital contribution to TBS in 2011, which
TBS used to repay its CAD 200 million debt.
104.

ABI, along with Molson Coors, also guarantee the pension liabilities of TBS’

employees.
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105.

ABI did not (and still does not) publicly release information about the identities of

ABI executives and/or employees, or ABI-controlled employees or executives, who sat on the
TBS Board of Directors prior to 2015. Accordingly, that information is not readily accessible
Plaintiff.
iv.
106.

Molson Coors and ABI conspire together through TBS to promote their
priority brands and to harm competition.
TBS is where both Defendants sell 12-packs and up of their flagship global

priority brands, including Budweiser, Coors Lite and Miller Lite. Plaintiff’s imports directly
compete with these brands.
107.

Neither Molson Coors nor ABI, upon information and belief, entrusts the

management of flagship global priority brands to a regional Canadian subsidiary (or any other
regional subsidiary, for that matter). As both Defendants tell investors, their brands are their
business, and competition and changes in consumer preferences—which is exactly what
Ontario consumers switching from 24-packs of Budweiser or Coors Lite to Plaintiff’s brands
represents—could have material adverse business and financial results.
108.

Both Molson Coors and ABI manage sales and marketing of their global priority

brands at the leadership team level.
109.

For example, Molson Coors has interwoven its import and distribution system

with BRI’s system. In fact, in June 2007, and on the same day Molson Coors’ CEO Mark
Hunter was giving investors a personal tour of TBS stores, Molson Coors described Molson
Coors’ and TBS’s import management systems as “1 System.” Exhibit 31 – Molson Coors
PPT Slide.
110.

Further, executives from ABI and Molson Coors, including CEO Brito (ABI) and

Mr. Boyce (Molson Coors), reversed the trend of switching TBS stores to self-serve stores,
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and devised ways to ensure that Defendants’ own brands were showcased at the expense of the
competition.
111.

Ontario in general, and TBS in particular, is an important financially for both

Defendants. Not only do both Defendants have significant financial commitments to fund
TBS. But both Molson Coors and ABI are able to use artificially high margins and free cash
flow generated from sales in Ontario to lock up valuable marketing programs and
distributorships elsewhere in the United States and Canada.
112.

Ontario’s importance to Defendants is also reflected by both Molson Coors and

ABI placing their high-level employees, and even leadership team members, on TBS’s board
of directors.
113.

Further, upon information and belief, Molson Coors and ABI orchestrated its

2015 threat of NAFTA expropriation litigation against the Government of Ontario as an
additional tactic to maintain TBS’s exclusive right to sell 12-packs and up in Ontario to protect
both their global priority brands from competition.
114.

Indeed, the Government of Ontario has no doubt about who directs and controls

BRI: Molson Coors and ABI, the same entities threatening it with NAFTA expropriation
litigation should it try to end the six-pack rule. In 2019, a report commissioned by the
Government of Ontario observed as follows:
[T]he citizens of Ontario have long suffered under an anticompetitive, anti-consumer beer distribution system controlled by
some of the largest beer companies in the world. Nowhere else in
the world is a consortium of the largest global brewers given
effective control over 70% of the beer retail market, including the
exclusive right to sell 12 and 24 packs.
EXHIBIT 32 – The Case for Change, Report to the Minister of Finance by Ken Hughes.
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v.
115.

General Information about TBS operations.
TBS’s board of directors is set up so that Molson Coors and ABI have to agree on

TBS’s retail and marketing policies and practices, including the uniform company-wide
anticompetitive practices alleged in this Complaint.
116.

Defendants have not obtained an Export Trading Company Act (“ETCA”)

certificate for TBS. Congress created the ETCA specifically to enable U.S. firms to collaborate
with each other regarding export markets. The ETCA authorized the Department of Commerce
to issue Export Trade Certificates of Review, which provide “substantive federal antitrust
protection and procedural benefits to U.S. firms interested in collaborating on export
activities.”13
117.

TBS stores are austere. The vast majority of stores contain no shelving, but rather

simply list inventory on a wall. The stores will have roller conveyer belts; once the customer
places their order with the cashier, the beer is then rolled out on the conveyer belt to the
customer. This discourages customer shopping and limits competition to brands the customer
is already familiar with.
118.

The customers’ existing brand awareness is reinforced by the “Big Ten”

marketing, the most significant consumer marketing vehicle in each TBS store, located
physically next to the cashier. The “Big Ten” refers to the top 10 selling beer brands at TBS,
which all or almost all belong to the two Defendants. Currently, six of the Big Ten brands
belong to Defendant ABI (Budweiser, Bud Light, Blue, Busch Lager, Keiths, and Corona);
three of the Big Ten brands belong to Defendant Molson Coors (Molson Canadian, Coors
Light, and Carling Lager), and the last, Heineken, has been exclusively distributed by

See “ECTA Main Page”, Department of Commerce – International Trade Administration, available at
http://trade.gov/mas/ian/etca/index.asp
13
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Defendant Molson Coors for decades in Canada. The “Big Ten” is also prominently marketed
under the “Our Beers” page of the TBS website:14
119.

The New York Times put it simply: “Getting a product into the Beer Store is also

expensive.”15 TBS charges an array of fees to non-TBS owners to sell beer through TBS
stores. Currently, brewers have to pay an up-front listing fee of $2,984.79 CAD, then a perstore, per-SKU fee of $238.79 for each of the first 233 stores, and $56.12 per store for stores
above the first 233, except for smaller “D” stores which were $561.17 each.
120.

Defendants’ employees, who take Director roles at TBS, decide amongst

themselves what quotas each TBS store should have on an annual basis to avoid delisting in a
particular store. If a brewer’s beer doesn’t meet the quota at that store, they will order it
delisted, even if the reason it did not meet quota is because TBS did not use reasonable efforts
to ensure sufficient inventory to the store despite the paid-for listing.
121.

Defendants’ TBS states that any brewer in the world can purchase a listing in its

stores. TBS marketed itself positively to breweries around the world without disclosing its
market allocation agreement, or the fact that Defendant breweries received special privileges
which discriminated against non-owner breweries.
122.

Despite Defendants’ marketing to brewers promising that they “can be in all 440

[TBS] locations”, Plaintiff learned from first-hand experience that this was a severe
misrepresentation.

“Our Beers”, The Beer Store, available at http://www.thebeerstore.ca/beers, accessed Sept. 12th, 2017
Ian Austen, “Ontario’s Beer Bottleneck Is Under Siege by Brewers and Buyers”, N.Y. TIMES, March 6th, 2015,
available at https://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/07/business/international/ontarios-beer-bottleneck-is-under-siegeby-brewers-and-buyers.html
14
15
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vi.
123.

Defendants’ use TBS to directly harm Plaintiff’s ability to compete
Plaintiff’s goal is to compete with the Defendants and other brewers in the low-

cost value end of the Ontario beer market, which is dependent on Plaintiff’s ability to achieve
economies of scale through high volume production, distribution, and sales.
124.

There is a market for Plaintiff’s brands in Ontario as in other Canadian provinces,

and Plaintiff can manufacture and export more than enough to meet demand.
125.

Prior to entering the Ontario beer marketing in 2009, Plaintiff intended to sell 12-

packs and above in Ontario to achieve the necessary economies of scale to compete in this
highly valuable market. Plaintiff spent over $1 million in advertising prior to launching its
products and sold at the lowest possible legal price in Ontario.
126.

Plaintiff’s products compete directly with Defendants’ products, including in the

sale of 12-packs and above. For example, Plaintiff’s Boxer Lager product competes directly
with Budweiser, Coors Light, Coors Banquet, Miller Genuine Draft, Miller Light, Labatt Blue,
Molson Canadian, Brava 5.5%, Carling Lager, Lakeport Lager, and Kokanee Lager. Plaintiff’s
Boxer Ice product competes directly with Labatt Ice, Blue Ice, Labatt Maximum Ice, Molson
XXX, Carling Black Label, Busch Ice, and Keystone Ice.
127.

Because the Defendants coerced the Liquor Control Board of Ontario (LCBO) to

maintain the “six-pack” rule, the only place Plaintiff could sell 12-packs and above in Ontario
was TBS.
128.

As discussed above, Defendants, through their respective positions in the Board

of Directors, the Executive Committee, and the Retail and Marketing Committee, directly
control all aspects of the merchandising and marketing policies, as well as the operational
policies, fee structure, and logistical practices at all TBS stores in Ontario.
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129.

As a result, Defendants control Plaintiff’s ability to compete and successfully

diminished the presence of Plaintiff’s products in low-cost value end of the beer market.
130.

Defendants knowingly participated in and employ an out of stocking scheme to

limit competition from Plaintiff and other imported brewers.
131.

Because Plaintiff is shipping its products from Monroe, Wisconsin, Plaintiff must

ship to a LCBO warehouse in Whitby, Ontario and then TBS orders Plaintiff’s products from
the LCBO. Defendants ensure that Plaintiff’s products are out of stock at TBS stores by
prioritizing their products on the delivery trucks that transport beer from the LCBO warehouse
to the TBS stores. When there is no more room on the truck, the Plaintiff’s products are not
transported to the TBS stores.
132.

This is deceptive business practice employed by Defendants known as channel

stuffing. In short, Defendants stuff the TBS distribution channel with a surplus of their own
products and therefore ensure that Plaintiff’s products are not in stock at several TBS stores.
This is particularly true during periods of well-established increased customer demand, like
during the summer and long holiday weekends.
133.

Defendants conduct deprived and continues to deprive Plaintiff’s ability to

compete in the market because plaintiff suffered an initial loss of competitive opportunity
since once a customer was unable to locate Plaintiff’s product at TBS, the customer does not
go back to buy that product again, and also Defendants determine a required quota for each of
Plaintiff’s products in each TBS store for Plaintiff to continue selling its products in each
respective store, which Plaintiff is then unable to satisfy due to Defendants’ conduct.
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134.

So, Defendants ensure that Plaintiff’s product is not available at TBS stores, and

then delist Plaintiff’s product when the quota limits are not satisfied because not enough of the
product is sold.
135.

Defendants also use advantageous marketing positions that they themselves

establish for each TBS store. This includes, but is not limited to, placement of their own
products on the “Big Ten” wall and advantageous placement of advertisements of their own
products in the “Brewer Poster Program.”
136.

Defendants decide where they products and Plaintiff’s products are displayed in

the TBS stores. In fact, Plaintiff’s products have never been displayed in a single TBS store.
137.

Defendants also decide when and whether to offer tastings of Plaintiff’s products.

Defendants also decide how much product to order for the tasting and in each instance that a
tasting of Plaintiff’s product was offered, the store ran out of the product during the tasting.
138.

As explained above, Defendants had TBS adopt company-wide practices that

limited competition from Plaintiff’s exports, thus shielding Defendants’ brands from
competition.
139.

All of the practices are related and share one goal: to make it hard or even

impossible for consumers to find and buy 12-packs and up of Plaintiff’s exports in TBS stores.
Other brewers in the United States have made similar complaints.
140.

Plaintiff was therefore denied the opportunity to compete in the Ontario value

beer market as a direct result of Defendants’ involvement in policies developed for TBS and
decisions made about TBS operations.
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IV.

1992-2017: CHRONOLOGY OF CONSPIRING TO RESTRAIN TRADE
141.

In 1992, Labatt and Molson were both independent Canadian companies that

dominated the Ontario beer market, and jointly controlled TBS. At this time the two brewers
accounted for 95% of the Canadian beer market. About 5% of the beer consumed in Ontario
was imported in 1992; and of that 5%, about 4% were value-brands exported from the United
States. At this time, TBS sold only beer brewed in Ontario, while the LCBO sold both
domestic and imported beer, but overwhelmingly focused on wine and spirits.
142.

Labatt and Molson’s domination of Canadian distribution (besides TBS, they also

operate a related joint venture distribution business in the Western provinces) meant that large
U.S. breweries were compelled to license their brands to Labatt or Molson for production and
distribution in Ontario. Miller had a license, production and distribution agreement with
Molson since 1989, Coors had a similar one since 1985, and Anheuser-Busch had one with
Labatt since 1980. In a complaint by Miller Brewing against Molson Coors, Miller explained
the necessity of distributing through either Labatt or Molson:
“The Molson and Labatt duopoly has vigorously protected its dominion of beer
sales in Canada”16
and
“The license and distribution arrangement … was, as a practical matter,
necessary if Miller hoped to achieve substantial success in selling its beers in
Canada due to the “duopoly” in Canada of Molson and Labatt.”17
143.

During the 1990s and into the 2000s Labatt and Molson operated an

unincorporated trade association that consisted of just the two companies called “Brewers of
Ontario”, led by Mr. Jan H. Westcott, the Executive Director. Mr. Westcott operated as a
First Amended Complaint at 23, Miller Brewing Company v. Molson Coors Brewing Company, (E.D.Wis. 2005)
(No. 05-C-1307)
17
Id. at 28
16
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representative of Labatt and Molson executives and took direction directly from the CEOs of
both companies on a regular basis. They used this trade association (as opposed to TBS) to
negotiate their commercial relationship with the LCBO.
144.

On February 18th, 1992, Canada lost a GATT trade challenge initiated by the

United States over a myriad of discriminatory practices relating to beer. The United States
brought the challenge due to the petitioning of brewers G. Heileman Brewing Company, Inc.
(“Heileman”) and The Stroh Brewing Company (“Stroh”). Their successful challenge was
understood to lead to more competition from U.S. brewers exporting to Canada, and Labatt
and Molson were determined to minimize this new competitive pressure. The GATT report
gave Canada flexibility in how it was going to rectify its trade restraints.
145.

On May 11th, 1992, Mr. Westcott wrote a letter to the President of TBS, who had

asked Mr. Westcott to update him on what Molson and Labatt were planning vis-à-vis the
LCBO. Mr. Westcott’s letter was quite frank in detailing Labatt and Molson’s desire to limit
competition from U.S. brewers. First, the letter noted that the LCBO was eager to expand
selling 12 packs and 24 packs of beer, but that Molson and Labatt were opposed. Mr. Westcott
writes that “In complying with GATT, the government will either have to provide the same
opportunity to sell 12 packs [that Molson and Labatt were already selling in LCBO stores] to
foreign suppliers or eliminate it for Ontario brewers.” Molson and Labatt agreed that they
would rather deny selling the LCBO any large pack sizes, including their own brands (and the
U.S. brands for which they had exclusive distribution rights), rather than having to compete
against other U.S. brewers exporting 12 packs and 24 packs to the LCBO (and worse from
their perspective, losing valuable exclusive licensing agreements with major U.S. brewers).
The letter goes on to note that “We haven't yet communicated this position to the [LCBO] but
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it will become a contentious issue when they learn about it.” Exhibit 2 – May 11th, 1992
letter by Jan Westcott.
146.

The May 11th, 1992 letter details other complaints about the LCBO increasing

competition for beer sales in Ontario. Mr. Westcott writes “In an effort to gain market share in
beer, the LCBO has installed refrigerated coolers” and “If this trend continues, it may impair
[TBS’s] competitive edge in being the ‘preferred beer retailer’”.
147.

The May 11th, 1992 letter also notes Molson and Labatt’s concerns that “The

LCBO has authorized a number of companies to act as its agents in the wholesaling and
delivery of imported draught beer” which in turn was “creating a dangerous precedence
whereby beer manufacturers are delivering product directly to licensed establishments.” This
was a concern about U.S. brewers exporting to Ontario themselves and delivering directly to
Ontario licensees (bars and restaurants). For example, beginning in August, 1990, Guinness
PLC (brewers of the famous stout) had signed an agreement with the LCBO to directly export
Guinness draught beer into Ontario as agent of the LCBO, warehouse it, and sell it to Ontario
licensees. If this practice became more widely known, it would mean that Anheuser-Busch,
Coors Brewing, and Miller Brewing would have less need to enter into their distribution
relationships with Molson and Labatt.
148.

The May 11th, 1992 letter concludes with Mr. Westcott writing “Peter, I realize

that the foregoing read out of context, could sound quite paranoid. Please keep in mind,
however, that as sales of the LCBO’s traditional lines have flagged, the [LCBO] has
increasingly turned to beer to attract traffic to its stores.” Mr. Westcott continued: “In a
number of cases when we have objected to something [the LCBO] wished to do, it has
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been quietly suggested that if we don’t give them what they want, they’ll beat us up with
lower priced U.S. beer.” (Emphasis added)
149.

Fearing increasing competition from U.S. beer and the possibility that their U.S.

licensing partners would break their distribution agreements, Molson and Labatt were
determined to resist the LCBO’s plans to expand beer sales, and knew this meant opening up
TBS to imported beer. By agreeing to sell competitors’ imported beer through TBS, Molson
and Labatt could maintain their control and restraints on contribution in ways they couldn’t if
the LCBO expanded its beer buying role.
150.

On September 21st, 1993, with settlement of the trade dispute just one week away,

the LCBO prepared a memo titled “A Business Case to Sell Beer: 12’s & 24’s In All LCBO
Stores”. The memo noted: “No legislative or regulatory changes required” to sell 12s & 24s
and that the LCBO could begin in one to two months. However, the memo noted that “Molson
and Labatt, the major shareholders of [TBS], will object to this initiative because [TBS] sales
will be diverted to the LCBO”. Conversely, the memo noted that “U.S. and other foreign
brewers would support this initiative as it gives them improved access to the Ontario market
through a retailer not owned by their competitors.” The memo accurately predicted that
Molson and Labatt “may refuse to sell 12’s & 24’s to the LCBO for sale through regular
LCBO stores. May be persuaded otherwise if imports sell well.” Exhibit 3 – Sept. 21st, 1993
LCBO Memo on Selling 12’s and 24’s
151.

On September 28th, 1993, enabled by commitments from Molson and Labatt that

TBS would not impose discriminatory fees on imported U.S. beer, the United States and
Canada signed an MOU governing TBS fees to settle the GATT challenge.18 Anheuser-Busch,
The MOU is a GATT Dispute Settlement document, and has no effect where it “is inconsistent with any law of
the United States”. See 19 U.S.C § 3512(a).
18
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Miller Brewing Company, and Adolph Coors Company went along with this settlement
because of the distribution agreements they had in place with Molson and Labatt, which they
understood to give them a favored position in Ontario as compared to their U.S. domestic
competitors. Canada also agreed to terminate a punitive 50 percent ad valorem duties on beer
brewed by Heileman and Stroh that had been petitioned for by Molson and Labatt to buy them
time.19 Exhibit 4 – Canada-USA MOU regarding TBS, Sept. 28th, 1993
152.

On July 11th, 1994, Molson and Labatt executives made clear in a meeting with

LCBO executives that they were “not interested in any widespread sale of 12’s and 24’s in
LCBO stores”. Their reason was that it would give too much access to their U.S. based
competitors with whom they didn’t have distribution agreements, like Heileman and Stroh.
153.

On September 13th, 1994, LCBO CEO Andy Brandt indicated in a letter to Mr.

Westcott that the LCBO anticipated carrying 12’s and 24’s of beer in roughly one hundred
LCBO stores. Exhibit 5 – Letter from LCBO to Jan Westcott, Sept. 13th, 1994.
154.

As Labatt and Molson already had exclusive distribution agreements with then-

independent Anheuser-Busch, Miller Brewing, and Coors Brewing, the LCBO felt completely
at the mercy of Labatt and Molson if it wished to expand its beer business, and the LCBO was
forced to negotiate with Defendants to expand selling 12s and 24s.
155.

Molson and Labatt executives met with LCBO executives on a number of

occasions through the remainder of 1994 regarding the LCBO’s desire to sell 12’s and 24’s of
beer. Each time, Molson and Labatt expressed their concern about decreased sales at their TBS
stores.
156.

On February 13th, 1995, Mr. Craig Prentice, Molson Inc.’s Senior Vice President,

Sales and also Chairman of TBS, along with Mr. Thane Pressman, Labatt’s Ontario President,
19

See paragraph 5(b) of the MOU (Exhibit 4).
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and also Chair of Brewers of Ontario and Labatt’s lead director at TBS, met with Mr. Brandt
to discuss Molson and Labatt’s concerns about the LCBO’s plans to expand its role as beer
buyer and retailer.
157.

On April 14th, 1995, a Toronto based investment company, the Onex Corporation,

announced that it was pursuing a hostile takeover of Labatt. Hugo Powell, then President of
Labatt, searched for a ‘white knight’ to fend off Onex, and announced a sale of Labatt to
Interbrew SA on June 6th, 1995. The Labatt acquisition gave Interbrew its first production
presence in North America. Going forward in this Complaint, references to “Labatt” should be
understood to be Interbrew’s “trading name” in Canada.
158.

At some point during the first half of 1995, Molson and Labatt representatives

agreed to begin supplying the LCBO with 12 and 24 packs for certain LCBO stores only. They
referred to these as “pilot projects”.
159.

On June 12th, 1995, Mr. Prentice sent a letter to LCBO CEO Andy Brandt “on

behalf of Brewers Retail Inc. [TBS]” but on Molson Inc. letterhead, with his Molson job title.
Mr. Prentice listed ten Ontario communities he was targeting for TBS expansion, and
requested details on LCBO “marketing plans, budgets for promoting the sale of beer in
LCBO”. Exhibit 6 – June 12th, 1995 Letter from Molson to LCBO.
160.

Mr. Prentice reported directly to the Molson Inc. President and CEO, Mr. J. Bruce

Pope. Both of them were intimately involved in managing TBS and advancing the scheme to
stop the LCBO from expanding its purchases from American brewers.
161.

On June 16th, 1995, LCBO VP Larry Gee wrote a memo to LCBO CEO Andy

Brandt concluding that Mr. Prentice’s expansion strategy was “wrong-headed and
indefensible”. The June 16th memo noted that contrary to Mr. Prentice’s asserted desire to
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improve customer service, the plan he presented would make things worse, as “LCBO offers
an all brands assortment, the product is cold” (emphasis in original). Exhibit 7 – June 16th,
1995 Memo by LCBO VP
162.

On June 27th, 1995, Mr. Brandt responded to Mr. Prentice’s memo, writing “All

of a sudden, they want to get aggressive, at the expense of the LCBO.” Exhibit 8 – June 27th,
1995 letter. It was clear to LCBO staff that Molson and Labatt’s growth plans for TBS meant
competition in the North American beer market would suffer.
163.

On July 28th, 1995, Hugo Powell became Interbrew SA’s CEO for the Americas,

an Interbrew corporate officer, while remaining based in Toronto and retaining the title
President of Labatt Breweries of Canada. Mr. Powell was and continued to be intimately
involved in the formation and push of Defendants’ conspiracy to restrain the ability of the
LCBO to purchase from U.S. brewers. Mr. Powell would conspire with his Molson Inc.
counterpart at the time, CEO Bruce Hope, followed John Barnett, Molson Inc. CEO beginning
November 27th, 1995 until November 19th, 1998.
164.

On August 28th, 1995, Mr. Prentice of Molson Inc. (who reported diretly to Mr.

Hope) and Phil C. Carter of Labatt (who reported directly to Mr. Powell), wrote a jointly
signed letter to Mr. Brandt, complaining of the LCBO’s “unilateral decision” to open three
new stores. Molson and Labatt viewed Ontario as their personal fiefdom, and believed that
nothing should happen to increase competition absent their prior agreement. Exhibit 9 – Joint
Molson and Labatt Letter dated August 28th, 1995
165.

On September 19th, 1995, Mr. Brandt responded to Mr. Prentice and Mr. Carter,

saying he was “disappointed to receive and read your letter” and “concerned with its tone”.
Mr. Brandt noted that the LCBO continued to be unable to sell beer in cases of 12/24, copying
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the Interbrew SA CEO of Americas and President of Labatt, Hugo Powell, and Molson Inc.
President Bruce Hope, on his response.
166.

On November 27th, 1995, John Barnett, who had been heading Molson’s U.S.

division, returned to Toronto to replace Bruce Hope as Molson Inc. President.
167.

Negotiations continued through 1996 and 1997, with Mr. Brandt meeting directly

with the Presidents of Molson’s and Labatt’s. The LCBO was resisting TBS expansion,
because once TBS expanded to an area that was only served by the LCBO, Defendants would
then cease delivering much of the beer they had previously delivered to that LCBO. That in
turn effectively ruined the investment the LCBO had made in refrigerated storage.
168.

On April 4th, 1997, after learning that Ontario’s Minister of Consumer and

Commercial Relations was set to meet with representatives of Molson and Labatt, Mr. Brandt
sent a letter to the Minister detailing Defendants’ anticompetitive behavior. In the letter, Mr.
Brandt wrote that TBS “condones in-store favoritism for Molson-Labatt, hiding behind the
policy of brewer neutrality, and in effect has regulatory control by owning the distribution
system” and that “Many micro-breweries in Ontario have complained about the Molson-Labatt
(foreign owned) control over [TBS], resulting in serious distribution problems for smaller
Ontario owned brewers.”
169.

On July 1st, 1998, seeing no end to Interbrew’s grip on Canadian distribution,

Anheuser-Busch granted Interbrew a perpetual “forever” license on Canadian production and
distribution of Anheuser-Busch brands. This deal was negotiated for Labatt by Mr. Powell,
who was also largely responsible for restraining the LCBO’s ability to become a bigger beer
buyer and thus better partner for U.S. brewers.
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170.

On October 1st, 1998, LCBO VP of Finance Alex Browning wrote to the Ontario

Ministry of Consumer & Commercial Relations’ Policy Director to alert the director that the
Brewers had “summarily rejected a number of offers the LCBO made” and that they had
terminated the “pilot project” of the LCBO selling 12s and 24s in urban stores. This letter
noted that in order to reduce Interbrew and Molson’s’ concern about the LCBO purchasing 12s
and 24s of beer from other brewers, “the LCBO is prepared to rebate back to [TBS] all [“Cost
of Service Revenue”] on 12 & 24 packages in our urban stores that exceed 2% domestic
market share.” The letter also reaffirmed the LCBO’s desire to “carry 12 and 24 packages that
are not carried in [TBS]. This would assist small brewers on getting additional distribution of
their product.”
171.

Negotiations between LCBO on one side and Molson and Interbrew on the other

continued. Molson and Labatt proposed that to offset LCBO losses when TBS opened a new
store, the LCBO should increase its “cost of service” fee charged on beer. An internal LCBO
memo by LCBO VP Dave Wilcox dated November 5th, 1998, on this TBS proposal noted it
was “not a good deal”. In particular, the memo made the following conclusions regarding the
TBS proposal:
-

-

172.

An increase in the LCBO in-store cost of service (COS) represents a win for
the major domestic brewers since it affects their competitors more than it does
them. The greatest impact is on beer sold exclusively in LCBO stores; it
reduces supplier margin and/or increases retail price (which in turn affects
sales volume).
Brewers who sell brands exclusively in LCBO stores tend to be those who
need shelf space exposure in order to generate sales, and/or cannot afford
[TBS’s] listing fees; as a result, cottage brewers and Lakeport [low cost value
brewer] would be most severely affected by a COS increase. Exhibit 10 –
November 5th, 1998 LCBO Memo on Brewers Proposal
The November 5th, 1998 memo also discussed TBS taking over responsibility for

distributing imported beer sold in its stores, something the LCBO desired. Mr. Wilcox noted
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that “Currently, the LCBO delivers imported beer directly to all 400+ Beer Stores across
Ontario” and that the potential “Delivery to only 6-8- [TBS] stores/depots represents the only
true, ongoing cost saving and gain to the LCBO” currently still being negotiated with Labatt
and Molson. The memo noted, however, that Molson and Labatt were likely not interested in
distributing imported beer that they had promised foreign brewers they would sell in an
efficient manner. The reason was that the Molson and Labatt representatives were concerned
that they “would not be able to charge costs back to the import beer suppliers and therefore
this proposal represents a true cost to them”. The foreseeable and indeed intended effect of
Defendant’s agreement to refuse to let U.S. brewers ship directly to TBS depots was to restrain
U.S. exports of beer to Ontario.
173.

Defendants were also at this time keen to have the LCBO agree to raise prices on

beer. The November 5th, 1998 memo stated that “The LCBO rejects the Brewers’ proposal
regarding “Beer Minimum Price CPI Increases” because it represents no value to the LCBO.”
174.

A November 23rd, 1998 letter from Alex Browning, the VP Finance &

Administration at the LCBO, to Mr. Brandt, CEO, noted problems with economic assumptions
underpinning the latest TBS proposal: “Brewers again have calculated their numbers based on
a ‘no growth’ scenario … this continues to worsen, as a bad deal for the LCBO, consumers +
tax payers. The beer monopoly is clearly the benefactor!” Exhibit 11 – November 23rd, 1998
LCBO letter
175.

On December 9th, 1998, LCBO CEO Andy Brandt met with Dave Perkins of

Molson Inc. and Bruce Elliott of Interbrew SA, at which point the corporate officers cornered
Mr. Brandt on their conspiracy. At this meeting, Mr. Perkins and Mr. Elliott provided new
language to a template working agreement that would bar the LCBO from purchasing 12s &
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24s from any U.S. brewers – even those that did not already sell through TBS. This was
directly targeted at stopping the LCBO from sourcing from Defendants’ U.S. competitors. Mr.
Brandt was extremely concerned that Molson and Labatt were urging the LCBO to refrain
from selling 12’s and 24’s from other brewers, and that such a provision had no place in any
working framework between the LCBO and TBS. The day after the meeting, Mr. Brandt wrote
to the Deputy Minister of Consumer and Commercial Relations that the Ontario government
should “give careful consideration to the potential implications of the federal Competition
Act” on any LCBO-TBS Agreement. Exhibit 12 –Dec. 10th, 1998 Letter by Mr. Brandt to
Deputy Minister Lal
176.

It was clear to Mr. Brandt that “at this stage it appears an agreement can be

reached only if the LCBO yields on almost all of the Brewers’ [Molson and Labatt’s]
demands.”
177.

It was clear that the out-of-stocking Plaintiff would experience many years later

was a long running scheme by Defendants, as observed by Mr. Brandt. Mr. Brandt recorded
that “While [TBS] can improve access, they still control the store, + small brewers can still
find their product in frequent out-of-stock position + undersold by staff + they will have lost
their leverage of being able to access the LCBO!!” [sic]. Mr. Brandt further observed that
“Ontario is the most profitable jurisdiction for Molson and Labatt”. Exhibit 13 – Notes by
Mr. Brandt on Dec. 10th, 1998 Letter
178.

Mr. Brandt also wrote in his December 10th letter that “Another LCBO concern

not addressed in the current draft agreement is the practice of Beer Stores placing frequent
small orders for imported beer.” As all imported beer was first consigned to an LCBO
warehouse for distribution to TBS stores, Mr. Brandt understood this TBS practice to cause
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frequent out-of-stocking at TBS stores for imported beer, a practice which Defendants have
refused to rectify and which Plaintiff publicly complained of twelve years later and shortly
after commencing exports to Ontario (discussed below). Mr. Brandt wrote that TBS “has not
explained why it could not provide delivery at lower cost than the LCBO, especially since its
depots already deliver to licensee customers in the same communities.”
179.

On December 16th, 1998, LCBO corporate staff and Molson and Labatt

executives produced a joint “Working Protocol” (predecessor of what would become the June
2000 Secret Agreement). This Working Protocol featured the worst of Defendants’
conspiracies: section 6.15 stated that “The LCBO agrees to discontinue its stocking of 12 and
24 SKUs”. However, this Working Protocol did contain one win for the LCBO, under Section
8 – titled “Consolidated Distribution Plan”. Under this section, much as the LCBO had long
ago done for Guinness draft beer, the LCBO would authorize TBS “to act as the LCBO’s agent
and distributor of import beer”. This would have solved the perpetual problem of TBS stores
not sufficiently stocking imported beer – or at the very least, not let TBS’ owners blame the
LCBO for out-of-stockings. However this provision was conditioned on not increasing costs
for foreign brewers, which was up to Defendants. Because Defendants were interested in
actively restraining access to the Ontario market for U.S. brewers, they took no steps to
ameliorate this out-of-stocking problem.
180.

During this time, Mr. Brandt felt pressure from Minister Tsubouchi to concede to

demands from Molson and Labatt, although the Minister, sensitive to international trade legal
exposure, declined to do so via any form of law or regulation. Molson and Interbrew were
making private promises to the Minister that if their demands vis-à-vis the LCBO were met,
then the Defendants would make manufacturing commitments to the Minister. In a
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presentation to the Minister on January 20th, 1999, titled “Ontario Beer Store Investment
Strategy”, Molson and Labatt promised the following in exchange for the LCBO ceasing to
purchase 12s & 24s:
-

181.

“maintaining Ontario production levels that exceed in-province consumption”
“best efforts to source new export production from Ontario”
“best efforts to maintain brewery national offices and research and development
capacity in Ontario”. Exhibit 14 – Brewers Slide, Jan. 20th, 1999
While the LCBO was relenting on a variety of Molson and Interbrew’s requests,

they were determined to hold on to the ability to buy and sell larger case sizes from other
brewers despite Defendants’ demands to the contrary. At the LCBO Board Meeting on January
22nd, 1999, LCBO “Board members expressed their desire to include a provision [in the
Working Protocol] allowing various package sizes for brewers wishing to sell beer through the
LCBO.”
182.

On February 8th, 1999, a memo prepared for the LCBO Board condemned

Interbrew and Molson’s latest proposal: “This protocol will cost LCBO $72 million in actual
revenue over 10 years and could potentially hand over to the brewers $195.6 million. The
protocol has no sunset provision and therefore the benefit to the brewers grows more beyond
the 10 years. It also gives the Brewers [Molson Inc. and Interbrew SA] almost a total
monopoly over the beer market and effectively supersedes the Liquor Control Act and the
powers it gives the Board in relation to beer.”
183.

On April 14th, 1999, LCBO Director, Corporate Policy Gerry Ker wrote to Mr.

Brandt to inform him that while the LCBO was still holding off on soliciting 12-packs of beer
in light of the latest Molson and Labatt draft working proposal, problems were starting to
manifest with other brewery suppliers who were nonetheless preparing large-pack SKUs for
the LCBO, specifically Brick Brewing and Guinness. Mr. Ker wrote “These examples
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illustrate the difficulties that would be faced in working under a protocol that arbitrarily limits
beer packaging that the LCBO can carry.” Exhibit 15 – LCBO Letter on April 14th, 1999
184.

On May 7th, 1999, as Molson and Interbrew negotiations with the LCBO

continued to get more adversarial, LCBO VP Larry Gee wrote a memo to Mr. Brandt
suggesting that the LCBO “surrender its combo’s and agency’s beer mark-ups in exchange for
some movement on package sizes and assortment, with no cash payments by either party.”
185.

Molson Inc. and Interbrew SA were still engaged in their multi-year group

boycott, refusing to supply the LCBO with any 6-packs beyond what the LCBO already had,
providing any cases of beer larger than a 6-pack, or any beer in cans, to force the LCBO to
comply with their demand that the LCBO not purchase 12s & 24s of beer from any U.S.
brewer. The group boycott of the LCBO was raised in a letter dated June 25th, 1999 by Gerry
Ker, LCBO’s Director of Corporate Policy, to the Ministry’s Policy & Agency Director. The
letter was countering a letter by Mr. Westcott’s assistant at the Brewers of Ontario, CJ Helie.
Exhibit 16 – Group Boycott Letter
186.

On July 27th, 1999, the Brewers of Ontario (the unincorporated trade association

consisting of just Molson Inc. and Interbrew SA) sent a letter to Mr. Brandt. The power
imbalance between the brewers and the LCBO was so lopsided that these two private
companies were now effectively not only proscribing LCBO business decisions but also acting
as enforcement agents against the LCBO. The Brewers, incensed, wrote: “On July 26, 1999,
the Brewers of Ontario purchased a packaged case of 24 [emphasis in original] 450mL cans
of “Lion Lager” beer from LCBO Store 10 1121 Yonge Street for $27.60.” The Brewers were
outraged that the LCBO had violated “the working protocols which were negotiated with and
agreed to by you personally” [emphasis in original]. On information and belief, Defendants
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have continued to cause similar contractual enforcement operations to ensure the LCBO does
not compete in beer sales beyond the terms imposed on it by Defendants.
187.

An August 6th, 1999 letter from the Brewers of Ontario (“BOO”) offers more

direct evidence that the President of Molson Inc. and the Interbrew SA CEO for the Americas,
both of them corporate officers of each of the Defendants’ direct predecessors, were directly
involved in advancing their antitrust conspiracies against the LCBO. The letter confirms yet
again that Defendants refused to allow the LCBO to sell large case sizes, stating “The issue at
hand is that the LCBO marketed and priced sealed packages of 24 cans as such and not as
individual cans”. Just to hammer home how important this conspiracy was to Defendants, the
letter goes on to say that Mr. Brandt’s positions opposing the conspiracy were “diminishing
the extensive and time-consuming work that our industry and the Presidents of the major
shareholders [Interbrew SA and Molson Inc.] of the Beer Store (emphasis added) have
invested in this project.” Exhibit 17 – August 6th, 1999 Letter from BOO to LCBO. In fact,
in addition to the Presidents, both of the Boards of Directors of Interbrew SA and Molson Inc.
were involved, monitoring, and directing their concerted conspiracies, as their decision on
investing at least tens of millions of dollars into TBS was hanging on the outcome of their
conspiracy.
188.

On August 19th, 1999, the LCBO Board met, with LCBO Board Member Kevin

Lacey reporting to the Board that Molson and Interbrew had “one vision and that is to be in
control of beer sold in the province and that their interest is to make sure LCBO does not sell
beer.” Board Member Dick Dolphin advised that “Molson might be interested in working with
us”. This is evidence that the LCBO clearly understood that the importance of breaking
Defendants’ concerted conspiracy. Unfortunately Molson and Interbrew never broke ranks. In
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a private jointly signed letter to Minister Runciman, dated November 25th, 1999 on “Brewers
of Ontario” letterhead, Mr. Elliot of Interbrew SA and Mr. Perkins of Molson Inc. (using their
“Labatt” and “Molson” titles) wrote:
“Our lawyers have reviewed the Cabinet or Ministerial directive approach
and have concerns about their ability to prevent the LCBO from using their
regulatory power under the Liquor Control Act to override any such
directive. To address this concern they have suggested that the Protocols
either be implemented as a contract between BRI[TBS] and the LCBO, or
failing that, that the rules contained within the Protocols either be contained
in or supported by a regulation under the Liquor Control Act.”
Under cross-examination, Molson’s Dave Perkins was asked “Now, before I go to some
of the sections of your affidavit, did you consider the framework to be a commercial
agreement?” Mr. Perkins respond: “Yes, I did”. In an October 3rd, 2017 cross-examination the
former Minister Runciman20 was asked “The framework was a commercial agreement as
distinct from a cabinet directive, correct?” and Mr. Runciman said yes. The November 25th,
1999 letter also directly implicated Defendants’ Boards of Directors, in noting that Mr. Perkins
and Mr. Elliot had consulted “with our Boards and secured their agreement … to provide
additional compensation to address year 1 to 5 LCBO revenue impacts related to the
Protocols”. On information and belief, the likeliest motivation of Defendants in seeking a
commercial contract to bind the LCBO would be its secrecy, whereas any act of state would be
public.
189.

On March 30th, 2000, a meeting was held at Interbrew’s “Labatt House” in

Toronto. Attending this meeting were the five senior executives from the LCBO. Attending for

Plaintiff’s counsel has learned of another factual misstatement in Mr. Holden’s October 11 th, 2017 Declaration
[Dkt. #26]. In Paragraph 15, Mr. Holden states that Mr. Runciman is “currently a Canadian Senator”, but Mr.
Runciman resigned from his office on August 9th, 2017. Mr. Runciman raised this point during his crossexamination, which was October 3rd, 2017, and attended by the outside counsel Mr. Holden hired for the Ontario
proceeding.
20
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Interbrew were Mr. Bruce Elliot (who a few months later would be promoted to Interbrew VP
for North America and President, Labatt Canada); and Jeff Newton, Director, Public Affairs,
Labatt Breweries (later becoming spokesperson for TBS, a job he currently retains). Attending
for Molson were Dave Perkins, Molson Inc. VP and John Aitken, Molson Inc. VP, Logistics
(Ontario Region). An “Items for Discussion” table was presented by Dave Perkins, whereby he
separated issues into “Negotiable / Non-Negotiable”. “Non-Negotiable” items were “deal
breakers” for Molson and Labatt, and listed among the non-negotiables was the LCBO buying
and selling 12s & 24s of beer in the North American beer market. Exhibit 18 – March 30th,
2000 Meeting Minutes at Labatt House
190.

Also at the March 30th, 2000 meeting, the topic of “Consolidated Distribution”

was discussed. TBS agreed to “work with LCBO to address issues with respect to delivering
import beer to [TBS] stores from LCBO warehouses.” However, the meeting minutes indicate
that the issue that would have been beneficial to U.S. exporters was shelved: “The proposal
contained in the Protocol for [TBS] to assume 1st receipt from LCBO will not be pursued.”
Declining to fix the out-of-stocking issue by allowing TBS warehouses to assume first receipt
of U.S. beer was a direct attack by Defendants on U.S. brewery exports.
191.

On Monday, April 3rd, 2000, at 5:00pm, Mr. Perkins and Mr. Elliott met to

discuss how Molson Inc. and Interbrew SA should coordinate their next move in their market
allocation conspiracy demands against the LCBO. The two had met earlier in the day in a twohour meeting from 11:30am-1:30pm with the LCBO. The LCBO had “reconfirmed at this
meeting that compensation [for foregoing buying and selling others’ beer] was off the table.”
Molson Inc. and Interbrew SA still wanted to exclude other brewers from selling anything
more than a six-pack to the LCBO.
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192.

On a conference call on April 4th, 11:30am, the LCBO “put the issue of 8s and 9s

on the table.” according to notes from a Brewers of Ontario association memo. This referred to
the fact that the LCBO was still fighting to at least be able to buy 8 or 9-packs from other
brewers. As negotiations that day progressed, the LCBO conceded on 9-packs, agreeing to
refrain from purchasing 9-packs from other brewers, but, according to a contemporaneous
memo by the Brewers of Ontario, the “LCBO argues that 8-packs are essential to have in case
market turns to 8 packs. (eg. [sic] If they only have 6 packs – then they will no longer be able
to sell beer if market turns to 8s).”
193.

At 3:45pm on April 4th, Mr. Elliott of Interbrew SA called Mr. Brandt and Mr.

Gee at the LCBO to follow up. Mr. Gee explained that the possibility of “a ‘fail’ scenario of
the pilot problem [was] not saleable to [LCBO] Board.” Mr. Elliott responded that the idea of
the LCBO being able to purchase “8 and 9 packs [from other brewers] [was] not saleable to
either shareholder of BRI – but perhaps there are other ways 8 and 9 pack issue can be
solved.”
194.

At a meeting on April 7th, 2000, at Labatt House in Toronto, Interbrew SA and

Molson Inc. repeated “that they cannot change their minds on 8s and 9s regarding
“grandfathering clause” and they “express[ed] frustration that they don’t even know what 8s
and 9s the LCBO is currently selling.” The Defendants told the LCBO “not to come back and
put other unacceptable asks on the table.” The LCBO agreed “to come back to brewers by
Wednesneday, April 12th, with new ideas.”
195.

On April 12th, 2000, the LCBO gave the Defendants a list of beer it was buying

from other breweries in 8 and 9-pack formats, which included Guinness. Defendants were
eager to exclude these breweries from selling their 8 and 9-packs to the LCBO. Defendants
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debated their response that day, analyzing the pros and cons of various responses to the
LCBO’s demand that it be able to continue purchasing 8 and 9-packs from other breweries.
Defendants understood that if they stopped conspiring and making demands in such a
concerted fashion, then their system of restraints could come crashing down: listed in the
Defendants’ memo (Exhibit 2921) as “Cons” under the Approach “We give the LCBO what
they want” were the following bullets:
•

•

196.

“LCBO has already expressed interest in pushing the new package size of 8s.
They have now admitted that they have 5 active SKUs in 8s and 9s and they have
2 more in the wings.”
“LCBO in prime position to play two big beer players against each other.
They are masters at this and will try and split industry at any cost.”
[Emphasis added]
On May 18th, 2000, the LCBO Board relented to Defendants, recognizing that “as

a practical matter, we had no choice but to do so” and that “We knew that the LCBO could not
compel [TBS] to supply it with new brands of beer for sale.” according to Mr. Brandt.
197.

On May 31st, 2000, Mr. Brandt was telephoned by Minister Runciman (who

succeeded Tsubouchi on June 19th, 1999), who told Mr. Brandt to sign the agreement Molson
and Interbrew had pursued. According to Mr. Brandt, “A day or so later, on June 1st, 2000,
Barry O’Brien tracked me down in Pearson airport where I was about to depart for a business
trip, and presented me with the finalized Framework for my signature. I complied with the
Minister’s instructions, and signed the Framework there and then.”
198.

Besides Mr. Brandt, the other signatory was Dave Perkins, the Molson Inc.

officer.

This Exhibit is listed as 29 because it was new evidence for this Second Amended Complaint, and Plaintiff’s
counsel thought it preferable to keep Exhibit numbers consistent with the prior version of the Complaint.
21
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199.

Paragraph D of the June 2000 Secret Agreement committed the LCBO to “not sell

beer … in packages containing more than 6 containers and not promote beer at price points
greater than 6 containers”. In one sentence, Molson Inc. and Interbrew SA managed to
implement not only their per se illegal horizontal market allocation conspiracy regarding
package sizes, but also their per se illegal horizontal price fixing conspiracy by contractually
prohibiting the LCBO from offering “Pack Up Pricing”. Pack-up Pricing is the term industry
uses for offering discounts when multiple 6-packs are purchased. This meant that U.S. brewers
who only sold to the LCBO were unable to encourage sales to the LCBO by offering
promotional quantity-based pricing to match discounts Defendants made available at TBS
stores. Exhibit 19, June 1st, 2000 Market Allocation and Price Fixing Agreement
200.

One concession in particular dispensed with any notion that the June 2000

Agreement was a deal between the LCBO and TBS as opposed to between the LCBO and
Interbrew S.A. and Molson Inc. That concession, spelled out in Paragraph E of the secret June
2000 Agreement, promised the LCBO “3 additional 6-pack SKU’s of popular best-selling
brands per brewer (bottles only)” to the LCBO. An internal LCBO memo to LCBO store
managers on July 10th, 2000, lists the new 6-packs the LCBO will carry: for Labatt, the brands
were Blue, Blue Light, Budweiser, and Carlsberg; for Molson, they were Canadian, Coors
Light, Export Ale, and Molson Dry. See Exhibit 20, July 10th, 2000 LCBO Memo to Store
Managers.
201.

Yet more evidence that this market allocation and price fixing conspiracy was

exclusively on behalf of Defendants is that even TBS’ other minority shareholder besides
Defendants, Sapporo’s Canadian subsidiary Sleeman Breweries Ltd. (“Sleeman”), did not even
know about the June 2000 Framework at the time it was signed. Mr. John W. Sleeman, who in
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1999 and 2000 was the Chairman and CEO of Sleeman, has sworn in his statement of defense
in the current Ontario action that “I did not participate in such negotiations nor did anyone else
acting on behalf of Sleeman. Sleeman did not provide direction to [TBS] in relation to the
negotiations with the LCBO that resulted in the 2000 Framework. I recall having been told in
this time frame, anecdotally, by [Mr. Brandt] and [Mr. Perkins] that there were some
discussions taking place between [TBS] and the LCBO to address issues that had arisen
between them. I learned of the 2000 Framework sometime after its date and before November
2, 2001”. The reason November 2nd, 2001, is a limiting date is because Mr. Sleeman at that
time had signed a letter that he believed had been given to him by “either Jeff Newton or Jan
Westcott, or whoever … or perhaps even Dave Perkins.” that referenced the June 2000
agreement. Even after being told about it, Mr. Sleeman was never given a copy of the June
2000 agreement, and did not see it until after the Toronto Star leaked it. Mr. Sleeman said he
could not recall how he first heard about the agreement, but that “I had a relationship with
Dave Perkins, and it could well have been him that gave me a call”. Mr. Sleeman went on to
note that despite Sleeman being a shareholder of TBS, “we were not notified of [TBS] board
meetings, we [were] not included in board meetings, we [were] not given the minutes of board
meetings, we [were] not invited to attend board meetings.” Mr. Sleeman, when asked if he’d
ever made enquiries about the June 2000 Agreement, said “No, I don’t recall asking. My
understanding was that, as a minority shareholder at The Beer Store, this was something that
was being negotiated by Molson and Labatt with the provincial government and the LCBO.”
202.

The details leading up to Mr. Brandt’s signing of the June 2000 Agreement were

reviewed by Professor Adam M. Dodek, LSM, a constitutional, administrative, and legal ethics
law professor at the University of Ottawa, former Chief of Staff to the Ontario Attorney
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General, and Canada’s foremost expert in legal ethics. Mr. Dodek wrote: “the Beer Framework
was entered into by the LCBO at the instruction of [Minister Runciman]. However, the manner
in which it was entered into shielded the Minister, and the government, from being held
accountable for this policy choice. This is directly contrary to the democratic norms of
responsible government in Canada because keeping the agreement secret prevented the
Minister from having to account for this decision.” Mr. Dodek concludes that “the manner in
which the Beer Framework was signed violated constitutional convention because it allowed
the Minister to exercise power without being accountable to the Legislature for the exercise of
that power.” Exhibit 21 – Memo by Professor Adam M. Dodek
203.

When asked by the Toronto Star in 2014 about Interbrew and Molson’s

motivations leading up to the agreement, Mr. Brant told the Toronto Star that Defendants were
“plainly spooked about the erosion of [TBS’] longtime monopoly position. The LCBO had
been stocking more beer in its newly renovated outlets, stealing market share from the shabby
stores in the [TBS] chain.”22
204.

On December 1st, 2000, Hugo Powell took Interbrew SA public with an IPO on

Euronext. He was encouraged by the steady stream of revenue he was now assured pursuant to
the Market Allocation Agreement. This would end up having extraordinary effects on U.S.
commerce, and consolidation in the U.S. beer market.
205.

The deal was kept a closely guarded secret. Ontario municipalities would write

letters to the LCBO asking for them to stock 12s and 24s of beer.

Martin Regg-Cohn, “The Beer Store’s secret sweetheart deal with LCBO revealed” , TORONTO STAR, Dec. 9th,
2014, available at
https://www.thestar.com/news/queenspark/2014/12/09/the_beer_stores_secret_sweetheart_deal_with_lcbo_revealed
_cohn.html
22
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206.

On June 4th, 2002, LCBO Corporate Policy staff prepared a one-page memo titled

“Pack-Up Pricing on Beer” which contemplated allowing brewers who sell through the LCBO
the ability to “offset the six-pack cost paid for product sold at 12-pack or 24-pack prices.” The
memo noted, however, that “TBS [meaning Interbrew SA and Molson Inc.’s TBS Directors]
will object strongly, since pack-up pricing has historically been exclusively “their” market.”
Exhibit 22, June 4th, 2002 memo on Pack Up Pricing.
207.

Another memo also issued June 4th, 2002, explored other new revenue

opportunities for the LCBO. This memo provided more direct evidence of Interbrew SA and
Molson Inc.’s exclusionary, monopolistic intent. The memo says: “Like 24/12 sales, LCBO is
restricted in the sale of domestic canned beer, given competitive concerns from TBS
shareholders. [meaning Interbrew SA and Molson Inc.]” Exhibit 23, June 4th, 2002 memo on
LCBO Revenue Opportunities. Both these overtures went nowhere because Interbrew SA
and Molson Inc. declined to revisit the June 1st, 2000 Agreement, even though it would be in
the individual interest of each company.
208.

Other large brewers were unaware of Molson and Interbrew’s conspiracy to get

the LCBO to sign a market allocation agreement. On June 14th, 2002, Richard Fitzgerald, then
President and CEO of Diageo’s Canadian division (Diageo owns the Guinness brand of beer),
evidently oblivious to the secret market allocation agreement, wrote a letter to the LCBO that
earnestly encouraged the LCBO to consider stocking 12’s and 24’s of beer. The letter noted
that “Packs of 6 account for 15% of the market, packs of 12 make up 38% of the market, and
packs of 24 about 47% of the market … At the risk of being judged as over critical of the
LCBO, only packs of 6 are available, thus ignoring 85% of the consumer needs”. Exhibit 24 –
Diageo Letter to LCBO.
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209.

Molson Inc. and Interbrew SA continued to resist all opportunities for the LCBO

to expand its role in beer sales, even when the LCBO offered to do so exclusively for Molson
and Interbrew’s brands. In an email on February 18th, 2003, an LCBO beer manager, Chris
Robertson, wrote an email to LCBO President Bob Peter with the subject “wish list for Labatt
and Molson” ahead of Mr. Peter’s meeting with the two companies. In this e-mail, Mr.
Robertson asks Mr. Peter if Molson and Labatt authorize the following: (1) let the LCBO offer
Pack-up Pricing on Labatt and Molson 6-packs when multiples are bought; (2) consider
amending the June 2000 framework to let the LCBO sell beer to licensees; (3) supply the
LCBO with more Labatt and Molson cans of beer; (4) introduce another “pilot program”
where the LCBO sells 12s and 24s, at stores that Molson and Labatt select; and (5) impose less
restrictive minimum order requirements for imported brands. Mr. Robertson is specific on this
request, writing: “For example, Miller produces for export to Ontario either once or twice a
month depending on the brand … My understanding is that Molson’s has a facility in Detroit
that could potentially be used to stage Miller. They already use a facility where Corona is
staged.” This is worth pausing here and noting this – the Defendants were so committed to
restraining U.S. exports of beer to Ontario, that they refused even the most basic requests from
the LCBO to streamline imports of beer to which Defendants’ had exclusive distribution
rights! (In this case, Molson’s right to distribute Miller) Exhibit 25 – February 19th, 2003
LCBO Emails
210.

The next day, February 19th, 2003, replying to the same e-mail thread, Bob

Downey, LCBO SVP for Sales, adds that “the process where TBS levies a fee on us when we
back-order product to TBS is very punitive and one-sided … I think we need to address this
issue with them [Molson and Labatt] as well.” Exhibit 25 – February 19th, 2003 LCBO
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Emails Molson Inc. and Interbrew SA, however, declined to take the LCBO up on their offer
of buying more beer from them because it was more important to Defendants to keep their
concerted restraint on competition from other U.S. brewers into the LCBO.
211.

Molson Inc. and Interbrew SA’s February, 2003 refusal to release the LCBO from

their exclusionary market allocation agreement was the direct cause of Plaintiff’s inability to
sell its 12-packs of Boxer Beer to the LCBO, and caused its single-can listing in the LCBO to
suffer because Ontario licensees were unable to purchase it.
212.

On July 3rd, 2003, Interbrew announced that it was appointing Stewart Gilliland,

then CEO of Interbrew UK and Ireland, to take over from Bruce Elliot as “President of Labatt”
(Interbrew COO, Americas). Mr. Elliot was offered a position in Europe with Interbrew but
decided against leaving Canada. On information and belief, Stewart Gilliland was fully briefed
and instructed to continue Defendants’ restraints on U.S. export sales to Ontario, and took
concerted action with his counterpart at Molson Inc., Mr. Daniel O’Neil.
213.

On June 26th, 2003, Mr. Brandt wrote a memo to LCBO President Bob Peter

about the incredible margins Labatt and Molson were enjoying in Ontario. Mr. Brandt noted
that Labatt and Molson were charging higher prices in Ontario than they were even in far flung
Yukon, and that “With TBS system in Ontario, as well as economies of scale and lower
distribution costs, you would think our prices would be significantly lower in Ontario”.
Exhibit 26 – June 26th, 2003 memo from Brandt to Bob Peter
214.

In 2003, Labatt had an EBITDA of $636,000,000 U.S. dollars.

215.

In February, 2004, executives and Board members from Companhia de Bebidas

das Américas (“AmBev”), including Marcel Telles,23 AmBev’s Board Co-Chairman, and
Marcel Telles is now currently on the board of Defendant ABI and is one of the three individuals in the Braco
Group.
23
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Carlos Brito24, AmBev’s CEO, among others, travelled from Sao Paulo to Toronto to learn
more about Labatt’s business. AmBev was Brazil’s largest brewer. In Toronto they met with
both Interbrew CEO John Brock, who took over from Mr. Powell in February 2003, and Mr.
Gilliland, who became Interbrew’s Zone President and Labatt President on Sept. 1st, 2003. At
this point, AmBev’s leadership was fully briefed on Labatt’s unique distribution joint venture
with Molson Inc., and the secret market allocation arrangement with the LCBO.
216.

On March 4th, 2004, Interbrew announced that it was merging with AmBev, a

Brazilian based brewing conglomerate that controlled 65% of the Brazilian market. Interbrew
changed its name to InBev, and the company now had 14% global market share and brewed
190 million hectoliters of beer compared, putting it ahead of Anheuser-Busch’s 152 million
hectoliters.
217.

The Interbrew-Ambev merger was actually an exchange of shares between the

Braco Group (who controlled AmBev) and the Interbrew Founding Families (who controlled
Interbrew). As described in the company’s SEC filings:
In March 2004, various entities controlled by the Braco Group entered into a
contribution and subscription agreement with Interbrew NV/SA (as ABI was then
denominated) and various entities representing the interests of the Interbrew
Founding Families to exchange their controlling interest in Old Ambev for newly
issued voting shares of Interbrew NV/SA, which represented 24.7% of Interbrew
NV/SA’s voting shares. Pursuant to the incorporação agreement dated March 3,
2004, Labatt Brewing Canada Holding Ltd., or Mergeco, was merged into Old
Ambev by means of an upstream merger (incorporação) under the Brazilian
Corporation Law, or the Incorporação. Mergeco held 99.9% of the capital stock of
Labatt Holding ApS, or Labatt ApS, a corporation organized under the laws of
Denmark, and Labatt ApS owned all the capital stock of Labatt. Upon completion
of the Incorporação, Old Ambev held 99.9% of the capital stock of Labatt ApS,
and, indirectly, of Labatt. As consideration for the acquisition of Labatt, Old
Ambev issued common and preferred shares to Interbrew NV/SA (as ABI was
then denominated). With the consummation of this transaction in August 2004, (1)
24

Mr. Brito is now the CEO of ABI.
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Labatt became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Old Ambev, and (2) Interbrew
NV/SA (as ABI was then denominated) increased its stake in Old Ambev to
approximately 68% of common shares and 34% of preferred shares.
Following this transaction, Latin America’s largest pension fund, Previ, filed a complaint
against Mr. Jorge Paulo Lemann, Mr. Marcel Herrmann Telles, and Mr. Carlos Alberto da
Veiga (the Braco Group), alleging they abused their power as controlling shareholders of
AmBev and failing to meet their fiduciary duties in negotiating the transaction. Lemann and
Telles settled an accusation by Brazil’s securities regulator, Comissão de Valores Mobiliários,
that they gave false information about the Labatt in the Interbrew-AmBev stock swap. The
three were ultimately fined $10.6 million, which Reuters reported as among the highest
against any individuals in Brazil’s history.25
218.

ABI leadership (now mainly consisting of the Braco Group and confidants) saw

the value in Labatt not for its brand but for its above-market long term cash flows – thanks
primarily to its joint monopoly with TBS and license with Anheuser-Busch – that could be
used to make leveraged all-cash acquisitions in the United States.
219.

Mr. Telles wrote AmBev shareholders in the AmBev 2003 annual report that

merging Labatt into Ambev’s business would provide “our Company significant cash flows in
hard currency and an attractive way into the imports segment of the United States beer
market”.
220.

On August 27th, 2004, the Interbrew-AmBev merger closed. Interbrew changed its

name to InBev, and AmBev effectively became InBev’s Americas division, with Labatt
merged into AmBev. Carlos Brito left his role as CEO of AmBev, and moved to Toronto to

Reuters Staff, “Lemann, Telles, Sicupira to pay record Brazil fine”, REUTERS, December 24th, 2009, available at
https://www.reuters.com/article/abinbev-brazil-fines/lemann-telles-sicupira-to-pay-record-brazil-fineidUSN2418895020091224
25
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take on the role of InBev Zone President, North America & President of Labatt. On
information and belief, Mr. Brito was determined to use Defendants’ market allocation
conspiracy to extract as much cash out of the Canadian division as possible to pursue a hostile
takeover of Anheuser-Busch.
221.

InBev’s leadership sent top AmBev executives from Brazil to Toronto to shake up

their Canadian division’s management. In January, 2005, Miguel Patricio became InBev VP
for Marketing for North America, based in Toronto. Mr. Patricio is currently ABI’s Chief
Marketing Officer. On information and belief, he was equally determined to use the market
allocation conspiracy to generate massive positive cash flows to conduct a hostile takeover of
Anheuser-Busch.
222.

In or around November-December 2004, Mr. Brito hired Charlie Angelakos to

become a Director at Labatt. Mr. Angelakos had previously worked as a political appointee in
the Office of the Premier of Ontario, and was extremely politically connected at both the
provincial and federal levels of government. Mr. Angelakos remains based in Toronto to this
day, reporting directly to a succession of ABI corporate officers. On information and belief,
Mr. Angelakos was hired largely due to his close connections with the Premier’s office, and
that one of his functions was to brief ABI corporate officers on potential threats to Defendants’
conspiracy.
223.

Also around this time, Defendants formed a new ad-hoc, unincorporated trade

association titled “Canada’s National Brewers”. Jeff Newton – who attended the March 30th,
2000 meeting at Labatt House and had helped Interbrew work closely with Molson Inc. on
managing competition vis-à-vis the LCBO – left his role as Labatt Director of Public Affairs
and became the new President and CEO of Canada’s National Brewers. Mr. Newton has since
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served as the public spokesperson for TBS (in addition to speaking for Canada’s National
Brewers), and on information and belief continued to help Defendants facilitate their market
allocation and price fixing conspiracies for the purposes of excluding competition.
224.

On February 9th, 2005, Molson Inc. merged with Colorado based Adolph Coors

Co. to form the current Molson Coors Brewing Company. Pursuant to the merger’s
combination agreement, Molson Inc.’s senior leadership became corporate officers of
Defendant Molson Coors: the former Molson Inc. CEO became Molson Coors’ Vice
Chairman, Synergies and Integration; Kevin Boyce became President and CEO of Molson
Canada, and Robert Coallier became Global Chief Business Development Officer. The newly
combined Molson Coors directors and officers agreed to leave in place the price fixing and
market allocation restraints Molson Inc. had put in place along with Interbrew SA (now InBev
SA).
225.

In its last annual report as Adolph Coors Company, issued for 2004, the company

noted that the company’s pension obligations “will substantially increase, as we include
Molson’s pension and the pension in the Brewers Retail Inc. (TBS), joint venture which we
expect to consolidate”.26
226.

Also on February 9th, 2005, Eric H. Molson, who had been a director of the

former Molson Inc. since 1974 and Chairman since 1988, and his son Andrew T. Molson,
became Directors of the newly merged Molson Coors. On information and belief, the Molson
family directors were knew of and supported the restraints imposed on the LCBO’s ability to
buy beer and Mr. Perkins ultimately operated under their direction. Mr. Perkins would
conspire directly with ABI peers and through Mr. Newton.
Adolph Coors Company Annual Report, 2004, “Management Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and
Results of Operations”, pg. 32
26
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227.

Following the creation of the new Molson Coors, the role of “President and CEO,

Molson Coors Canada”, became a Principal Officer role at Molson Coors.
228.

At this same time, Mr. Brito took on an active management of Labatt’s affairs in

Canada, cutting costs as much as possible to extract more cash for subsequent acquisitions. In
December, 2004, Mr. Brito let go one-fifth of Labatt’s management, and on March 31st, 2005,
it was announced that Mr. Brito had decided to close Labatt’s Toronto brewery effective that
November, consolidating brewing at Labatt’s primary Ontario brewery. 27
229.

Mr. Brito, as InBev North American Zone President (an InBev corporate officer)

and Labatt President, launched new initiatives to promote the sale of large-pack sizes of beer
that made shopping at the LCBO less attractive. Mr. Brito introduced an 18-pack beer case
shaped like a suitcase – dubbed “the Samsonite”, and a carrying handle on 24-paks. Mr. Brito
told The Globe & Mail that “Females think that our two-fours are very inconvenient for them
to carry, very heavy, whatever. So we came up with this.”28 On information and belief, Mr.
Brito would plan with Mr. Kevin Boyce (Molson Coors Canada CEO) ways to advance
Defendants’ conspiracies to restrain competition from their U.S. domestic competitors by
limiting competitive opportunities at both TBS and the LCBO.
230.

On May 1st, 2005, Mark Hunter (prior to becoming Molson Coors CEO), became

Chief Commercial Officer for Molson Coors Canada, based in Toronto, where he was
responsible for all sales and marketing activities in Canada. On information and belief, Mr.
Hunter became intimately aware of Defendants’ restraints on U.S. export sales to Ontario, and

Derek Decloet, “At Labatt, they miss the Belgians”, THE GLOBE AND MAIL, Sept. 15th, 2006, available at
https://beta.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/at-labatt-they-miss-the-belgians/article18173452//
28
Derek Decloet, “Labatt’s Blues”, THE GLOBE AND MAIL, Sept. 30th, 2005, available at
https://beta.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/rob-magazine/labatts-blues/article18249371/
27
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took acts to ensure the restraints’ concealment and furthered those conspiracies in concert with
Mr. Brito and Mr. Boyce.
231.

Interbrew and Molson executives had promised to invest over $100,000,000 in

capital enhancements to TBS stores as part of the negotiations leading up to the June 2000
market allocation agreement. Nonetheless, on information and belief, executives from the two
companies, including Mr. Brito (ABI) and Mr. Boyce (Molson Coors), reversed the trend of
switching TBS stores to self-serve stores, and devised ways to ensure that Defendants’ own
brands were showcased at the expense of the competition.
232.

Between June 25th and September 25th, 2005, Molson Coors recorded

$118,646,000 in service charge revenues from TBS, which Molson Coors noted in its 2005
Third Quarter 10-Q SEC filing “did not include beer sales of the Company.” Molson Coors
noted that TBS’ owners guaranteed TBS’ debt, which stood at $184 million at the time.
233.

Defendants’ signed off on a new TBS plan during this time that saw TBS

marketing the renovated store design as “New store formats allow customers quick access to
the best-selling beer brands”, acknowledging that the renovations would be exclusively for the
benefit of Defendants’ brands.
234.

Between April 2005 and March 2006, Molson Coors ordered more than 210,000

hectoliters of Miller Genuine Draft (“MGD”) for shipment to Canada from the United States.
Molson Coors paid for those MGD shipments at Miller’s cost of production, and then in
addition paid royalty payments to Miller based on MGD’s retail sales. Despite profiting from
the sale of Miller’s beer exports to Ontario, Molson Coors chose to remain in lockstep with
InBev in maintaining its restraints, including refusing to allow the LCBO to appoint TBS
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warehouses as agents for “first receipt”, which would have made Miller’s exports of MGD to
Canada more profitable, and more fresh.
235.

On December 20th, 2005, Miller Brewing Company (“Miller”) filed an action

against Molson Coors in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Wisconsin under
both contract and antitrust law over violations of their distribution and licensing agreement and
merger with Adolph Coors Company. In cautioning its investors about the potential financial
cost of Miller’s lawsuit, Molson Coors valued its distribution agreement with Miller as having
“a carrying value of approximately $112.0 million at December 31, 2006.”
236.

On December 26th, 2005, Mr. Brito, still based in Toronto, became InBev CEO, a

position he continues to hold today (of what is now ABI).
237.

On January 19th, 2006, Miguel Patricio was promoted from his role as InBev’s

Vice President of Marketing for North America Zone (based in Toronto) to Zone President,
North America and President of Labatt (still based in Toronto), becoming an InBev corporate
officer.29 On information and belief, Mr. Patricio was briefed by Mr. Brito on the secret market
allocation and price fixing conspiracies, and conspired with Molson Coors’ Kevin Boyce to
continue and enforce the restraints on U.S. export sales to Ontario.
238.

In its 2006 10-K Statement, Molson Coors reported under “Item 2 – Properties”,

that as of December 31st, 2006, its “major facilities” included TBS’ four hundred retail stores
and six warehouses, as well as its own private distribution warehouse in Ontario.
239.

On January 1st, 2008, Miguel Patricio left his role as North America Zone

President for InBev to become Asia Zone President, and was replaced by Bernardo Pinto
Paiva, who became Zone President, North America and President of Labatt (still based in
Toronto). On information and belief, Mr. Patricio briefed Mr. Pinto Paiva on the secret market
29

Mr. Patricio is currently ABI’s global Chief Marketing Officer.
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allocation and price fixing conspiracies as discussed with Molson Coors’ Kevin Boyce, and
that Mr. Pinto Paiva conspired with Molson Coors to continue and enforce the restraints on
behalf of ABI.
240.

On June 11th, 2008, Mr. Brito sent a letter to August A. Busch IV, then CEO of

Anheuser-Busch, and copied the Anheuser-Busch Board of Directors, expressing InBev’s
intent to acquire Anheuser-Busch at $65 a share. In this letter, Mr. Brito’s opening overture,
Mr. Brito focused on the success of the two companies’ Canadian partnership, writing “In
Canada, both InBev and Anheuser-Busch have seen significant benefits from our existing
relationship which spans almost 30 years, during which InBev has helped to make Budweiser
the number one beer in Canada with average annual volume growth of 7.2% since 1998.” 1998
was the year Hugo Powell convinced Mr. Busch to hand over a perpetual license for Canada.
The Globe and Mail reported that the “Labatt deal formed bedrock of InBev bid”. Labatt and
Molson’s tight grip on Canadian distribution provided extraordinary margins and cash flow to
InBev, which enabled InBev to make its all-cash hostile takeover of Anheuser-Busch. InBev’s
acquisition of Anheuser-Busch significantly limited competition in the United States, and gave
the new ABI extraordinary advantages in dealing with U.S. distributors and suppliers.
241.

By 2007, only roughly a quarter of TBS stores had been converted to “self-serve”

format, where beers not belonging to Defendants can actually be on display. Self-serve stores
were far better for smaller brewers or foreign brewers who exported smaller volumes to
Ontario, because it enabled customers to discover new beer in store. The other remaining three
quarters of TBS stores kept product warehoused in the back out of sight of customers, who in
turn would overwhelmingly order beer that belonged to ABI and Molson Coors, whose brands
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were displayed on the “Big Ten” wall in every TBS store, showcasing Defendants’ own
brands.
242.

On July 6th, 2008, the Toronto Star reported on the criticisms of TBS’ “Ice Cold

Express” stores that were replacing TBS’ self-serve stores, reporting that “these new stores
limit the number of brands on display, based on market share”. The paper quoted the head of
the Ontario Craft Brewers association as saying that “The Ice Cold Express stores are great for
the owners … They have bigger lobbies. The cooler in the front of the store contains the top
sellers. You pretty much only see the owners’ brands in there.”30 The paper further reported
that “the owners of The Beer Store decide everything from stores’ layout, to the prices they
charge for special displays, or the cost of recycling non-industry standard bottles”. This
strategy, having Defendants’ own beer available in a cooler right by the cashier, renders the
competitive landscape so tilted against new market entrants that fair competition in TBS stores
is all but impossible.
243.

ABI touted its Ontario distribution network as its own when raising funds for its

AmBev subsidiary by selling notes in U.S. equity markets. In a September 22nd, 2008 SEC F-4
Registration Statement, AmBev began its “Summary” section with “Competitive Strengths”,
omitting any reference to TBS as an independent entity but rather simply describing a
“partnership with Molson Coors Canada Inc. and Sleeman Breweries Ltd. This network
allows us to deepen our market penetration and further enhances our favorable
competitive position in terms of both cost and service.” [Emphasis added]. The
“Competitive Strengths” section also noted that “Canadian operations deliver the strongest
EBITDA per hectoliter among all our units. Our leading position in these markets has enabled
Dana Flavelle, “Express Stores Hurt Small Brewers” , TORONTO STAR, July 6th, 2008, available at
https://www.thestar.com/business/2008/07/06/express_stores_hurt_small_brewers.html
30
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us to generate a substantial and growing revenue base. Moreover, it provides an excellent
platform for further growth.”
244.

On November 18th, 2008, on the closing of the acquisition of Anheuser-Busch,

ABI promoted Luiz Fernando Edmond from Zone President, Latin America North, to Zone
President, North America, based in St. Louis, Missouri. Mr. Edmond held this position until
January 1st, 2015, at which time he was promoted to ABI’s Chief Sales Officer. On
information and belief, Mr. Edmond was briefed on the secret market allocation and price
fixing conspiracies in Ontario by Mr. Pinto Paiva, and – from ABI’s St. Louis, Missouri office
– conspired to continue and enforce the restraints with Molson Coors against U.S. export sales
to Ontario.
245.

On June 2nd, 2009, Molson Coors promoted Dave Perkins, the Molson signatory

on the June 2000 agreement, from President, Global Brand and Market Development (based in
Denver, Colorado) to President and CEO of Molson Coors Canada. Mr. Perkins returned from
Denver to Toronto, and resumed his active oversight and involvement with his ABI peers in
conspiring to limit the ability of the LCBO to purchase beer from other American brewers. Mr.
Perkins would regularly confer with the other executives in Molson Coors’ Denver on his
dealings with ABI and the LCBO, including taking direction on these matters from Molson
Coors’ Denver based CEO (Mr. Leo Kiely until July 2009, then Mr. Peter Swinburn). Mr.
Perkins retired in February, 2013, and is now a resident of Naples, Florida, according to his
LinkedIn Page.
246.

On April 27th, 2009, Defendants authorized a TBS “Brewer Poster Program”,

whereby brewers could purchase a poster placement inside a TBS store. The Poster Program
policy document stated “The Beer Store will determine the relative position that each brewer
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poster occupies in a store. All efforts are made to ensure fair treatment on a provincial basis.”
[Emphasis added] This meant that even large foreign brands received poor placement if they
did not have a large market share in Ontario. The Posters were to be 20” by 26”, and cost
$159.01 per store. Plaintiff paid to have its beer included in the Poster Program, but then on
October 9th, 2012, TBS sent out a letter to participants in the program announcing that the
poster program was being summarily terminated. The letter stated that “We will be using the
wall space currently occupied by the posters for The Beer Store (TBS) brand messaging.” No
pro-rated refunds were offered to Plaintiff by TBS. Terminating the program did not affect the
“Big Ten” wall. On information and belief, the poster program’s origination, execution, and
termination were all attributable directly do dealings between ABI and Molson Coors’
executives, and its termination was driven by intent to limit competition.
247.

On TBS’ “About The Beer Store” webpage in 2009, TBS was marketing itself to

brewers as follows:
“Brewers also select The Beer Store retail locations that they wish to sell in.
Brewers can be in one store, 50 stores or all 440 locations of The Beer Store – it is
their choice.”31
248.

On October 20th, 2009, Plaintiff paid $52,099.7232 to TBS for a listing to sell

Plaintiff’s Boxer Lager beer through all 440 TBS stores, in 12-packs of 355mL cans for $15.80
CAD per 12-pack. Between its initial listing and the end of 2016, Plaintiff paid $701,797.08
CAD (or $610,258.33 USD, using an average foreign exchange rate of 1.15) in listing and
marketing fees to TBS. As reported on Molson Coors’ SEC filings, TBS profits were passed
up to Defendants.
The Beer Store, “About the Beer Store”, February 2009, available at
https://web.archive.org/web/20090217234907/http://thebeerstore.ca:80/AboutUs/Corporate.asp
32
Plaintiff paid $54,674.33 Canadian Dollars on October 20th, 2009, for a listing in all TBS stores. Historical
exchange rate listed for October 20th, 2009, is $1 CAD = $ 0.95291 USD.
31
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249.

On November 15th, 2009, Plaintiff launched a press release and commissioned an

advertising campaign in Ontario for Plaintiff’s Boxer Lager, with a focus on timing for the
important winter holiday season. In marketing the beer, Plaintiff advertised that its Boxer
Lager was sold for “the lowest legal price for beer in Ontario.”33
250.

Plaintiff’s winter 2009-2010 advertising campaign and launch of Boxer was

significantly undermined by out-of-stock issues for Boxer Lager that on average affected a
third of the 440 TBS stores that were supposed to be carrying Boxer Lager. Customers would
see Plaintiff’s TV ad, go to their nearest TBS store, be told that the Boxer Lager was not instock, and then in the vast majority of instances proceed to purchase a value segment beer
distributed by the two Defendants.
251.

On February 22nd, 2010, Plaintiff issued a press release that their launch of Boxer

Lager in Ontario “is being severely hindered with rolling Out of Stocks”. In this press release,
Plaintiff’s observed precisely the same behavior that the LCBO had complained about a
decade earlier, that TBS had a consistent pattern of placing insufficiently sized orders of
imported beer (which the LCBO was responsible for importing for TBS). The press release
stated: “Boxer Lager is sold at all 440 The Beer Stores throughout Ontario. For many weeks, a
number of TBS have not been ordering Boxer Lager in sufficient quantities to meet consumer
demand. This has caused rolling out-of-stocks in many stores, forcing a lot of Ontarians to buy
brands owned by our competitors.”
252.

Plaintiff’s February 22nd, 2010 press release continued: “almost 30% of TBS

stores have had out-of-stock situations in recent weeks” and stated that Plaintiff was “afraid
that many Ontario beer consumers are getting tired of not finding Boxer Lager and have
Canadian Beer News, “Minhas Creek Launches Boxer Lager in Ontario”, November 14 th, 2009, available at
http://www.canadianbeernews.com/2009/11/14/minhas-creek-launches-boxer-lager-in-ontario/
33
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permanently stopped looking for it. The demand for Boxer Lager is being created by the
hundreds of thousands of dollars of investment we have made in TV and print advertising”.
253.

On February 24th, 2010, the Toronto Star reported on Plaintiff’s problems with

TBS. The same Jeff Newton who in his capacity as Public Affairs Director for Labatt (Exhibit
18) had attended the March 30th, 2000 meeting at Labatt House where Defendants had
declined taking over distribution of imported beer from the LCBO was now the TBS
spokesperson. Despite his participation in that meeting, and his detailed knowledge that
Molson and Labatt had used their market power to completely dominate the LCBO, Mr.
Newton told the newspaper regarding Plaintiff’s Boxer Lager: “We’re not seeing that
inventory arrive in stores. We’re at the mercy of what the LCBO ships to us.” 34
254.

In 2010, ABI promoted Bary Benun, who had been Business Unit President for

Netherlands and subsequently Cuba, to ABI Business Unit President, Canada. Mr. Benum also
assumed a Director role at TBS. While holding the title of “ABI Business Unit President,
Canada”, Mr. Benun (and subsequent individuals with the title “ABI Business Unit President,
Canada” would be compensated in part by ABI’s AmBev subsidiary. Mr. Benum was brought
up to speed on ABI’s secret market restraints put in place with Molson Coors.
255.

On information and belief, in and around the summer of 2010, ABI’s Mr. Benum

and Molson Coors’ Mr. Perkins agreed and made plans to ensure the LCBO was not in any
way running afoul of the market allocation agreement by directing TBS staff to conduct an
audit of LCBO stores. This audit was completed over August and September of 2010, and on
October 13th, 2010, TBS President Ted Moroz sent a cease and desist letter directly to LCBO
President Bob Peter asserting a violation of Section D of the June 2000 Market Allocation
Josh Rubin, Staff Reporter, “Discount Brewer Cries Foul”, TORONTO STAR, Feb. 24th, 2010, available at
https://www.thestar.com/business/2010/02/24/discount_brewer_cries_foul.html
34
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Agreement by selling beer in packages containing more than 6 containers. Exhibit 27 –
October 13th, 201 Letter from TBS to LCBO.
256.

Small U.S. brewers continued to attempt to export to Ontario – and then give up

trying. On April 27th, 2011, the Wall Street Journal published an article titled “Fight Brews in
Craft Beer: Small-Batch Makers Say Ontario Retail System Is Stacked in Favor of Big Rivals”
which noted that “craft brewers in the U.S. have also complained at times about their access to
the market, which is dominated by large brewers and their distributors.”35
257.

On January 1st, 2013, ABI promoted Carlos Eduardo Lisboa from Business Unit

President, Argentina, to Business Unit President, Canada (and “President of Labatt”) based in
Toronto. On his personal LinkedIn page, Mr. Lisboa describes his time in Toronto as his
“second international assignment” from ABI, in a “very complex market environment.”
(Exhibit 1) On information and belief, Mr. Lisboa was aware of the secret market allocation
and price fixing conspiracies ABI had in place with Molson Coors, and conspired on behalf of
ABI with Molson Coors (first Mr. Perkins, then Mr. Perkins’ successor) to continue and
enforce the restraints while keeping them concealed. Mr. Lisboa describes on his LinkedIn
page that while in Toronto he helped put “new creative trade solutions in place and as a
consequence solid share performance [sic] in all market segments.” He held this role until
November 1st, 2014, when he was promoted to ABI’s “Marketing VP for Global Brands”
based in New York City.
258.

On February 1st, 2013, Mr. Stewart Glendinning was relocated from Denver to

Toronto to become CEO of Molson Coors’ Canadian Division, replacing Mr. Perkins. His
employment letter from Molson Coors’ CEO Peter Swinburn confirmed that Mr. Glendinning
David Kesmodel, “Fight Brews in Craft Beer”, WALL ST. J., April 27th, 2011, available at
https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052748703838004576275180509979802
35
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would be “reporting directly to me [Mr. Swinburn]” and provided that Mr. Glendinning would
continue to participate in the Molson Coors Incentive Plan and that his family would “remain
in Molson Coors’ healthcare plan for US employees after your family relocates to Toronto”
and that his payroll would be split for U.S. and Canadian deductions. Mr. Glendinning worked
closely with Mr. Lisboa of ABI (and later, Mr. Jan Craps, Mr. Lisboa’s successor) – and took
regular direction from his boss Mr. Swinburn in Denver – on maintaining their price fixing and
market allocation restraints to limit competing brewers’ ability to export beer to Ontario.
259.

On information and belief, during 2013 and 2014, Jeff Newton, the former ABI

employee who was now CEO of a trade association called “Canada’s National Brewers”,
coordinated meetings between Mr. Lisboa (and his successor, Mr. Jan Craps) of ABI and Mr.
Glendinning of Molson Coors to conspire on how they could continue to restrain exports from
their U.S. domestic competitors and monopolize the Ontario market.
260.

ABI and Molson Coors’ conspiracies to restrain exports also involved their

control over their Industry Standard Bottle Agreement (“ISBA”), compliance with which was
effected by TBS User Agreements. In short, the ISBA penalized clear bottles and favored only
their propriety odd-sized 341 mL brown bottles (standard brown beer bottles worldwide are
330 mL or 355 mL (12 oz). This made Miller Brewing’s Miller Genuine Draft (“MGD”)
export sales to Canada less profitable. Between 2011 and 2013, Miller Brewing was
continuing to suffer under its license agreement with Molson Coors for distribution in Canada,
due largely to flagging export sales of MGD, which Molson Coors controlled. On March 23rd,
2011, seeking to give hope to Miller Brewing, Molson Coors’ Dave Perkins told Miller
Brewing’s Jeff Hembrock that ABI had indicated to him ABI was possibly open to amending
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the ISBA in a manner that would increase the profitability of MGD.36 However, without Miller
signing on to a new distribution agreement with Molson Coors, “Molson was not prepared to
invest the time and resources necessary for a dialogue with ABI”37 Miller thus agreed to
continue working with Molson Coors, although Miller learned in January, 2012, that Molson
Coors had heard from ABI that ABI was no longer interested in amending the ISBA for the
benefit of clear bottle sales. In March 2012, Miller began to explore the option of selling the
Miller-brand beers to Canada on its own, and in October, 2012, Mr. Hembrock received
internal approval from Miller to terminate the License Agreement with Molson Coors. Mr.
Hembrock informed Mr. Perkins of that decision on December 12th, 2012. In response, Mr.
Perkins told Mr. Hemrock that Miller did not have the right to terminate, and on January 30th,
2013, Molson Coors sued Miller Brewing and won an interim injunction. The dispute was
settled in October, 2014, 38 a few months after Molson Coors shares had begun to rise due to
the market anticipating ABI’s purchase of SABMiller and Molson Coors’ acquisition of
Miller’s U.S. business. 39 The settlement allowed Miller to begin exporting and selling its beers
on its own to Canada in April, 2015. The loss of the rights to Miller’s portfolio in Canada cost
Molson Coors $60 million; however this loss was short-lived as ABI and Molson Coors
secretly planned for a future without SABMiller as a competitor. On November 11th, 2015, the
same day ABI announced its acquisition of SABMiller, ABI and Molson Coors announced an
already negotiated Purchase Agreement whereby Molson Coors acquired global rights to

Molson Canada 2005 v. Miller Brewing Company, 2013 ONSC 2758 at 27, available at
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2013/2013onsc2758/2013onsc2758.html
37
Id. at 30
38
Richard Blackwell, “Molson, Miller Brewing settle battle over brand distribution in Canada”, THE GLOBE &
MAIL, Oct. 10th, 2014, available at https://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/molson-coors-settleslawsuit-with-miller-over-brand-distribution-in-canada/article21047390/
39
See, e.g., Mike Esterl, “Molson Coors CEO Doesn't Rule Out Buying MillerCoors if Available”, WALL ST. J.,
June 26, 2014, available at https://www.wsj.com/articles/molson-coors-ceo-doesnt-rule-out-buying-millercoors-ifavailable-1403817656
36
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Miller Brewing’s portfolio. Section 5.16 of the Purchase Agreement stipulated that ABI and
Molson Coors would work together to amend the ISBA to lessen the penalty on non-standard
bottles in Canada. By all accounts, Molson Coors was a massive beneficiary of ABI’s
purchase of SABMiller; Molson Coors acquired Miller Brewing for a fraction of its true worth.
On March 5th, 2016, the ISBA was updated per Defendants’ mutual plan to provide for greater
profitability for Defendants and MGB production moved from Wisconsin to Ontario for the
Ontario market, and Miller Brewing was no longer in any way an independent competitor.
261.

On April 11th, 2014, the Premier of Ontario appointed Ed Clark, who had recently

been CEO of TD Bank Group, to form a “Premier’s Advisory Council on Government Assets”
to investigate ways to further monetize three government assets: the LCBO, Hydro One, and
Ontario Power Generation. On information and belief, at this point in time Defendants began
conspiring much more intensely on how they could ensure that their restraints on the LCBO’s
ability to act as a beer buyer and retailer would not be diminished.
262.

On August 18th, 2014, the trade association Restaurants Canada wrote to Mr.

Clark’s Council asking that the LCBO begin selling larger beer case sizes, as currently TBS’
owners were charging monopolist pricing thanks to the LCBO’s inability to sell to licensees. A
section of this letter was titled “Anti-Competitive Pricing from TBS Owners”. This section
stated:
Currently, the owners of The Beer Store force licensees to pay upwards of 3050% more than the general public for their products. The LCBO effectively
charges retail price for licensees. Many of our members would take advantage of
the opportunity to purchase 24 sized cases from the LCBO. Making this change
would increase purchasing options for Ontarians, increase competition in the
marketplace, and provide fair beer prices to Ontario’s licensees while increasing
the LCBO’s profit. Based on information in The Beer Store’s operations report,
we estimate that if one quarter of the public and licensees purchased their beer
from the LCBO, revenue could potentially be increased by $500,000,000.
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263.

The Restaurants Canada letter noted that while the price at the LCBO for 24

bottles of ABI’s Bud Light or Budweiser, or Molson Coors’ Coors Light or Molson Canadian
was $28.81 (the same for all four brands). Licensees, however, were forced to pay $38.36 at
TBS for those brands (the same for all four brands). This was due to the 2000 Market
Allocation Framework’s prohibition of licensees buying brands at the LCBO that were
available at TBS.
264.

On November 1st, 2014, ABI promoted Jan Craps from his role as VP of Canadian

Sales to ABI Business Unit President, Canada. On information and belief, Mr. Craps was
aware of the secret market allocation and price fixing conspiracies put in place to restrain the
LCBO’s ability to buy and sell beer, and conspired to continue and enforce the restraints with
Molson Coors’ Mr. Glendinning. Mr. Craps held this position until October 10th, 2016, when
he was promoted to the role of ABI Zone President for Asia-Pacific South. Mr. Craps joined
ABI in 2002, and held a number of senior sales positions in France and Belgium before
relocating to Canada in 2011. On information and belief, Mr. Edmond (in St. Louis) chose to
break with the practice of promoting an ABI Business Unit President from a smaller market to
the Canada role because of the intense worry about the LCBO expanding its beer buying
capability. Mr. Edmond believed that given the delicate situation in Toronto regarding ABI’s
conspiracies with Molson Coors, it was best to promote Mr. Craps, who was already in Canada
and had more familiarity with the secret restraints.
265.

On November 13th, 2014, the Premier’s Advisory Council on Government Assets

published its Initial Report, stating categorically that the LCBO should sell 12-packs of beer
and that “The Beer Store should be required to provide greater transparency, to ensure that
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costs are allocated equitably among suppliers, and to treat both owners and non-owners
fairly, including with respect to the display of their products.”40 [Emphasis added]
266.

On December 9th, 2014 the Toronto Star published for the first time a copy of the

secret June 2000 agreement.41 Defendants were subject to widespread and ongoing criticism in
the media.
267.

On December 12th, 2014, a $1.4 billion Canadian-dollar class action was filed on

behalf of Ontario consumers, bars and restaurants, in Ontario Superior Court over the Secret
Agreement.42 The exhibits and detail available to Plaintiff in this complaint originate from
disclosure and exhibits filed in that case, although as of the filing of this second amended
complaint, discovery in that case is not expected to begin until 2019, and the class has yet to
be certified.
268.

On December 19th, 2014, the Premier of Ontario, responding to the ongoing

criticism, promised that the government’s spring 2015 budget would include reforms to make
beer sales fairer.43
269.

On December 31st, 2014, Molson Coors CEO Peter Swinburn retired from the

company and its Board, and was replaced with Mark Hunter, who remains Molson Coors’
current CEO (and had previously been based in Toronto). On information and belief, both Mr.
Swinburn and Mr. Hunter worked closely from Denver with Mr. Glendinning (in Toronto) in
Premier’s Adivsory Council on Government Assets, “Initial Report”, November 13 th, 2014, available at
https://www.ontario.ca/page/initial-report-premiers-advisory-council-government-assets
41
Martin Regg-Cohn, “The Beer Store’s secret sweetheart deal with LCBO revealed” , TORONTO STAR, Dec. 9th,
2014, available at
https://www.thestar.com/news/queenspark/2014/12/09/the_beer_stores_secret_sweetheart_deal_with_lcbo_revealed
_cohn.html
42
Jeff Gray, “LCBO, Beer Store face legal action over secret ‘sweetheart deal’”, THE GLOBE & MAIL, Dec. 12th,
2014, available at https://beta.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/lcbo-beer-store-face-legal-action-over-secretsweetheart-deal/article22073579/
43
Robert Benzie, “Kathleen Wynne warns ‘change’ looms for The Beer Store”, THE TORONTO STAR, Dec. 19th,
2014, available at
https://www.thestar.com/news/queenspark/2014/12/19/kathleen_wynne_warns_change_looms_for_the_beer_store.h
tml
40
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strategizing how they would respond to the ongoing public relations disaster unfolding in
Ontario while also conspiring with ABI to maintain their long-running restraints on the
LCBO’s ability to buy and sell beer.
270.

On information and belief, during this 2014-2015 winter months, individuals in

the top executive leadership and Board of Directors of both Defendants (including ABI’s Mr.
Telles and ABI CEO Carlos Brito and Molson Coors CEOs Peter Swinburn and Mark Hunter,
and the Molson family Directors) conspired as to how they were going to respond to the public
and media outrage and maintain their now-revealed earlier conspiracies to restrain competition
in beer exports to Ontario.
271.

On January 7th, 2015, Defendants – on their own initiative, and seeking to end-run

government reforms of their restraints – issued a press release detailing a new plan for TBS.
The press release was titled: “MAJOR ANNOUNCEMENT: Beer Store opens ownership to
all Ontario-based brewers.”44 Jan Craps, ABI’s Business Unit President, Canada, and Stewart
Glendinning, Molson Coors’ Canada division President, both promoted the January 2015 Plan
in the press release as a response to the public criticism. On information and belief, Mr. Craps
and Mr. Glendinning’s direct reports in St. Louis (Mr. Edmond) and Denver (Mr. Hunter)
respectively were briefed and agreed to this plan personally.
272.

Defendants’ January 2015 Plan specifically targeted Defendants’ U.S. domestic

competitors. It did this by offering special privileges and discounts at TBS stores only for
Ontario-based brewers, while leaving Defendants’ restraints on export sales to the LCBO in
place. Defendants’ January 2015 Plan was in effect an import-substitution scheme, conceived
of by Defendants, giving Ontario-based brewers better access to TBS stores while further
The Beer Store, “MAJOR ANNOUNCEMENT: Beer Store opens ownership to all Ontario-based brewers”,
January 7th, 2015, available at http://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/major-announcement-beer-store-opensownership-to-all-ontario-based-brewers-new-small-brewer-benefits-package-unveiled-516273981.html
44
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damaging competition Defendants’ U.S. based competitors, and with the intent of forestalling
government mandated reforms at ending Defendants’ ongoing restraints on trade.
273.

On January 7th, 2015, the same day that Defendants’ reforms were introduced,

The Globe and Mail, in an article titled “Beer Store’s move to open up ownership deemed
‘self-serving’”, reported as follows:
The embattled foreign cartel that owns the Beer Store is trying to defuse
growing criticism of its private monopoly by allowing Ontario-based brewers to
buy minority stakes in the company.
But the move backfired shortly after it was unveiled Wednesday, with craft
brewers saying the changes are insignificant and will do little to help beer
drinkers access a wider variety of local suds. The brewers also said the Beer
Store never consulted them before making the surprise announcement.
The private Beer Store – owned by Molson Coors, AB InBev and Sapporo45 –
has a monopoly on beer sales in the province. Other breweries that want to sell
in the store must pay a "listing fee" to the Beer Store's owners. This system has
been under fire in recent months, with craft brewers saying they are unfairly
frozen out and Premier Kathleen Wynne pledging to reform the system.
To stem the growing criticism, the Beer Store offered two carrots to Ontario
brewers Wednesday: they can now become part owners of the company, and
also pay lower listing fees. But the big three brewers will hold 12 seats on a 15member board of directors, and retain overall control.46
274.

In the TBS press release for the January 2015 Plan, Stewart Glendinning, (a

corporate officer of Molson Coors), said “Today marks a new era for the Beer Store. We heard
from Ontario brewers that they wanted to participate in the management of the Beer Store and

For reasons as to why Sapporo is not being named, see n. 1 and ¶124 of this complaint.
Adrian Morrow, “Beer Store’s move to open up ownership deemed ‘self-serving’”, THE GLOBE & MAIL, Jan. 7th,
2015
45
46
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contribute to its future success. That’s why we’re opening up the system and making it even
more transparent”. 47
275.

ABI’s Business Unit President for Canada, Mr. Jan Craps, said “The Beer Store is

truly becoming Ontario-owned. Ontario brewers will be represented on the Board and share in
decision-making. All owners will have the same or better costs to sell in the Beer Store than
the current owners”48. This statement is direct evidence of Defendants’ intent to exclude their
U.S. domestic competitors from the Ontario market.
276.

Ontario Craft Brewers, a trade association, said the announcement came as a

surprise and that the association was not consulted. According to the Ontario Craft Brewers,
“Ontario craft beer represents about five per cent of total Beer Store sales”.49
277.

Over the winter of 2014-2015, and throughout the spring and summer of 2015,

Defendants threatened the Government of Ontario with NAFTA expropriation litigation if the
Government took steps to undermine their cartel or system of restraints on U.S. exports to
Ontario.50 These threats of NAFTA litigation were planned and authorized by Defendants
respective U.S. offices in St. Louis and Denver. No subsidiary entity of either of the
Defendants located in Canada is capable of standing under NAFTA to bring an expropriation
challenge, which is designed to offer a remedy solely for foreign entities, not domestic entities.
Thus this significant leverage tactic – key to Defendants’ success in their January 2015

The Beer Store Press Release, “MAJOR ANNOUNCEMENT: Beer Store opens ownership to all Ontario-based
brewers”, January 7th, 2015, available at http://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/major-announcement-beer-storeopens-ownership-to-all-ontario-based-brewers-new-small-brewer-benefits-package-unveiled-516273981.html
48
Id.
49
Jamie Sturgeon, “New Beer Store deal ‘window dressing’ to guard monopoly: critics”, GLOBAL NEWS, Jan. 7th,
2015, available at http://globalnews.ca/news/1760181/new-beer-store-deal-window-dressing-to-guard-monopolycritics/
50
Martin Regg-Cohn, “Beer Store threatens legal action to protect monopoly”, THE TORONTO STAR, Feb. 5th, 2015,
available at https://www.thestar.com/news/queenspark/2015/02/05/beer-store-threatens-legal-action-to-protectmonopoly-cohn.html
47
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conspiracy plan, discussed further below – had to have been orchestrated from Defendants’
U.S. offices.
278.

On March 6th, 2015, Molson Coors’ Stewart Glendinning told the New York

Times “I know what’s best for consumers. And having seen a wide range of retailing across the
world, I can tell you that [TBS] is a system that is low-cost and passes that cost along to
consumers.”51 Andrew Oland, the President of New Brunswick, Canada based Moosehead
Breweries, an independent brewer, told the New York Times he was critical of the limited
opportunity for competing brewers to promote brands at TBS stores, saying “The older stores
— I’m trying to come up with an analogy that doesn’t talk about communism, Russia … Well,
it wouldn’t be a consumer experience consistent with the 21st century.”52
279.

Despite promising “retail renewal” at TBS since at least 2001, Molson Coors’

Stewart Glendinning admitted to the New York Times that even in March, 2015 beer “remained
largely hidden in the back of up to three-quarters of its outlets.” Mr. Glendinning promised to
the newspaper that iPads would replace the walls of labels. This is further direct evidence that
Defendants’ corporate officers were involved in the minutiae of day-to-day TBS operations.
280.

On April 15th, 2015, the Premier of Ontario, Kathleen Wynne, in an interview

with the Toronto Star, said “I think [TBS] has evolved into a very unfair monopoly” and that
“This conversation between us started when I was talking about craft brewers, because the
craft breweries are exciting, dynamic little businesses and they don’t have access to the
distribution system that the bigger brewers do”.53 On April 16th, 2015, the Premier’s Advisory
Ian Austen, “Ontario’s Beer Bottleneck Is Under Siege by Brewers and Buyers”, N.Y. TIMES, March 6th, 2015,
available at https://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/07/business/international/ontarios-beer-bottleneck-is-under-siegeby-brewers-and-buyers.html
52
Id.
53
Martin Regg Cohn, ‘Radical’ change to the Beer Store will be proposed, Kathleen Wynne says”, TORONTO STAR,
April 10th, 2015, available at https://www.thestar.com/news/queenspark/2015/04/10/radical-change-to-the-beerstore-will-be-proposed-kathleen-wynne-says.html
51
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Council on Government Assets published a “Phase 2” follow up report to its Initial Report
from the previous November, which had called for 12-packs to be sold in the LCBO. In the
report’s Executive Summary, Mr. Clark wrote that his team “engaged with the current owners
of the Beer Store (TBS) directly to negotiate an agreement”. On information and belief, and
for reasons stated above, these “meetings with the current owners” involved negotiations with
ABI and Molson Coors’ officers located in St. Louis, Missouri and Denver, Colorado.
281.

Mr. Clark’s April 2015 report began with the following observations:
“The current owners of TBS face an inherent conflict of interest as its largest
suppliers, and may be incentivized to operate the system in their own
interests.”
“Our view was that the government should not continue to foster a
marketplace that may provide unique benefits to a select few stakeholders.
More broadly, we expressed the view that some degree of competition is
always healthy to provide a challenge to any quasi-monopoly and to
incentivize growth and innovation.”

282.

During this negotiation, ABI and Molson Coors executives fought vigorously to

maintain their restraints on U.S. export competition, and thanks to their ongoing threats of
litigation of NAFTA expropriation litigation, were able to dissuade the Government of Ontario
from taking any action that would threaten their monopoly profits in Ontario.
283.

The two brewers’ lock-step commitment to their conspiracy was successful, with

Mr. Clark giving up on his Council’s November 2014 recommendation on the LCBO selling
of 12-packs. Instead, the Council accepted as a negotiating outcome yet another “pilot project”
for ten LCBO stores to sell 12-packs. Worse yet, as part of that pilot project, only eleven
brands were approved, nine of which belonged to Defendants and the other two brands
belonging to prominent Ontario brewers. One marginal victory for improved competition was
that ABI and Molson Coors committed to Mr. Clark that all new TBS stores would be “open
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concept, self-serve”. Mr. Clark also wrote in the introduction to his April 2015 report that his
Council “engaged with the current owners of the Beer Store directly to negotiate an
agreement” and that “Although the issues involved were complex and the negotiations were
challenging, the Council would like to acknowledge the business-like manner in which TBS
and the management of the owner-brewers [Defendants] approached the process and
demonstrated their willingness to voluntarily reach a new agreement”. (Emphasis added).
Mr. Clark wrote that “[t]here were two core issues at the heart of the Council’s review of beer
retailing in Ontario: (1) how to materially enhance customer convenience … ; and (2) how best
to establish a level playing field for all producers selling beer in Ontario. It is this second goal
– more competition – that Defendants were steadfastly opposed to, and what made the
negotiations so “challenging”. This is direct evidence that nothing had changed since the
1990s, in that Defendants directly involved themselves in the conspiracies distinct from TBS,
and that these conspiracies do not benefit from any “act of state” defense.
284.

The Government of Ontario was very concerned about being sued under NAFTA

by Defendants, and so on September 22nd, 2015, Defendants entered into a “Master
Framework Agreement” (Exhibit 3054) with the Province to replace the June 2000 Agreement
with the LCBO. While it did provide the Government immunity from suit from the
Defendants, the Master Framework Agreement regrettably accepted much of Defendants’
demands that the exclusionary restraints on the LCBO’s ability to buy beer from Defendants’
competitors remain. The Defendants main win was Article 6.4 of the Master Framework
Agreement, which states that:
“The Province shall direct the LCBO not to, at any time during the Term: (A) sell
Beer in its stores, other than in Combination Stores, in formats larger than SixThe Master Framework Agreement (an unsigned version) is also available online at
https://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/consultations/beer/agreement.html
54
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Packs (with the exception of the one 8-unit SKU currently carried by LCBO
stores that are not Combination Stores) or (B) provide Pack-up Pricing in LCBO
stores”.
Article 6.4 is direct evidence of Defendants’ conspiracy, and the text of the Master Framework
Agreement makes plain that it is a commercial contract which provides Defendants no liability
protection from U.S. antitrust law: Article 1.3(g) of the Master Framework Agreement states
that “This Agreement is a contract”. The Master Framework Agreement directly contemplates
another jurisdiction finding that Defendants’ involvement in the contract may be legally
prohibited: Article 1.3(k) states that the contract is severable if “in any jurisdiction, any
provision of this Agreement or its application to any Party or circumstance is restricted,
prohibited or unenforceable”. Article 1.5 states that “each of the Original Owners [of TBS]
represents and warrants that this Agreement constitutes a valid and legally binding obligation
… that is enforceable against it … subject to … laws of general application”. Article 8.7(e)
proves that Defendants’ St. Louis and Denver offices were involved in the commercial
conspiracies, as it states that “the Original owners waive any right to bring any claim or to seek
or obtain any compensation or other remedy of any kind under international law or under any
international trade agreements to which Canada is a Party, including the North American Free
Trade Agreement (“NAFTA”) … based upon preferential sales or distribution rights that [TBS]
and the Original Owners have or had under or in connection with other agreements or
accommodations with the LCBO”. Only the U.S. offices of ABI and Molson Coors have
standing to pursue a NAFTA claim.
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285.

The September 22nd, 2015 Master Framework Agreement was condemned across

the Canadian media, including in editorials in Canada’s national newspapers.55 The Master
Framework Agreement was signed by ABI’s Jan Craps during his time as ABI Business Unit
President, Canada,56, and by Kelly Brown, Chief Legal & Corporate Affairs Officer for
Molson Coors Canada, who signed for the “Molson Canada 2005” general partnership.
286.

As part of the September 22nd, 2015 settlement, Defendants agreed to

acknowledge in writing that termination of the Secret Agreement did not constitute
“expropriation” by the Government of Ontario, and promised not to sue under NAFTA.57 It is
important to note that not all of the Master Framework Agreement constituted an agreement
between Defendants and the Government of Ontario. For example, the portion of Defendants’
January 2015 plan that involved giving preferential in-store TBS presence to TBS brewers
only was part of their negotiation with Mr. Clark, but those provisions were found in the
revised TBS Shareholders Agreement, which does not involve the Government of Ontario, but
is included as Exhibit D to the Master Framework Agreement.58 Article 6.4 of the new TBS
Shareholder’s Agreement is the provision that gives free listings and other privileges to TBS
cartel members only, and the Government of Ontario is not a party to this agreement.59
287.

On October 14th, 2015, Marcel Herrmann Telles, ABI Director and a Director of

ABI’s Brazilian subsidiary AmBev (and member of the Braco Group) attended an AmBev
See, e.g., Editorial, “The Beer Store boondoggle continues, thanks to Kathleen Wynne”, THE GLOBE AND MAIL,
Oct. 9th, 2015, available at http://www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-debate/editorials/the-beer-store-boondogglecontinues-thanks-to-kathleen-wynne/article26745917/
56
This role is part of the “Anheuser-Busch North American Leadership Team”, http://www.anheuserbusch.com/about/north-american-leadership.html
57
Master Framework Agreement, Exhibit E, Termination Agreement, para. 1.3, “The Parties acknowledge and agree
that the termination of the 2000 Framework Agreement does not constitute expropriation.”, available at
https://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/consultations/beer/agreement-exhibitE.html
58
Master Framework Agreement, Exhibit E, Termination Agreement, Exhibit D, available at
https://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/consultations/beer/agreement-exhibitD.html
59
Master Framework Agreement, Exhibit D, TBS Shareholders’ Agreement, available at
https://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/consultations/beer/agreement-exhibitD.html
55
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Board Meeting in Toronto at Labatt House. On information and belief, Mr. Telles was
regularly briefed and involved with the conspiracies of the January 2015 Plan, and at this
meeting the AmBev board discussed their conspiracies with Molson Coors and how they
would approach expanding the TBS cartel benefits to certain Ontario brewers. On October
30th, 2015, ABI dissolved its Limited Partnership, Labatt Breweries of Canada LP, which it
had used to hold its interest in TBS. On information and belief, dissolving the partnership was
an attempt by ABI to protect itself from liability generated from its conspiracies with Molson
Coors in Canada.
288.

Defendants’ January 2015 Plan resulted in Ontario’s only significant independent

value brewer, Brick Brewing, having its own product favored in TBS at the expense of
Plaintiff’s and others’ export sales to Ontario. Brick Brewing was allowed into the TBS cartel
as minority shareholder under the January 2015 Plan, and receive improved store placement.
On February 4th, 2016, Brick Brewing issued a press release titled “Laker Beer Now More
Prominent at The Beer Store”. That press release, quoting Brick Brewing President George
Croft, stated:
Here at Brick Brewing, our ability to access The Beer Store display
programs will more than double in 2016 versus a year ago! This gives us
the ability to increase the exposure of Laker Lager to more beer drinkers,
and invites them to experience the award-winning taste and quality of our
products. We're taking advantage of this improved access to beer drinkers
by offering our 24 bottle packs of Laker Lager at $31.95, with a free bonus
tall can in every case. So now even more people will see Laker Lager is
clearly the best beer deal in Ontario. Period," said Croft.
We expect to see more positive changes in the weeks and months to come.
Expanding The Beer Store shelf space for small brewers like Brick
Brewing is underway now, and should take a few more weeks to complete.
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289.

Between September 2015 and September 2017, Brick Brewing’s stock (TSE:

BRB) rose 296% thanks to being allowed into the TBS cartel.
290.

On October 14th, 2016, Molson Coors promoted Frederic Landmeters from his

role as Managing Director of the UK & Ireland to CEO of Molson Coors Canada. On
information and belief, Mr. Landmeters was instructed by Mr. Glendinning and understood
that one of his top priorities was to work with ABI’s Business Unit President for Canada to
maintain the existing restraints on trade against U.S. exports into Ontario.
291.

On October 16th, 2016, ABI promoted Marcelo Abud from his role as Mid-West

Regional Vice President in the United States to ABI Business Unit President, Canada. On
information and belief, Mr. Abud was instructed by Mr. Craps and understood that one of his
top priorities was to work with Molson Coors’ Canadian division head to maintain the existing
restraints on trade against U.S. exports into Ontario.
V.
292.

FRAUDULENT CONCEALMENT
Plaintiff had no knowledge of Defendants’ market allocation conspiracy to

restrain the LCBO’s ability to purchase and import 12s & 24s until after the Toronto Star
broke the story on December 9th, 2014.
293.

Defendants have engaged in a successful, per se illegal market allocation and

price-fixing conspiracy. Defendants’ wrongful conduct was carried out in part through means
and methods that were designed and intended to avoid detection, and which, in fact,
successfully precluded detection for a generation.
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VI.

THE RELEVANT MARKET

A. The Relevant Product Market
294.

The product market relevant to this action is the marketing and selling of beer, a

relevant line of commerce under the Clayton Act. Beer is usually made by fermenting a cereal
grain, flavored with hops.
295.

Beer’s taste, alcohol content, image, price, and other factors make it substantially

different from other beverage alcohol products. “Other beverage alcohol products, such as
wine and distilled spirits, are not sufficiently substitutable to discipline a small but significant
and non-transitory increase in the price of beer, and relatively few consumers would
substantially reduce their beer purchases in the event of such a price increase. Therefore, a
hypothetical monopolist producer of beer likely would increase its prices by at least a small
but significant and non-transitory amount.”60
296.

Beer has various segments based on price and perceived quality (e.g., “value-

beer”), and these segments have been used by the United States in its antitrust complaints to
further define the beer product category.61 Brewers with a broad portfolio of beer brands,
especially Defendants, maintain “price gaps” between each beer segment to minimize
competition across segments. For purposes of this action, however, if a detailed market power
analysis is deemed necessary,62 then the overall “beer” category is sufficient to demonstrate
Defendants’ market power, but if a segment within beer is preferred, then the value-segment of
See Complaint [Dkt. #1] at 31, United States of America v. Anheuser-Busch InBev SA/NV et al. (D.D.C. 2017)
(Case No. 1:16-cv-01483)
61
Id.
62
See 2b Areeda & Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law (4th ed. 2014) §5C – “Market Definition – General Consideration” ¶
531 at p. 255(“In Republic Tobacco Co. v. North Atl. Trading Co., Inc., 381 F.3d 717, 736-39 (7th Cir. 2004), the
Seventh Circuit noted that dispensing with market definition and relying on direct evidence might be appropriate in
cases involving highly suspicious restraints, such as horizontal agreements examined”), See also 2b Areeda &
Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law (4th ed. 2017 Supp.) §5B – “Alternative, Non-Market Based Proofs of Market Power” ¶
515 – Definition Alternatives (“Merced Irrigation Dist. v. Barclays Bank, PLC, 165 F. Supp. 3d 122 (S.D.N.Y.
2016) (in monopolization or attempt case, power can be established by direct control over prices or ability to
exclude competitors); Zinc Antitrust Litig., 2016 WL 3167192 (S.D.N.Y. June 6, 2016) (similar).”)
60
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beer would be the correct application, as all of Plaintiff’s beer exports to Ontario were in the
“value” segment.
297.

Defendants’ market-share in both the broader beer category and as well as the

beer value-segment are sufficient to demonstrate that Defendants had market power.
Whenever there is a reference to Defendants’ market share in this complaint, it is using the
broader “beer” category.
298.

For greater certainty, the outer contours of what constitutes the “beer” category

for purposes of defining the relevant market in this action can be determined by looking to
Canada’s Food and Drug Regulations, § B.02.130 [S], which details a Standard of Identity for
“Beer”.63 All of Plaintiff’s beer exported to Ontario met this definition.
B. The Relevant Geographic Market
299.

The relevant geographic market for analyzing Defendants’ power to monopolize

export sales of beer to Ontario is the location of the customers who purchase beer, which is the
Province of Ontario. Both Defendants sign distribution and licensing agreements with foreign
brewers that give Defendants rights to those brands in the Ontario market, thus giving
Defendants even greater market share (and thus market power) than they have in the United
States.
300.

To assess Defendants market power in the relevant geographic market, this Court

should look to Defendants’ combined beer-brand market-share in Ontario.64 This is because

Food and Drug Regulations [Canada] (CRC, c. 870), Division 2, § B.02.130 [S], available at
http://laws.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/c.r.c.,_c._870/page-32.html
64
See 3b Areeda, Antitrust Law (4th ed. 2017 Supp.) §8C – “Multiple Actors and §2,” ¶ 810 at p. 496 (“To be sure, a
market’s firms, whether many or few, can create shared power by expressly agreeing to restrict output … and even
dominant firms may achieve or augment shared monopoly power by explicit collusion with smaller rivals.”) See also
3b Areeda & Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law at pg. 503: “[I]f the remedy sought is merely an injunction against practices
that seem quite unambiguously anti-competitive on the premise of shared power and having no obvious offsetting
social benefits, then the proof of power can be somewhat more attenuated.”
63
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Defendants chose to act in a concerted manner for purposes of advancing their exclusionary
conduct via-a-vis the LCBO by way of their unincorporated trade association, Brewers of
Ontario, while still simultaneously competing for market share in Ontario for their own brands.
At all times relevant to this action, Defendants had 80%-90% combined beer market share. As
is demonstrated through direct evidence in this Complaint, by restraining the ability of the
LCBO to purchase from competing brewers, Defendants were able to monopolize beer sales
for all of Ontario.
C. Rejection of market power analysis tied to individual tier
301.

Across Canada and the United States, provinces and states maintain varying laws

on the distribution and retail of beer. However, across every single state and province, brewers
like the Plaintiff and both Defendants gauge their success by their share of beer retail sales
(meaning sales to final consumers) within a jurisdiction. Even though brewers may sell and
pass title to their beer to a privately-owned or government-owned beer distributor or beer
retailer, brewers will always continue to compete for the final consumer, and that is the only
relevant metric. This is the same in every jurisdiction in the U.S. and Canada. Even though a
brewer will sell their beer and pass title to a beer distributor, who in turn sells the beer and
passes title to a beer retailer (whether “to-go” off-premise retail, or on-premise retail, e.g. bars
and restaurants), the brewer will still always compete for the final retail consumer to ensure its
beer brands gain market share versus their competitors. On a quarterly basis, Defendants
update their public investors with one key metric above all: brand market share. Brewers spend
their marketing dollars to market to final consumers, as is overwhelmingly evident from all the
point-of-sale marketing displays in any North American beer retailer and the ubiquitous beer
advertising directed to the consumer. The fundamental, incontrovertible economic reality is
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that brewers compete for sales at the retail level, and any suggestion that a brewer does not
compete for retail sales because they do not operate their own licensed retail stores should be
dismissed out of hand. This is as true in Ontario as anywhere else in Canada or the United
States. In his cross-examination, Mr. Sleeman summed this up perfectly in an answer during
his cross-examination:
Q: “And, secondly, you mention the competitive environment. You mean competition
and distribution channels for beer?”
A: [John Sleeman]: “No, I am referring to competition between brewers for the wallets of
the consumer.”
VII.
302.

ENTERPRISE LIABILITY
Both Defendants operate a dizzying array of subsidiaries in Canada and the

United States. These include traditional corporations, general partnerships, limited
partnerships, and even a unique type of Canadian entity known as “Unlimited Liability
Corporations” (“ULC”), which are used by U.S. businesses for their Canadian subsidiaries for
their treatment in U.S. tax law yet provide no liability for their parent.
303.

The entities belonging to Defendants listed in the next two paragraphs are

deserving of enterprise liability treatment by this Court, as required by antitrust jurisprudence
and detailed at length in the two seminal treatises on the subject, Phillip E. Areeda et al.,
Antitrust Law (4th ed. 2014) and Philip I. Blumberg, et al., Blumberg on Corporate
Groups (2d. ed. 2017 Supp.)65. In Copperweld Corp. v. Independence Tube Corp., the
Supreme Court “emphasized that antitrust policy looked to the economic reality of business
competitive behavior, rather than formal legal entities … The Court noted that traditional ideas
In particular, 3 Philip I. Blumberg, et al., Blumberg on Corporate Groups (2d. ed. 2017 Supp.), “Ch. 97 – Federal
Antitrust and Trade Regulation” §§ 97.01 – 97.08
65
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of them as separate corporate entities were “inadequate to preserve the Sherman Act’s
distinction between unilateral and concerted conduct.”66
304.

“The cases applying antitrust laws, with isolated exceptions, have abandoned

piercing-the-veil jurisprudence in their analysis of the attribution of the acts of a subsidiary
corporation to a parent corporation for purposes of the statutes. They have overwhelmingly
fastened on the concept of “control” as the decisive factor for the imposition of intragroup
antitrust liability. In some cases [including the U.S. Supreme Court in Copperweld], the courts
have gone so far as to state that the existence of control is sufficient, with the relationship
between parent and subsidiary giving rise to a per se basis for determining the application of
the antitrust laws. Since control exists with respect to every majority owned subsidiary and
with respect to many subsidiaries with significantly less stock ownership, this standard is
substantially equivalent to the acceptance of a version of enterprise law and the recognition of
the corporate group as a legal entity with its own legal responsibilities insofar as the antitrust
laws are concerned.”67 In First Nat’l City Bank v. Banco Para el Comercio Exterior de Cuba,
462 U.S. 611, 623, 634 (1983), Justice O’Connor “went even further in emphasizing the
limitations of piercing jurisprudence when the matter is of public concern. Not content with
affirming that “[t]he Court has consistently refused to give effect to the corporate form where
it is interposed to defeat legislative policies,” Justice O’Connor also warned “against
permitting worn epithets to substitute for rigorous analysis” in rejecting counsel’s appeal to
determine a matter in which national policies are at stake by reference to piercing the veil or
the alter-ego or instrumentality doctrines. Id.”68

Copperwld Corp. v. Independence Tube Corp., 467 U.S. at 722, n. 18 (1984)
3 Philip I. Blumberg, et al., Blumberg on Corporate Groups (2d. ed. 2017 Supp.), §97.08 at 97.65, “Federal
Antitrust – Conclusion”
68
2 Philip I. Blumberg, et al., Blumberg on Corporate Groups (2d. ed. 2014), §13-02 at p. 13-8
66
67
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305.

“Intragroup antitrust liability should be determined with reference to antitrust

policies for whole business enterprises, particularly as these policies have been recently
articulated by the Court in Copperweld. Piercing-the-veil law simply asks the wrong questions;
there is no basis for believing it will get the right answers.”69
306.

Antitrust and Corporate Groups scholars uniformly agree. Discussing intragroup

liability in antitrust, Philip Blumberg cites Wilbur Fugate: “Relying on cases like National
Dairy, Fugate asserts flatly that a United States parent is liable for acts of a foreign subsidiary
violating the antitrust laws and directly affecting United States foreign commerce; the exercise
of control is regarded as the decisive test. Pointing to the intra-enterprise conspiracy cases in
which groups claimed the inapplicability of the [Sherman] Act, he contends that the parent
“cannot have it two ways: If the subsidiary is actually part of the corporate family, similar to a
division of the parent, there the parent cannot evade responsibility for the subsidiary’s acts.”70
Several cases support this view.71
307.

Molson Coors (and its predecessor, Molson Inc.) is directly liable for the antitrust

actions detailed in this complaint because its corporate officers and senior executives
conspired with their counterparts at ABI, causing per se illegal market allocation and price
fixing conspiracies that led to Plaintiff’s lost sales.
308.

To the extent that Molson Coors may allege that any liability should rest with one

of its subsidiaries, Plaintiff alleges that the following subsidiaries attribute liability to Molson
Coors under enterprise law: Molson Canada 2005 (Ontario) (which offers no liability shield, as
it is a general partnership), Molson Coors Canada Inc. (Canada), Molson Coors International
3 Philip I. Blumberg, et al., Blumberg on Corporate Groups (2d. ed. 2017 Supp.), §97.06 at 97-48,
2 W. Fugate, Foreign Commerce and the Antirust Laws § 10.04 (5 th ed. 1996).
71
See United States v, American Tobacco Co., 221 US. 106 (1911); United States v. Aluminum Co. of Am., 148
F.2d 416 (2d Cir. 1945); United States v. Aluminium Co. of Am., 91 F. Supp. 333 (S.D.N.Y. 1950); United States v.
General Elec. Co., 82 F. Supp. 753 (D.N.J. 1949).
69
70
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Limited Partnership (Delaware), Molson Coors International General, ULC (Nova Scotia);
Molson Coors Callco ULC (Nova Scotia), Molson Coors Canada Holdco, ULC, Molson
Holdco, ULC, 3230600 Nova Scotia Company, Molson Inc., Molson Canada 1 ULC (British
Columbia), Molson Canada 2 ULC (British Columbia), Molson Canada 3 ULC (British
Columbia), Molson Coors Lux 1 (Luxemburg); Molson Coors Cayman Company (Cayman
Islands); Molson Coors Holdings Limited, and Molson Breweries of Canada Limited,
(collectively, “Molson Coors Enterprise Affiliates”). These Molson Coors Enterprise affiliates
are inextricably interwoven with that of Molson Coors for the purposes of the conspiracies and
other wrongful conduct alleged in this Complaint. They share a unity of purpose, which is to
aid in the production, distribution, marketing, and selling of Molson Coors’ portfolio of beers,
and they collectively participate in advancing Molson Coors’ Ontario market share. Molson
Coors’ has the power to control all of the Molson Coors’ subsidiaries, and it uses that control
to advance Molson Coors’ business plans as formulated by Molson Coors’ senior leadership.
Molson Coors’ Enterprise Affiliates are economically integrated, forming a unitary business
where capital is moved among them under Molson Coors’ direction. They function as an
integrated enterprise, benefiting from Molson Coors’ umbrella of centralized management and
controlled interaction.72
309.

For example, on March 15th, 2017, Molson Coors sold a two-year $500,000,000

note at 1.9%, a three-year $500,000,000 note, and a two-year €500,000,000 floating rate note
to eight large banks. Listed as guarantors for the notes are Molson Canada 2005 General
Partnership (Ontario), Molson Coors International Limited Partnership (Delaware), Molson
The fact that a foreign subsidiary might not by itself be subject to personal jurisdiction is no bar to relief for this
court. See 3 Philip I. Blumberg, et al., Blumberg on Corporate Groups (2d. ed. 2014), §97.07[B] at 97-63 “Foreign
subsidiaries of American parent corporations have been made subject to American antitrust decrees involving the
parent corporations, although the court had no personal jurisdiction over the subsidiary. Both majority-owned
subsidiaries and other controlled subsidiaries have been included in such decrees. ” and at 97-64: “
72
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Coors Holdco Inc. (Delaware), Coors Brewing Company (Colorado), CBC Holdco LLC
(Colorado), CBC Holdco 2 LLC (Colorado), CBC Holdco 3, Inc. (Colorado), MC Holding
Company LLC (Colorado), Molson Coors International General, ULC (Nova Scotia), Coors
International Holdco 2, ULC (Nova Scotia), Molson Coors Callco ULC (Nova Scotia), and
Newco 3, Inc. (unknown). For all of these entities, the same individual, Michael J. Rumley, is
listed as Treasurer. Mr. Rumley is and always has been during his employment with Molson
Coors a resident of Denver, Colorado.
310.

ABI (and predecessors Interbrew SA and InBev SA) is directly liable for the

antitrust actions detailed in this complaint because its corporate officers and senior executives
conspired with their counterparts at Molson Coors, causing per se illegal market allocation and
price fixing conspiracies that led to Plaintiff’s lost sales.
311.

Whereas Molson Coors has total control and ownership of its above named

enterprise affiliates, Defendant ABI’s AmBev subsidiary is in a jurisprudentially uncertain
situation with regards to enterprise liability. That is because the controlling shareholders of
ABI and AmBev – the Braco Group and the Interbrew Founding Families – have slightly
varying stakes in each of the two businesses. ABI currently owns approximately 63% of
AmBev. While ABI is properly named in this complaint as its corporate officers have been key
in orchestrating the conspiracies detailed herein, the question of whether AmBev should be
named as an additional co-defendant depends on which Copperweld enterprise law precedent
this Court adopts: “Copperweld also expressly left open the question of whether partially
owned affiliates were covered by its ruling. ... The few lower court decisions that have
considered the issue since Copperweld have reached conflicting answers. [citations omitted]”73
Because ABI controls AmBev, and ABI and AmBev share a “unity of purpose,” and “common
73

3 Philip I. Blumberg, et al., Blumberg on Corporate Groups (2d. ed. 2014), §97.02[C] at 97-10
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design”, Plaintiff has not added AmBev as a co-conspirator of ABI because any liability that
may have been caused by AmBev personnel would be attributable to ABI. This is in line with
the majority of Copperweld jurisprudence.74 See Exhibit 28 – ABI in Canada Fact Sheet
which demonstrates how ABI disregards AmBev’s post-2004 intermediary status even to
ABI’s own investors. On the website “http://labatt.ca” or “http://labatt.com75”, ABI’s
corporate trademark and logo are displayed prominently on the front page, along with the text
“Anheuser-Busch InBev - our corporate family and the world's leading brewer.” and a link to
http://www.ab-inbev.com/. The AmBev logo is not displayed.
312.

If Defendant ABI protests that it cannot be liable for actions attributable to

AmBev, and this Court declines extending enterprise liability attribution from necessary
AmBev conduct to ABI, then Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court grant leave to
Plaintiff to add AmBev as a co-conspirator. Specifically, following InBev’s 2008 acquisition
of Anheuser-Busch, the individuals employed with the business title “ABI Business Unit
President, Canada” were actually compensated and employed by AmBev. Plaintiff notes that
declining to apply Copperweld enterprise liability to AmBev – thus meaning that ABI &
AmBev were capable of conspiring together for antitrust purposes – would have extraordinary
liability consequences for the Braco and Interbrew Founding Families groups, and ABI &
AmBev’s entire enterprise.
313.

Labatt Breweries of Canada Limited Partnership (Ontario) was used by Interbrew

and subsequently AmBev to hold its TBS interest, but this partnership was disbanded on

See generally Philip I. Blumberg, et al., Blumberg on Corporate Groups (2d. ed. 2014), §97.02[C] “PartiallyOwned Subsidiaries”.
75
If you visit Labatt.com from within the United States, you are asked to select either the U.S. or Canada as your
country. If you select U.S., you are redirected to LabattUS.com. This is because when ABI was forced to divest
itself of the Labatt brand in the United States for antitrust purposes. Labatt beer in the United States is now brewed
by Molson Coors, with the brand owned by a 3 rd party.
74
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October 31st, 2015. Nonetheless, it, along with Labatt Brewing Company Ltd. (Canada),
Labatt Brewing Trading Company Ltd. (Canada), Labatt Brewing Canada Holding Ltd.
(Bahamas), Labatt Holding ApS (Denmark), and Companhia de Bebidas das Américas (Brazil)
(“AmBev”), (collectively, “ABI Enterprise Affiliates”) share(d) a unity of purpose, which is to
aid in the production, distribution, marketing, and selling of ABI’s portfolio of beers, and they
collectively participate in advancing ABI’s Ontario market share. ABI has the power to control
all of the ABI subsidiaries, and it uses that control to advance ABI’s business plans as
formulated by ABI’s senior leadership. ABI’s Subsidiaries are economically integrated,
forming a unitary business where capital is moved among them under ABI’s direction. They
function as an integrated enterprise, benefiting from ABI’s umbrella of centralized
management and controlled interaction, and they represent themselves as ABI.
VIII. DISREGARD OF TBS ENTITY
314.

As demonstrated throughout this complaint, Defendants advanced their

conspiracies and monopolization efforts directly between each other, or through their
unincorporated trade association, the “Brewers of Ontario” or “Canada’s National Brewers”.
To the extent that Defendants may attempt to escape liability for their actions by attributing
their conduct to TBS, this Court should not hesitate to attribute liability to the parents under
enterprise law antitrust jurisprudence, or alternatively pierce TBS liability through established
federal single-factor piercing jurisprudence.76 TBS has been used by Defendants to defeat
public convenience, justify wrong, and protect fraud by consistently claiming it was a brewer-

See generally 2 Philip I. Blumberg, et al., Blumberg on Corporate Groups (2d. ed. 2014), Chapter 12, SingleFactor Piercing, and §13.02: “Federal Rejection of 3-Part Piercing in Federal Common Law”: (“In a series of
decisions, the Supreme Court has demonstrated that piercing restrictions and the corporate entity will be disregarded
when they would defeat legislative policies”, citing Anderson v. Abbott, 321 U.S. 349, 361-66, reh’g denied, 321
U.S. 804 (1944); First Nat’l City Bank v. Banco Para el Comercio Exterior de Cuba, 462 U.S. 611, 623, 634 (1983)
(O’Connor, J.); Schenley Distillers Corp. v. United States, 362 U.S. 432, 436-37 (1946) (per curiam).)
76
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neutral entity that ran for the benefit of all, on a so-called “break-even” basis, when in reality
Defendants were linking TBS’ operation specifically for the benefit of their own brands while
excluding those of others. As Mr. Brandt observed in 1997, TBS “condones in-store favoritism
for Molson-Labatt, hiding behind the policy of brewer neutrality”. Defendants should not be
able to hide behind the banner of TBS to escape culpability for their flagrant violations of the
antitrust statutes: “[B]y 1900 it was clear that if entrepreneurs could fall outside the
“combination” category by simply organizing themselves into a single entity under state law,
the effectiveness of the Sherman Act would be undermined.”77
315.

In United States v. Milwaukee Refrigerator Transit Co., Judge Sanborn said, in a

much quoted passage, “When the notion of legal entity is used to defeat public convenience,
justify wrong, protect fraud, or defend crime, the law will regard the corporation as an
association of persons.”78
316.

There is no concern about TBS not being named in this suit, as no relief is sought

against it. The injunctive relief sought in this complaint only requires compliance from the two
named Defendants, and in any event, Fed. Rule of Civil Proc. 65(d) provides that an injunctive
decree may bind even nonparties who are “in active concert or participation” with the
defendant: “It is irrelevant that the officers, directors, controlling shareholders, and affiliated
corporations have not been parties to the proceedings.”79

1 Areeda & Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law (4th ed. 2014), ¶102 at p. 35.
United States v. Milwaukee Refrigerator Transit Co., 142 F. 247, 255 (C.C.E.D. Wis. 1905). See generally 1
Philip I. Blumberg, et al., Blumberg on Corporate Groups (2d. ed. 2017 Supp.), “Ch. 13 – Modified Piercing in the
Implementation of Statutory Law and Other Public Interests Under Federal Common Law, §14.02C: “Modified
Piercing in Federal Statutory Law”, Ch. 50 – Imputation of Knowledge between Corporation and Insiders and
Agents, Chapter 61: Intragroup Tort Liability: Enterprise Liability for Economically Integrated Groups, and Chapter
97 – Federal Antitrust.
79
3 Philip I. Blumberg, et al., Blumberg on Corporate Groups (2d. ed. 2017 Supp.), §97.06[C] – Scope of Remedy
for Injunctive Relief at p. 97-51.
77
78
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317.

Finally, it appears that in an effort to maintain the charade that TBS was “break-

even” the Defendants caused TBS to be severely undercapitalized. Despite recording
tremendous surpluses in revenue from service charges for its parents, TBS carried with it
massive debt and pension liabilities and Defendants were routinely making credit available to
TBS directly, and also caused TBS to take on massive loans itself. For example, on June 15th,
2001, Interbrew SA and Molson Inc.’s boards caused and directed TBS to enter into a
$200,000,000 senior note with a group of lenders. This is known because while Defendants
kept TBS’ financial statements closely guarded, TBS’ financial liabilities were consolidated
into AmBev’s financial statements after 2004 and Molson Coors’ after 2005. When –
following publication of his April 15th, 2015 report – the Toronto Star asked Ed Clark about
Defendants’ claims that TBS was “break-even”, the Toronto Star reported that “Clark laughed
off those claims, noting that the quasi-monopoly was never “revenue-neutral””.
IX.

CAUSES OF ACTION

A. COUNT 1 – SHERMAN ACT § 1: CONSPIRACY IN RESTRAINT OF TRADE
318.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference all paragraphs as though fully

set forth herein.
319.

Section 1 of the Sherman Act prohibits “[e]very … conspiracy in restraint of trade

or commerce … with foreign nations.” 15 U.S.C. § 1
320.

Plaintiff has provided overwhelming direct evidence80 of Defendants’ horizontal

conspiracies to restrain competitors’ exports of beer to Ontario, including but not limited to:

See W. Penn. Allegheny Health Sys., Inc. v. UPMC, 627 F.3d 85, 99-100 (3d Cir. 2010): “If a complaint includes
non-conclusory allegations of direct evidence of an agreement, a court need go no further on the question whether an
agreement has been adequately pled.”
80
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•

Evidence of a meeting between Interbrew SA employee Bruce Elliott and Molson
Inc. employee Dave Perkins on December 9th, 1998, wherein on behalf of
Defendants they leveraged their market power to insist to LCBO CEO Andy
Brandt that the LCBO not purchase 12s & 24s of beer from any breweries.
Further direct evidence is shown in the meeting minutes at Labatt House on
March 30th, 2000, where employees of each of the Defendants told LCBO
leadership that the LCBO’s competition in the import and sale of 12s & 24s was a
“Non-Negotiable” if the LCBO wished to acquire beer from Defendants.

•

That Defendants’ executives and officers worked together to covertly maintain
TBS store marketing and distribution practices that raised the cost of doing
business for their competitors while giving their own brands preferential
treatment.

•

Evidence that from autumn 2014 through spring 2015, ABI’s Jan Craps, and
Molson Coors’ Stewart Glendinning, acting under the direction and supervision of
ABI and Molson Coors’ Board of Directors and their U.S. head offices
respectively, conspired to hold on to their restraints against their U.S. domestic
competitors’ ability to export to Ontario by launching their January 2015 Plan to
extend certain cartel benefits to other Ontario brewers and threatening the
Government of Ontario with NAFTA litigation.

321.

Plaintiff has also provided overwhelming direct evidence of Defendants’

horizontal price fixing conspiracy in restraining Pack-Up Pricing, including but not limited to:
•

Evidence that the Boards and Executive Officers of Interbrew SA and Molson
Inc. agreed to impose on the LCBO a contractual obligation in the June 1st, 2000
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agreement that the LCBO would not allow any brewery supplier to offer Pack-Up
Pricing, and that Interbrew SA and Molson Inc. resisted overtures by the LCBO to
overturn this provision.
•

Evidence that even after the signing of the June 2000 Agreement, the LCBO
continued to press Defendants to renegotiate the terms and allow the LCBO to
offer-up Pack-Up Pricing, but that Defendants declined, even though there would
have been immediate benefits for their own brands, because doing so would allow
greater competition from their U.S. domestic competitors.

322.

Defendants’ market allocation and price fixing conspiracies are per se naked

restraints on trade in the following ways:
•

Demanding that the LCBO not import and purchase beer from other breweries in
packages larger than six-packs nor allowing breweries that export to the LCBO to
offer Pack-Up Pricing is “so plainly anticompetitive that no elaborate study of the
industry is needed to establish [its] illegality”;

•

The conspiracies deprived the North American beer market of a hugely significant
independent buyer, distributor and retailer of beer;

•

They restrained investment in U.S. production and output of beer;

•

They forced Plaintiff and Defendants’ other competitors to use Defendants’ TBS
stores for export trade to Ontario, where Defendants were able to disadvantage
sales of Plaintiff’s exported beer in favor of Defendants’ own brands; and

•

They lacked any procompetitive justification and dissuaded U.S. domestic
competitors from seeking beer export sales to the Ontario market.
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323.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ conspiracy, Plaintiff has suffered

and will continue to suffer the following injuries:
•

Plaintiff’s ability to compete in the North American beer market including in
the export market from the United States to Ontario has been and will
continue to be reduced because of Defendants’ control over the distribution
and sale of Plaintiff’s beer;

•

Plaintiff has lost and will continue to lose existing and potential sales,
revenues, and profits in Wisconsin as a result of Defendants’ conspiracy to
prevent the LCBO from buying 12 & 24 packs from Plaintiff;

•

Plaintiff is forced to pay listing and promotional fees to Defendants’ joint
subsidiary to export its 12-packs of beer to Ontario;

•

Plaintiff has lost and will continue to lose the opportunity to brew beer in
Wisconsin for export to Ontario and has lost the revenue associated with those
sales; and

•

The value of Plaintiff’s business and its ability to compete by achieving
greater economies of scale has been and will continue to be reduced as a result
of Defendants’ effective control over the distribution and sale of Plaintiff’s
beer in Ontario.

324.

Defendants conspired to rig TBS in-store marketing schemes, by developing TBS

in-store marketing programs designed to reinforce their existing volumes and market share
while limiting the ability of new entrants to compete.
325.

These conspiracies directly, or in the alternative proximately, caused Plaintiff lost

export sales to Ontario of its Boxer Brand beer and limited the ability of Plaintiff to introduce
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other beer products into the Ontario marketplace. There is no legitimate business justification
for, or procompetitive benefit caused by, Defendants’ market allocations.
326.

Plaintiff is threatened with further injury to its business and property by reason of

Defendants’ continuing violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act, within the meaning of
Section 16 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 26.
B. COUNT 2 – SHERMAN ACT § 2: MONOPOLIZING TRADE
327.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference all paragraphs as though fully

set forth herein.
328.

Section 2 of the Sherman Act forbids “combin[ing] or conspir[ing] with any other

person to monopolize any part of the trade or commerce ... with foreign nations.” 15 U.S.C. §
2.
To state a claim for conspiracy to monopolize81 under Section 2 of the Sherman

329.

Act, a plaintiff must allege “(1) an agreement to monopolize; (2) an overt act in furtherance of
the conspiracy; (3) a specific intent to monopolize; and (4) a causal connection between the
conspiracy and the injury alleged. “Unlawful monopolization under §2 of the Sherman Act
requires proof of both power and exclusionary or anticompetitive conduct”82.
330.

Plaintiff has provided overwhelming direct evidence that:
•

Defendants conspired with each other to monopolize the sale of beer in Ontario,
including the use of a group boycott, to restrain the LCBO’s ability to buy beer
from other brewers, as evidenced by the March 30th, 2000 meeting at Labatt
House where Interbrew SA and Molson Inc. employees agreed that it was “Non-

3B Areeda & Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law (4th ed. 2014) §8C – “Multiple Actors and §2” ¶ 809 at p.492: (“Many
courts referring to conspiracies to monopolize have stated that market power or market definition is not a
prerequisite to finding that offense. [citations omitted]”)
82
3 Areeda & Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law (4th ed. 2014) §6C – “The Nature and Definition of “Monopolizing”
Conduct: Relationship to Remedies” ¶ 650a at p. 91.
81
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Negotiable” for the LCBO to purchase 12s & 24s of beer from other breweries,
and again further rejected LCBO’s subsequent request for release from these
restraints throughout the 2000s;
•

Defendants took overt and predatory acts in furtherance of their conspiracy by
developing a series of evermore anticompetitive restraints on the LCBO’s ability
to offer American brewers a competitive route into the Ontario beer market. They
did this by sending the LCBO written demands, rebuffing LCBO attempts to
engage competitively, including conspiring in January 2015 to ward off Ed
Clark’s recommendation;

•

During their negotiations with Ed Clark’s Premier Advisory Council, Defendants
conspired to demand that the Master Framework Agreement contain a provision
that would ensure the LCBO would not be able to buy beer in anything larger than
a six-pack or offer Pack-Up Pricing;

•

Defendants have operated TBS in a manner that constitutes an unlawful
combination83 by discriminating against competing brewers by way of the TBS
“Big Ten” wall, which restricts competing brewers’ access to point-of-sale
marketing programs in TBS stores;

•

Defendants had the specific intent to monopolize and exclude United States
breweries, as evidenced by Mr. Westcott’s admission that Defendants were
concerned about increasing competition from the United States, as well as Mr.
Brandt’s ongoing observations of Defendants’ conduct; and

3b Areeda & Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law (4th ed. 2014) §8C – “Multiple Actors and §2” ¶ 810 at p.500: (The
legislative context and history of “combine” in Section 2 “strongly suggests that the phrase refers to mergers or
similarly close amalgamations such as ongoing joint ventures.”)
83
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•

But for Defendants’ conspiracies, Plaintiff would have had the opportunity to
compete with Defendants’ in export sales to Ontario by selling its 12-packs of
beer directly to the LCBO.

C. COUNT 3 – UNJUST ENRICHMENT
331.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates by reference all paragraphs as though fully

set forth herein.
332.

The elements of an unjust enrichment claim in Wisconsin are (1) a benefit

conferred upon the defendant by the plaintiff, (2) knowledge or appreciation of the benefit by
the defendant, and (3) acceptance and retention by the defendant of such benefit under such
circumstances that it would be inequitable for him or her to retain it without paying the value
thereof.84
333.

Defendants were unjustly enriched by Plaintiff because:
•

Plaintiff conferred benefits to Defendants by paying Defendants’ Joint Subsidiary
TBS listing and promotional fees for the ability to export 12-packs of beer to
Ontario, as well as conferring the benefit to Defendants of real time store-by-store
sales information regarding Plaintiff’s beer, enabling Defendants to plan their
distribution of competitive beers accordingly;

•

Defendants had knowledge and appreciation of the listing and promotional fees
Plaintiff paid to TBS, as it offset potential outlays Defendants would otherwise
have to make to fund TBS’ financial obligations. Defendants also had knowledge
and appreciation of the real-time sales information of Plaintiff’s beer; and

Wisconsin Jury Instructions - Civil 3028; ; see, e.g., Staver v. Milwaukee County, 2006 WI App 33, ¶24, 289 Wis.
2d 675, 712 N.W.2d 387
84
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•

Defendants’ retention of Plaintiff’s promotional and listing fees paid to TBS
would be inequitable, as Defendants misrepresented TBS as being among the best
beer distribution systems in the world despite knowing, allowing, and enabling a
system of TBS-store restocking that systemically discriminated against Plaintiff’s
exported beer, and because Defendants engaged in outrageous misrepresentations
that they ran TBS to be “break-even”.

X.
334.

RELIEF REQUESTED
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully request that this Court:
a. Declare that Defendants violated 15 U.S.C. §1 by engaging in ongoing per se
unlawful market allocation and price fixing conspiracies to restrain export beer
trade to Ontario, and taking other steps that had a pernicious effect on competition
among U.S. brewers for exports to Ontario.
b. Declare that Defendants’ violated 15 U.S.C. §2 by specifically intending to and
agreeing to monopolize the sale of beer in Ontario by restraining the ability of the
LCBO to purchase beer from competing breweries, including Plaintiff, and by
creating conditions at their joint subsidiary TBS that inhibited competition to
Defendants’ own brands, which caused classic antitrust injury to competing
breweries including Plaintiff.;
c. Pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 26, that Defendants and their subsidiaries and affiliates be
enjoined from participating in any contract or other dealing that would restrain the
ability of any third party Canadian entity involved in the purchase and resale of
beer to purchase beer from Defendants’ U.S. domestic competitors;
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d. Pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 26, that Defendants and their subsidiaries and affiliates be
ordered to terminate their participation as signatories in the Master Framework
Agreement;
e. Pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 26, that Defendants be ordered to instruct their affiliated
personnel who sit on the TBS Board of Directors to vote that TBS give
termination notice per Article 8.5 of the Master Framework Agreement; 85
f. That Defendants, in accordance with Section 16 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. §
26, be permanently enjoined and restrained from continued controlling ownership
of TBS and that they divest themselves of TBS;
g. Declare that if Defendants contemplate entering into any future joint distribution
business in a foreign market similar to TBS, that pursuant to the Export Trading
Company Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 4001 to 4021, they first seek an Export Certificate of
Review from the Department of Commerce;
h. That the Court award damages against Defendants for an amount to be proved at

trial in lost export trade to Ontario, to be trebled according to law, plus punitive
damages, pre-judgment interest, post-judgment interest, attorney’s fees, litigation
expenses and costs of suit under Section 4 and 16 of the Clayton Antitrust Act, 15
U.S.C. § 15 and 26; and
i. That Plaintiff receives such other, further and different relief as the Court may
deem just and proper.

See Article 8.5, “Termination”, Master Framework Agreement, September 22 nd, 2015, available at
https://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/consultations/beer/agreement.html#a8-5. See also 2b Areeda & Hovenkamp, Antitrust
Law at p. 507: “Using §2 to condemn exclusionary conduct by shared monopolists is much less a judicial adventure
than using §2 to restructure such markets.”
85
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XI.
335.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Pursuant to Rule 38(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff demands

a jury trial as to all issues so triable.
Dated:
Respectfully submitted,
By:
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Exhibit 1 – Screenshots of LinkedIn Bios of ABI Business Unit Presidents for Canada
Marcelo Abud, ABI Business Unit President, Canada, October 2016 to present:
Source: https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcelo-abud-33982013/
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Jan Craps, ABI Business Unit President, Canada, Nov. 2014 – Oct. 2016:
Source: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jan-craps-957634/
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Carlos Eduardo Lisboa, ABI Business Unit President, Canada, Jan. 2013 – Nov. 2014:
Source: https://www.linkedin.com/in/carlos-eduardo-lisboa-8b6177123/
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Canada
Population1: 33.92 million
Per capita beer consumption1: 66.6 liters
Major languages: English and French

Anheuser-Busch InBev in Canada key facts & figures*
Trading Name

Labatt Breweries of Canada

Volume of product
sold in 2013

9.1 million hectoliters

Market position

Number 1

Market share

40.1%

Beverage plants

6 breweries - Creston, British Columbia; Edmonton, Alberta; London,
Ontario; Montreal, Quebec; Halifax, Nova Scotia; and St. John’s,
Newfoundland

Number of Full time
Employees

3,000

Global Management
Trainees to date

87 (total since project started)

Brands
Global Brands

Budweiser, Corona, Stella Artois

Multi-country brands

Beck’s, Bud Light, Rolling Rock, Busch, Hoegaarden, Leffe, Shock
Top, Goose Island

Local Brands

Alexander Keith’s, Kokanee, Labatt, Lucky, Lakeport, Oland

Recent Innovations
Alexander Keith’s Single Hop Series, a family of ales that includes Alexander Keith's Cascade Hop
Ale, Hallertauer Hop Ale, and Galaxy Hop Ale; Budweiser Crown, a premium 6%abv amber lager,
brewed with toasted caramel malt; and Goose Island Vintage Ales, including the high-end craft
beers, Sofie and Matilda.

History of Anheuser-Busch InBev in Canada
Labatt Breweries of Canada was founded in 1847, two decades before Canada became a country,
with a commitment to quality and innovation that has been evident throughout its history and that
characterizes its business today. Labatt is one of Canada’s leading brewers and most successful
businesses, and a respected brand in many other parts of the world. Labatt became a publicly
traded company in 1945 and in the 1950s, embarked on a period of rapid expansion, building and
buying breweries across the country with the ultimate goal of becoming Canada’s national brewer.

Plato Logic 2013
*Source: Anheuser-Busch InBev 2013data
Updated May 2014
1
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Labatt became part of what is now AB InBev in 1995. Labatt remains a major force in the brewing
industry and one of Canada’s most respected and best known companies.

Local acclamations/awards
In early 2014, Labatt emerged as the clear leader of the Canadian beer market due to a combination
of positives: Budweiser regaining its spot as the country’s number one brand, achieving its highest
market share ever; Alexander Keith’s position as the number one brand in the Canadian domestic
specialty segment; and Labatt’s acquisition of the Canadian distribution rights for Grupo Modelo
brands, including Corona.
Labatt won the 2014 Cassies – Canada’s most presitigious advertising awards – for the Budweiser
Red Light and The Movie Out Here.

Market facts & figures1
Trends
Per Capita Consumption
Population Growth

2000
68.1 liters
30.7 million

2005
69.4 liters
32.4 million

2013
66.6 liters
33.92 million

Corporate Citizenship
Better World initiatives
Responsible Enjoyment
For three decades, Labatt has been the Canadian beer industry’s preeminent voice of moderation. It
leads the nation in comprehensive responsible drinking programs that encourage moderation,
promote the use of designated drivers and prevent underage drinking.
In just the last three years, Labatt has introduced Canadians to Budweiser Good Sport, the sports
world’s most successful designated driver program, signing five new major league sports teams to
the program in 2013 alone; launched Labatt Family Talk About Drinking, a comprehensive underage
drinking prevention program with a dedicated website and free parenting guide, which Labatt
promoted in partnership with two provincial regulators in 2013; and employes have taken to the
streets annually on AB InBev’s global Be(er)Responsible Day to raise awareness of the importance of
responsible enjoyment and encourage people not to drink and drive.
A major recent highlight is an innovative campaign, Thank You Designated Drivers, that promotes
the view that designated drivers make an important contribution to the community and includes an
interactive social media component. The campaign was backed by groundbreaking research
commissioned by Labatt, which reveals that today’s generation believes designated drivers make a
difference and deserve credit.
Environment
Labatt is committed to the environment, focusing initiatives on four key issues – water, energy,
recycling, and packaging. Its industry-leading innovation process successfully encourages every
employee to develop ideas to reduce, reuse and recycle, resulting in thousands of improvements.
Since 2009, Labatt’s highly developed environmental management system and thousands of
employee ideas have enabled it to reduce water consumption by 18%, CO2 emissions per hectoliter

Updated May 2014

of production by 12%, and electricity use by 27%. Since 2005, it has reduced total operating waste
by 66% and achieved a world-class recycling rate of 98.6%.
The company has long been a pioneer of smart packaging and recycling systems. Canada’s bottle
deposit and return system is one of the world’s outstanding examples of industry collaboration for
environmental sustainability, with bottles sterilized and reused up to 20 times and more than 98%
of bottles sold by Labatt returned for reuse. Also, Labatt introduced Canada’s first plastic retaining
rings, which are non-toxic, photodegradable, and significantly reduce the packaging associated with
cans. Annually, Labatt recycles over 230 tons of aluminum cans, and over the years has recycled
millions of tons of spent grains and yeast to provide nutritious livestock feed to Canadian farmers.
In 2013, Labatt celebrated its fifth annual United Nations World Environment Day with local clean-up
efforts, community forums and other events across Canada. Labatt also celebrates United Nations
World Water Day.
Community Support
Labatt cares about improving the lives of Canadians. The company invested $27 million in
communities across Canada in 2013 through donations to dozens of charities, plus sports and event
sponsorships ranging from major league sports teams to local festivals and varsity athletics. This is
in addition to investments in promoting environmental conservation and responsible drinking, and
the ongoing volunteerism of employees for worthy causes of their own choosing – from collecting
donations and stocking shelves at food banks across the country to organizing charity sports events.
Labatt’s culture of giving back is further underlined by the Labatt Matching Gift Program, under
which the company matches up to two donations per year to the registered charity or non-profit
organization of each employee’s or retiree’s choice up to a maximum donation of $2,000 per
calendar year.
Beginning in 2011, Labatt began extending its community support beyond contributions of money
and time with the introduction of the Canadian Disaster Relief Program to donate safe drinking water
to communities that have experienced a disaster. By leveraging its equipment and processes and
collaborating with government to develop an efficient program, Labatt aims to supply and distribute
safe, canned drinking water to communities Canada-wide. In 2013, Labatt made it’s first-ever
donation under the program. In response to severe flooding and a state-of-emergeny in Southern
Alberta, it donated 60,000 cans of water to Alberta flood victims, and flew a team of employee
volunteers from across Canada to assist with flood clean-up and resettlement efforts on the ground.

Management
Zone President
Canada is in Anheuser-Busch InBev’s North America Zone, led by Zone President, Luiz Fernando
Edmond.
Business Unit President
Carlos Lisboa
For further information contact
Labatt Customer Service
1-800-268-2337
www.labatt.com

Updated May 2014
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LETTER TO THE MINISTER OF FINANCE
The Honourable Victor Fedeli
Minister of Finance and Chair of Cabinet
Frost Building South
7th Floor
7 Queen’s Park Cres.
Toronto, ON M7A 1Y7
May 24, 2019
Dear Minister,
Ontario has a once in a generation opportunity to make meaningful change that will allow small
businesses to flourish and create jobs while providing choice and convenience for the purchase
of beverage alcohol. Over the past 92 years, successive governments have incrementally let
rules, loopholes, institutions, and special interests develop a near-monopoly beer distribution
system that primarily benefits a few larger brewers. Now is the chance to create a system built
for the consumer, for the citizen, for the people.
First, in the short term, we must create as many opportunities as possible using the flexibility
we already have to allow businesses to provide choice and convenience by expanding the
number of LCBO agency stores and allowing beverage alcohol to be sold in more grocery stores.
Second, the citizens of Ontario have long suffered under an anti-competitive, anti-consumer
beer distribution system controlled by some of the largest beer companies in the world.
Nowhere else in the world is a consortium of the largest global brewers given effective control
over 70% of the beer retail market, including the exclusive right to sell 12 and 24 packs. The
system has been so advantageous to the big brewers that their Canadian subsidiaries, Molson
and Labatt, have become integral and highly profitable parts of these global companies.
However, that near-monopoly has come at a cost to consumers in Ontario. It has severely
restricted choice and convenience for consumers, and in fact, Ontario currently has the fewest
number of outlets per capita selling beverage alcohol of any province in Canada. The current
situation is not fair to consumers, or to our smaller craft beer entrepreneurs, innovators and
job creators.
The government has been negotiating with the Beer Store and its owners in good faith on
behalf of the people to provide consumer choice and convenience and to support small
business growth. While there have been some expressions of good will, more progress needs to
be made and the government should consider all available options within its powers that would
provide routes to expand retail sales should negotiations with the Beer Store and its owners
prove unsuccessful.
The Case for Change: Increasing Choice and Expanding Opportunity in Ontario’s Alcohol Sector
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Third, the health and safety of Ontario citizens in a socially responsible beverage alcohol retail
context is paramount. As the former Chair of the Board of one of Canada’s largest healthcare
delivery services, I will continue working with stakeholders and advising the government on this
very important topic.
Fourth, we have a great opportunity to celebrate, enhance and encourage the craft beer, wine,
cider and spirits businesses that are emerging and growing across this province. These
businesses help build Ontario’s identity and create jobs in many smaller communities.
Together, these businesses are becoming a new powerhouse in many communities, right across
the province.
Thank you for the opportunity to work with you on this important initiative to modernize the
alcohol beverage industry in Ontario. As it should, Ontario can provide real leadership within
Canada.

Yours sincerely,
Ken Hughes
Ontario Special Advisor for the Beverage Alcohol Review

The Case for Change: Increasing Choice and Expanding Opportunity in Ontario’s Alcohol Sector
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SECTION 1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Ontario’s Archaic and Inconvenient Alcohol Retail Landscape
Buying alcohol has been a source of continual frustration for everyday Ontarians for the past 92
years. Since the 1960s there have been no less than seven special reviews trying to fix it.
Ontario’s Government for the People has a unique mandate to take bold steps and finally
improve convenience and fairness for Ontario consumers and businesses.
The alcohol retail landscape is diverse and complex. The largest retailer, the LCBO, is
government-owned and provides a significant annual contribution to the provincial treasury –
$2.12 billion in 2017–18. Beer sales are dominated by The Beer Store (TBS), a near-monopoly
primarily owned by three of the biggest multinational brewing companies. While most
Ontarians view the retail experience at the LCBO favourably, shopping at most TBS locations
has changed very little over the past century.
COMPARING ALCOHOL
RETAIL

ONTARIO

QUÉBEC

ALBERTA

Number of Retail Outlets
Per 10,000 People

2.4

12.2

6.4

How Retail Prices Are Set

Retailers must
comply with
uniform pricing
requirements;
Retail prices are
set by producers

Competitive prices set by
retailers

Competitive prices set by
retailers

Diversity of Retail Outlets

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

Standalone
liquor stores
Limited
Number of
Grocery
Stores and
Winery Retail
Stores
On-Site
Manufacturer
Stores

Standalone liquor stores
Grocery Stores
Corner Stores
Big Box Stores
On-Site Manufacturer
Stores

▪
▪

Private standalone liquor
stores
On-site manufacturer
stores
Other liquor retailers

Ontario currently has the lowest alcohol retail density of any Canadian province. This is an issue
of fairness – especially for Ontarians who don’t live in large cities or have access to a vehicle.
Except for LCBO Agency Stores and a select few grocery stores, small businesses are largely shut
The Case for Change: Increasing Choice and Expanding Opportunity in Ontario’s Alcohol Sector
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out of alcohol retail. Reaching the national average retail density would mean authorizing an
additional 4,000 retail outlets. It would take 11,500 new outlets for Ontario to reach Québec’s
retail density or 4,500 new outlets to reach Alberta’s retail density.
Barrier to Change: The Unfair Master Framework Agreement
Many of the current challenges with alcohol retail in Ontario stem from the 2015 Master
Framework Agreement (MFA), signed by the previous Ontario government, TBS and the three
large global brewers (Molson, Labatt, Sleeman) who own TBS. The MFA gives TBS exclusivity on
beer sales in 12 and 24 packs in its local markets until 2025 and limits the number of new retail
stores that can be authorized. This is a bad deal for Ontarians because it gives control over the
beer market to three dominant beer companies. This stifles competition, keeps prices artificially
high, and prevents new craft beer entrepreneurs from getting a strong foothold in the market.
It also limits real choice.
The TBS near-monopoly is made worse by the fact that in most TBS locations the shopping
experience is virtually the same as it was nearly a century ago – the product is kept behind a
wall and customers select from logos. Despite TBS investing $100 million since 2015, the overall
customer experience remains virtually unchanged. Despite the shopping experience, consumers
must go to TBS locations to return their empties and get their deposit back. Their exclusive right
to collect empties is inconvenient for consumers.
Nowhere else in the world does a government give the biggest beer companies special
privileges at the expense of consumers and the rest of the industry. The existing MFA
negotiated by the previous government is a terrible deal for Ontario consumers and small
businesses. Left alone, it will continue the unfairness of the current system for the next six
years.
Building a System That’s Fair for Everyday Ontarians
Modernizing alcohol retail holds the potential to deliver significant economic benefits to
Ontarians. The Retail Council of Canada estimates, based on the experience of British Columbia,
that it could increase Ontario’s GDP by $3.5 billion and generate up to 9,100 jobs. 1 It could also
save Ontarians hundreds of millions of dollars every year by creating more opportunities for
one-stop shopping.2 The Ministry of Finance estimates the value of time saved by being able to
buy alcohol while shopping for other items could be up to $250 million per year. Opening
additional retail outlets would also make it easier for craft beverage manufacturers to connect
with consumers and create jobs.

1

Retail Council of Canada, Alcohol in Ontario: Choice and Convenience means Jobs and Growth, 2019.
The Ministry of Finance estimates the value of time saved by being able to buy alcohol while shopping for other
items could be up to $250 million per year.
2
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The Convenience Industry Council of Canada reports that 7 in 10 Ontarians who regularly
consume beverage alcohol support the expansion of alcohol sales into convenience stores.3 The
Retail Council of Canada reports 73% of Ontarians support the sale of 12 and 24 packs in
grocery stores, and 68% support the sale of alcohol at all grocery stores in Ontario.4
To develop a path forward, the government met with over 30 retailers, public health and safety
organizations, and beverage alcohol manufacturers and received written submissions from over
50 groups to discuss potential opportunities, risks and challenges. The government also heard
from over 33,000 consumers and businesses through online consultations. Any steps to
improve consumer convenience should maintain Ontario’s strong record on social
responsibility.
This report brings forward nine recommended steps the government can take to create a fairer
and more convenient alcohol retail system for Ontario. The government should:
1. Do everything possible under the Master Framework Agreement to authorize additional
alcohol retail outlets.
2. Consider other available options within its powers that would provide ways to expand
retail sales should negotiations with TBS and its owners prove unsuccessful.
3. Take a phased approach toward authorizing new retailers and beverage alcohol products
available for sale.
4. Enable price competition between retailers.
5. Continue to consult with Ontario winemakers and grape growers to determine how
Ontario’s wine industry will be best supported in an expanded retail environment in a
manner that respects international trade obligations.
6. Continue to engage Ontario’s important spirits industry.
7. Maintain the LCBO as a valuable government asset.
8. Work with retailers, beverage alcohol manufacturers, and public health experts to ensure
that increasing convenience does not lead to increased social costs related to alcohol.
9. Reduce unnecessary regulatory burden and address inefficiencies that increase costs to
the industry.

3
4

Abacus Data Poll for Convenience Industry Council of Canada, April 10, 2019.
Retail Council of Canada, Alcohol in Ontario: Choice and Convenience means Jobs and Growth, 2019.
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SECTION 2: THE CASE FOR CHANGE – KEY OBJECTIVES OF THE ALCOHOL
REVIEW
When prohibition ended in Ontario in 1927, the government of the time put in place a strict
regime to control the sale and consumption of alcohol. Citizens over the age of 21 had to
purchase and carry an Individual Liquor Permit – like a driver’s licence – for alcohol purchases.
In the 1960s, all purchases required Purchase Order Forms that included the purchaser’s name,
address and signature. The LCBO stored all products behind a wall and handed purchases to
customers in a brown paper bag. By the late 1960s Ontarians were fed up with a retail system
that treated them like criminals.
In 1969, the system slowly started to change. The LCBO opened its first “self-serve” locations
and finally got rid of Purchase Order Forms. Other proposals at the time, like allowing the sale
of beer in grocery stores, would take another 47 years to come to pass.
While Ontario no longer requires Individual Liquor Permits and alcohol is no longer stored
behind a wall (at least in LCBO outlets), Ontario’s beverage alcohol system remains a continued
source of frustration for ordinary Ontarians. Since the mid-1960s there have been no less than
seven comprehensive reviews and expert committees formed to try to fix it.5 Most of these
reviews have recommended modest or incremental change – and generally only the very
mildest reforms were ever put in place.
The continued inconvenience and unfairness of Ontario’s beverage alcohol system is by design.
For 92 years, Ontario’s system has been based on three fundamental beliefs: first, that the best
way to reduce and prevent social harm and health risks related to alcohol consumption is to
make purchasing and consuming alcohol awkward or inconvenient; second, a belief that adults
can’t be trusted to make their own decisions around responsible alcohol consumption; and
third, that private sector retailers, with the exception of a small group of insiders, do not have
the capacity to balance market competition and social responsibility.
In June 2018, the newly elected Ontario government was given a mandate by the people to
make bold change. The new government believes that Ontario is mature enough to join other
jurisdictions across the country and around the world that treat adults like adults. They believe
that the role of government isn’t to inconvenience the public and force everyday Ontarians to
drive long distances to buy legal products that should be available closer to home. They believe
that competition leads to healthier markets, and that the private sector has just as deep an
interest in social responsibility as everyone else. They understand that in 2019 there are better

5

Previous reviews or expert committees were launched in 1968, 1973, 1977, 1983, 1986, 2005, and 2015 (In 2015
three reports were issued – an initial report, and subsequent reports on modernizing beer retailing and
distribution, and modernizing wine and spirits retailing).
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ways for governments to reduce the harm of alcohol consumption than giving a retail
monopoly to a select few.
In November’s Ontario Economic Outlook and Fiscal Review, the Minister of Finance announced
that the government is committed to modernizing the rules for the retail and consumption of
beverage alcohol. To inform this plan, the Minister launched a comprehensive review of the
beverage alcohol sector.
The Beverage Alcohol review was launched with a mandate to provide the Minister of
Finance with recommendations on how to modernize the beverage alcohol system in two
fundamental areas:
o Opportunities to provide more choice and convenience to consumers, and
o Options for government to allow more private businesses to compete in the
sale and distribution of alcohol.
As Special Advisor, I have conducted this review with the firm understanding that alcohol is not
an ordinary consumer product. It is the role of the government to closely monitor its sale and
protect against social harms. While considering ways to modernize Ontario’s retail landscape
and improve convenience, it is important for social responsibility to remain at the core of this
review and its recommendations.
This review also begins with an understanding that bold action is not easy – but it is necessary.
In 1969 when the LCBO first introduced self-service stores, there were critics who said it would
cause social harms to skyrocket. Of course, these fears were not realized and society adapted. I
am confident this will also be the case with the bold reforms recommended in this report. The
track record of Ontario’s endless alcohol reviews demonstrate that modest tweaks and halfmeasures will only extend consumer frustrations into the future and inevitably result in another
beverage alcohol review in 5 or 10 years discussing the same fundamental issues.
My belief is that right now the Ontario Government has the unique mandate and ability to put
the interests of ordinary Ontarians ahead of entrenched interests and deliver the bold changes
Ontarians have been waiting for, for nearly a century.
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SECTION 3: CURRENT RETAIL LANDSCAPE
Ontario’s beverage alcohol retail landscape includes a range of retail outlets.
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PUBLICLY OWNED: LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD OF ONTARIO (LCBO)
Operating Model:

How Common is the LCBO Model?

•
•

Most North American jurisdictions have
some government involvement in the
distribution and retail sale of beverage
alcohol.

•

LCBO – a government owned retailer and wholesaler.
With 663 retail locations and $6.24 billion in annual sales,
LCBO is one of the world’s largest buyers and retailers of
beverage alcohol.
As a government-owned enterprise, LCBO transfers annual
dividends to the province - $2.12 billion in 2017-2018 –
which are reinvested in provincial priorities like health,
education and infrastructure.

Consumer Experience:
•
•

•

Sub-national governments that operate
retail liquor stores similar to the LCBO
include most Canadian provinces (BC, SK,
MN, QC, NB, NS, PEI, NFLD, YK) and some
U.S. states (Alabama, Idaho, New
Hampshire, North Carolina, Pennsylvania,
Utah, Virginia).

Studies show Ontarians are generally very satisfied with the LCBO - particularly its selection,
overall shopping experience and highly knowledgeable staff.6
LCBO’s online platform offers same-day pick up and next day delivery for online orders, and
is piloting On-Demand Delivery with Foodora. LCBO’s mobile app has more than 450,000
active users and includes the ability to scan bar codes and search for products based on
nearest location.
LCBO’s promotional Food and Drink magazine, has a deep following reaching an estimated
2.25 million readers.7

PRIVATELY OWNED: THE BEER STORE (TBS)
Operating Model:
•
•

TBS dominates Ontario’s retail landscape for beer. With 450 stores,
TBS accounts for 70% of volume beer sales across the province.
Under the Master Framework Agreement signed by the previous
Ontario Government, TBS enjoys almost exclusive rights to:
o Sell beer in sizes larger than a six-pack;
o Sell beer to licensed bars and restaurants; and

How Common is The Beer Store
Model?
Nowhere else in the world is a
group of the largest global
brewers given a near-monopoly
and effective control over 70% of
the beer retail market. This
arrangement is highly profitable
for large brewers, but bad for
consumers and the rest of the
brewing and retail industry.

6

Abacus Data, Beyond the LCBO? Strong Support for Liberalizing Alcohol Sales in Ontario. February 2019.
https://abacusdata.ca/beyond-the-lcbo-broad-support-for-liberalizing-alcohol-sales-in-ontario/
7
Food and Drink Magazine Circulation Numbers at: http://www.doingbusinesswithlcbo.com/tro/PromotionalPrograms/LCBO-Programs/Advertising/FOOD-DRINK-Magazine.shtml
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o Collect empties under the Ontario
Deposit Return Program.
The MFA limits the total number of new beverage
alcohol outlets to 450.
Consumer Experience:
•

•

•

•

Ontario’s 2015 review of Beer Retailing
described the TBS customer experience as
“basic.”8 The Washington Post recently
described TBS as having “all the charm of a
cold-storage warehouse.”9
In most TBS locations, the shopping experience
is virtually the same as it was a century ago
where the product is kept behind a wall and
customers select from logos. Despite investing
$100 million since 2015, the overall customer
experience remains virtually unchanged.
In 2017 TBS launched an online and home
delivery option, but in 2019 this service is still
restricted to just a handful of communities.
TBS does operate some self-service locations where customers can browse, but most
locations only allow for the promotion of top selling products, which also happen to be
brands from the owners.

PRIVATELY OWNED: OFF-SITE WINERY RETAIL STORES (WRS)
•

•

Off-site WRS create an important retail channel for Ontario grown grapes – both in Ontario
Vintners Quality Alliance or other 100% Ontario wines, or as part of International Canadian
blended wines that must include at least 25% Ontario content in each bottle.
Currently 292 off-site stores are in operation – about 220 of which are located inside
grocery stores.

8

Premier’s Advisory Council on Government Assets, Striking the Right Balance: Modernizing Beer Retailing and
Distribution in Ontario. April 16, 2015.
9
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/marijuana-vs-beer-the-new-divide-in-canadianpolitics/2019/05/02/740e4360-6ac0-11e9-bbe7-1c798fb80536_story.html?utm_term=.719d022464e9
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PRIVATELY OWNED: LCBO AGENCY STORES
•
•
•

Established in 1962, the LCBO Agency Store program lets private retailers sell alcohol in
communities that are typically too small to have a full LCBO location.
There are currently 209 Agency Stores – usually a grocery store, general store, gas station or
tourist outfitter.
LCBO provides commercial and regulatory oversight of Agency Stores, and they purchase
wholesale from both LCBO and TBS.

PRIVATELY OWNED: GROCERY STORES
•
•

•

In 2015, Ontario began allowing private grocery stores to sell beer and cider. In 2016 this
was expanded to include wine sales in some locations.
There are 364 grocery stores currently authorized to sell beverage alcohol. Grocery stores
must meet certain eligibility criteria, such as minimum square footage, and must sell a full
line of food products.
Authorized grocery stores purchase beer wholesale from the LCBO.

PRIVATELY OWNED: MANUFACTURER RETAIL STORES
• Under Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario (AGCO) licensing provisions, all
breweries, wineries, cideries and distilleries are entitled to operate retail stores at points of
production. As the craft alcohol industry has boomed in the past decade, this category has
been growing rapidly.
• Most of these beverage alcohol producers are small businesses.
• There is considerable variety in consumer experience – some stores are located in industrial
areas; many are central attractions for the local tourism/hospitality industry, generating
significant economic benefits for the surrounding community.
PRIVATELY OWNED: DUTY FREE STORES
•
•

Ontario licenses a network of 15 private Duty Free Stores at airports and border crossings.
These outlets sell beer, wine, and spirits to travelers exiting the country.
Duty Free Stores are the only private retailers allowed to sell distilled spirits, other than
manufacturer stores.
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SECTION 4: EARLY OBSERVATIONS
1. The Retail Landscape is Complex
Ontario’s alcohol retail landscape has been cobbled together over generations with complex
rules, loopholes and special privileges. Changing one piece can have implications and
unintended consequences for other areas, like consumer prices, provincial revenues or the
viability of important economic sectors (e.g., agriculture and tourism). While this complexity
should not stop the government from fulfilling their mandate to deliver convenience for
consumers, the government should phase its approach and leave policy flexibility to address
unintended developments.
2. Beer Sales are Dominated by a Small Number of Large Corporations
Ontario’s beer market is dominated by The Beer Store, a huge organization primarily owned by
three multinational conglomerates. Unsurprisingly, most of the beer sold at TBS is from its
three main owners. Nowhere else in the world does a government give the biggest beer
companies special privileges at the expense of the rest of the industry. This situation needs to
be addressed. Polling has shown that 73% of Ontarians support the sale of 12 and 24 packs of
beer in grocery stores and 68% support allowing all grocery stores to sell beverage alcohol.10
3. Small Businesses are Largely Shut Out of Alcohol Retail Sales
Under the current system there is very limited space for small businesses to benefit from the
retail sale of beverage alcohol. LCBO Agency Stores and select grocery stores are the exception,
and the success of this model proves that there is no reason why small retailers cannot be
trusted to sell alcohol. The focus on large retailers also limits potential small business
innovations that could improve convenience, reduce cost or improve consumer choice and
experience. Ontario is one of the most diverse places in the world, and the beverage alcohol
landscape should be allowed to reflect this.
4. Missing Opportunities to Spur Economic Growth and Create Jobs
Most jurisdictional studies find that increasing alcohol retail outlets can support economic
growth and job creation.11 A recent study by the Retail Council of Canada (RCC) found that
when British Columbia expanded retail alcohol outlets, retailers saw an average sales increase
of $880,000.12 With a similar trend in Ontario, the net impact would increase the provincial GDP
10

Statistics from: Retail Council of Canada, Alcohol in Ontario: Choice and Convenience means Jobs and Growth,
2019.
11
For examples see: The Fraser Institute, The Privatization of Liquor Retailing in Alberta, January 2003; and: Katja
Siem and Joel Waldfogel, “Public Monopoly and Economic Efficiency: Evidence from the Pennsylvania liquor
Control Board’s Entry Decisions,” American Economic Review, 103(2), 2013.
12
Retail Council of Canada, Alcohol in Ontario: Choice and Convenience means Jobs and Growth, 2019.
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by $3.5 billion annually. RCC further estimates that increasing retail outlets could potentially
create up to 9,100 new jobs – or 2.3 jobs per licensed store.
Ontario’s fast-growing craft beer and cider industries are also being artificially constrained by
the existing system. Access to retail channels is the biggest challenge many small manufacturers
face. While TBS does offer open listing for any brewer that pays the listing fees, it is expensive
for a small business to access the channel at scale, and there are limited promotional
opportunities within the retail environment. Opening additional retail outlets would make it
easier for craft beverage manufacturers to connect with consumers and create jobs.
5. Low Retail Outlet Density Compared to Other Provinces
Ontario currently sits last in Canada for consumer convenience when it comes to the density of
alcohol retail outlets, with only 2.4 outlets per 10,000 persons, well behind the national average
of 5.9. Bringing Ontario up to the national average would mean authorizing an additional 4,000
new retail outlets. It would take
11,500 new retail outlets to bring
Ontario to the same level of
convenience as Québec.
Increasing retail density is about
fairness. For Ontarians who don’t
live in a large city or don’t have
access to a vehicle or reliable
public transit, traveling to TBS or
LCBO stores can be a challenge.
The government shouldn’t force
individuals to travel far out of
their way to purchase a product
they should reasonably have
access to closer to home.
6. Hidden Distribution Costs Shifted onto Everyday Consumers
TBS frequently points to the efficiency of its distribution network, with centralized delivery to a
relatively small number of stores, as something that saves consumers money. But this system
only saves money for the brewers and shifts the costs of distribution to the consumers who
often have to travel considerable distances to the nearest TBS outlet. The costs of this
inconvenience can be estimated at hundreds of millions of dollars a year for consumers.13

13

The Ministry of Finance estimates the value of time saved by being able to buy alcohol while shopping for other
items could be up to $250 million per year.
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Creating more opportunities for one-stop shopping would reduce these hidden costs for
consumers.
7. LCBO Remains a Valuable Government Asset
The LCBO is Ontario’s main provincial retailer of wine – with 83% of all retail sales. The LCBO is
also the main retailer and wholesaler of spirits. Spirits, including Ontario’s craft distillers,
represent an important part of Ontario’s beverage alcohol market with over $2.4 billion in
annual sales almost exclusively through the LCBO.
LCBO consistently receives high marks from Ontarians. Provincial dividends also play an
important role in funding Ontario’s hospitals, schools and infrastructure. The government
should not privatize the LCBO. Expanding the number of private retail outlets will create new
opportunities for the LCBO to expand its role as a wholesaler to retailers and licensees, and
help deliver even greater value to Ontarians.
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SECTION 5: MASTER FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT
In 2015, the previous Ontario Government signed an agreement with The Beer Store and the
three large global brewers who own it (Molson, Labatt, Sleeman) that set Ontario’s beer retail
policy until 2025. Dubbed the Master Framework Agreement (MFA), this agreement gives TBS –
a private, multinational-owned company – a 10-year near-monopoly on many elements of beer
sales in Ontario. Such an arrangement, that shuts out small business and ultimately harms
consumers, is the only deal of its kind in the world.
My assessment is that the MFA puts private, corporate interests ahead of Ontario consumers,
taxpayers, and small businesses. It is a terrible deal for the people of Ontario that will hold back
consumer convenience, fair competition and small business growth for the next six years.
WHY THE MFA IS BAD FOR ONTARIO CONSUMERS
•

Constrains Price Competition: The MFA requires uniform pricing to be maintained,
which means that all retailers in Ontario must sell the same product for the same price
(“uniform price”). This is a policy of the prior government and appears to be
anticompetitive and robs consumers of opportunities to save and retailers of
opportunities to compete.

•

Exclusive Rights to 12 and 24 Pack Sales: The MFA gives TBS the exclusive right to sell
12 and 24 packs in most of their local markets – forcing consumers to buy from TBS if
they want to purchase beer in bulk at a lower per unit cost. The price advantage on 12
and 24 packs drives volume in TBS, when consumers purchase these larger formats.

•

Limits on New Stores: The MFA limits the total number of new beverage alcohol outlets
to 450 and does not allow convenience stores to sell beer at all. Once the government
reaches that limit, additional stores cannot be authorized to sell beer until after 2025.

•

Retail Experience: In the MFA, TBS agreed to invest $100 million before 2018 in capital
upgrades to their stores. Despite these investments, the retail experience in most TBS
locations is largely the same as it has been for the past 92 years. Now that this MFA
commitment has passed, TBS is not required to do anything to improve the retail
experience until after 2025. This allows the big three to market their own products
almost exclusively.

WHY THE MFA IS BAD FOR NON-OWNER BREWERS
•

Challenges in Growing Market Share: Craft beer sales account for less than 2% of sales
at TBS, whereas they make up a much larger share at the LCBO (10%+) and grocery
stores (15%+). The MFA included several provisions aimed at helping craft brewers
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benefit more from TBS, but these changes have not resulted in a comparative increase
in market share.
•

Disadvantageous Retail Format: Craft brewers do well in an open-format, competitive
retail environment. The basic retail format of most TBS locations provides limited
opportunities for craft brewers to market their product.

•

Molson and Labatt have a Majority of TBS Board Seats: While the MFA introduced
measures to provide small brewers with a greater voice in how TBS operates – including
independent directors, a Beer Ombudsman and special minority shares for small
brewers – the majority of board seats are held by the two largest shareholders, Molson
and Labatt.

In Ontario, you cannot get what you want, where you want at a price you expect solely
because of the MFA. Ontarians are ready for change. We hope TBS will embrace this and
transition into the new more dynamic, convenient and competitive landscape.
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SECTION 6: WHAT WE’VE HEARD
Following the announcement in the 2018 Ontario Economic
Outlook and Fiscal Review, the government launched a
comprehensive consultation process to ensure the
perspectives, recommendations and concerns of Ontarians
fed into the recommendations brought forward by the
review.
Our consultation heard directly from more Ontarians than any
previous review of the beverage alcohol system. It was truly a
process that worked for the people.
The consultation included a broad public consultation as well
as a series of intensive roundtables with implicated business
sectors, stakeholder groups and public health and safety
organizations.
Public Consultation
The first phase of this review included a public consultation to
provide consumers and businesses with the opportunity to
provide input on increasing choice and convenience around
the sale and consumption of beverage alcohol.
Businesses and consumers over the legal drinking age of 19
were invited to share their views by visiting
Ontario.ca/AlcoholConsultations and providing input between
December 13, 2018 and February 1, 2019.

Listening to the people
“In Europe you can buy everything
at a grocery store and chaos isn't
unleashed. It's beyond me that
we're not treated like grown ups.”
– Public survey respondent
“Would be great to be able to buy
an Italian wine when I am
shopping in an Italian food store
(or any other ethnic retailer for
that matter).” – Public survey
respondent
“As a mother with children it's a
hassle to have to unload the kids
and pack them all back up a
separate time in order to grab a
nice bottle of wine for the
occasional dinner. It would be
much more convenient to have
alcohol in grocery or convenience
stores.” – Public survey
respondent

The portal sought the views of ordinary Ontarians on a range of issues, including:
•
•
•
•

Improving the rules for how beer, cider, wine and spirits are sold and consumed
Allowing new types of stores, including corner stores and big-box stores, and more
grocery stores, to sell these products
Creating more opportunities for private sector sellers and distributors
Ensuring communities are kept safe and healthy.

Over the course of the consultation, the government received over 33,000 responses from
across the province. Of these, 86% identified themselves as beverage alcohol consumers. Most
respondents said the LCBO is the most important alcohol retailer. When asked what key
changes people would like to see respondents wanted more private sector retailers, and more
opportunities to buy alcohol when shopping for other items.
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Roundtable Consultations with Industry and Other
Stakeholders

Listening to the people

In the second phase of consultations, the government invited
key groups to participate in roundtable discussions to ensure
their valuable advice helps inform this review, including those
representing beverage alcohol producers, public health and
safety organizations, retailers, consumer groups, and the
hospitality sector (restaurants and bars).

“Ontario Craft Brewers… support
the government’s goal to
modernize Ontario’s alcohol
sector… to ensure beer drinkers
can enjoy greater access to
Ontario craft beer.”

This process included three roundtables in March 2019 and a
series of subsequent individual consultations. In total, the
review met with over 30 organizations, and received written
submissions from over 50 companies, NGOs or industry
associations.

Scott Simmons, President,
Ontario Craft Brewers Association

I have continued to meet extensively with stakeholders from all parts of the sector. I am
impressed with the passion producers show for their craft and the deep knowledge of the
sector demonstrated by all who have so far offered their time and advice. As can be expected,
there was a range of different perspectives but also many areas of consensus.
In general, most organizations agreed Ontario’s beverage alcohol system is out of date and
supported the government review. Participants also agreed that encouraging the safe
consumption of alcohol and ensuring social responsibility throughout the alcohol
manufacturing and retail system is in everyone’s interests. Most participants also supported a
phased approach to any changes, to ensure communities and the market have time to adapt.
There were also several areas where stakeholders have varied opinions on the approach
government should take:
New Points of Sale: Manufacturers and retailers broadly support expanding points of sale.
Smaller retailers expressed the importance of ensuring that the new system includes small
businesses and does not exclusively reward large retail chains. Craft producers supported
licensing specialized boutiques that could specialize in their products. Representatives of the
hospitality industry recommended permitting licensed hotels and restaurants to sell alcohol for
off-site consumption. Many participants also supported expanding opportunities for online
sales.
Producer – Retailer Relationships: Many manufacturers felt the government should prohibit
retailers from accepting any inducements from manufacturers. A similar model has recently
been adopted for Ontario’s cannabis retailers – with retailers risking losing their licence if found
accepting inducements. Many retailers were interested in freedom to cross-promote products
with alcohol and fewer rules on product display and merchandising practices.
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Product Specifications: Many retailers felt that there should be equality across all retailers –
without special privileges (e.g. The Beer Store’s exclusivity to sell 12 or 24 packs of beer). Some
retailers and manufacturers supported the sale of any beverage alcohol product based on
customer demand, while others suggested expansion be limited to beer, wine, cider and
coolers, with spirits remaining exclusively at the LCBO and Duty Free Stores.
Minimum Price: Many participants agreed that some level of minimum pricing should be
maintained for social responsibility. However, there was no consensus around how much
retailers should be able to compete on price.
Wholesale and Distribution: Many producers and retailers supported maintaining LCBO’s role
as a wholesaler, although with options for licensed third parties to participate in delivery or
warehousing. Other retailers were interested in independent warehousing options so alcohol
can be tied into existing distribution networks.
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SECTION 7: SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
A core element of any reforms to Ontario’s beverage alcohol retail system needs to be
maintaining the high standards for social responsibility that exist today and not encouraging
irresponsible consumption.
Through our consultations, this review has engaged experts across the public health, addictions,
and policing communities. The review takes seriously the health consequences of alcohol,
including chronic disease, violence and health-related costs. Some stakeholders have raised
concerns that increasing points of sale will increase these social costs.
While the review is considering opportunities to increase consumer choice and convenience,
there is a clear understanding that alcohol is not just another retail product and a balance must
be struck.
Ontario is a Leader in Social Responsibility
Ontario has put in place a range of successful policies to reduce the harm of alcohol
consumption. There are restrictions around how alcohol can be marketed and advertised.
Ontario’s graduated licensing program has a zero-blood alcohol concentration (BAC) limit for
young and novice drivers and mandatory licence suspension for all drivers with a 0.05% BAC.
Ontario requires the completion of an ignition interlock program as a condition of relicensing
for all alcohol-related criminal driving offenders. A report found that in 2014 the per capita cost
attributable to substance use is the second-lowest in Ontario (BC had the lowest),14 and recent
Statistics Canada data shows Ontario has among the lowest rates of impaired driving incidents.
Ontario is also one of the few Canadian jurisdictions to require messaging about the risks of
consuming alcohol during pregnancy to be displayed where alcohol is sold.
Balancing Expansion with Social Responsibility
The approach of previous governments to preventing social harm too often resulted in hassle,
inconvenience and limited choice for responsible adults. But this government believes that
adults should be treated like adults, and that in 2019 it is possible to increase convenience
while promoting a culture of responsible consumption and preventing underage drinking.
As part of my review, I have looked at how other jurisdictions balance social responsibility with
increased convenience. Many jurisdictions provide citizens with guidelines for responsible
consumption on the product package. Others are experimenting with digital tools and targeted
social media to encourage responsible alcohol consumption in high-risk populations. I am
heartened by Ontario’s commitment to invest $3.8 billion over ten years to develop and

14

See: Canadian Substance Use Costs and Harms Project, Canadian Substance Use Cost and Harms in the Provinces
and Territories (2007-2014). https://csuch.ca/resources/provincial-territorial/
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implement a comprehensive mental health and addictions strategy. Based on my experience as
Chair of the Alberta Health Services, I have experienced first-hand the toll that addictions can
take on individuals and families. Alcohol and other addictions are complex challenges that
should be addressed holistically, so Ontario’s strategy is the right approach. As Ontario
increases convenience, the government should work with retail, beverage alcohol and public
health stakeholders to pursue strategies to continue Ontario’s strong record around social
responsibility.
Social Responsibility and Private Retail
Ontario already trusts private retailers to uphold social responsibility requirements for the sale
of a range of age-restricted products, including alcohol. Compliance results show that private
retailers take this responsibility seriously. Of the 1,541 inspections the AGCO has conducted of
grocery stores authorized to sell beverage alcohol, it found only 159 minor infractions (e.g.
failing to post an authorization), and only a single infraction related to selling/serving an
individual that appeared to be intoxicated. Convenience stores were recently found to be 95.7%
successful at denying the sale of tobacco products to those under 19. Provided training and
guardrails are put in place, there is no credible evidence that allowing additional private
retailers to sell alcohol will increase underage access to alcohol.
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SECTION 8: RECOMMENDATIONS
Ontario has a complex regulatory and retail landscape for beverage alcohol. The controlling
rules, institutions, loopholes, and vested interests have been knotted together over
generations. It is time for Ontario to take bold action to cut through this knot and create a more
convenient and fair system for Ontarians.
Recommendations:
1. As an interim step, the government should do everything possible under the Master
Framework Agreement to authorize additional alcohol retail outlets.
• It is time to bring Ontario in line with other jurisdictions in Canada and around the
world and make purchasing alcohol more convenient for consumers.
• While the review has not set a target number of new outlets that should be
authorized, the government should aim to bring Ontario closer in line with the
national average for retail density.
2. The government should consider other available options within its powers that would
provide routes to expand retail sales should negotiations with TBS and its owners prove
unsuccessful.
•
•

•

The MFA as it stands is a bad deal for Ontario consumers and non-owner brewers.
While a mutually agreeable solution would be the best outcome for Ontario, the
government should consider other available options within its powers if a
compromise cannot be reached that fulfills the government’s commitment to
increase choice and convenience for consumers.
Increasing convenience and opportunity for business is part of the mandate the
government was democratically elected on by the people of Ontario. The
government should do its utmost to fulfill this promise.

3. The government should take a phased approach toward authorizing new retailers and
beverage alcohol products available for sale.
• The expansion of retail outlets should take a phased approach to allow industry and
communities to adapt. Expansion should first prioritize communities that are
underserviced for alcohol retail.
• The beverage alcohol products available for sale by new retailers could also be
phased, with beer, wine, cider and coolers becoming available at different points in
time.
• During the phase in period, the government should work with manufacturers,
retailers and the public health community to consider options for the sale of spirits.
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4. The government should enable price competition between retailers.
• The government should end the anti-competitive practice of uniform pricing across
Ontario alcohol retailers and enable price competition at the retail level.
• Guardrails, like minimum prices, should remain in place to ensure that beverage
alcohol is sold in a socially responsible manner.
• The government should consider maintaining uniform pricing across the LCBO
network to ensure fairness for rural and Northern customers.
5. The government should continue to consult with Ontario winemakers and grape growers
to determine how Ontario’s wine industry will be best supported in an expanded retail
environment in a manner that respects international trade obligations.
• Ontario’s award-winning wine industry is both a source of pride and important
agricultural jobs across the province. Ontario wine, including VQA, 100% Ontario and
International Canadian Blends are an important market for Ontario agricultural
products.
• The impacts of expanding wine sales into new retail outlets are generally much more
complex than for other beverage alcohol products.
• As alcohol sales are being expanded, the government should consult wine makers
and grape growers to find a way forward that increases convenience and supports
Ontario’s wine industry while respecting international trade obligations.
6. The government should continue to engage Ontario’s important spirits industry.
• The spirits industry, including the craft spirits sector, are an important and growing
part of Ontario’s beverage alcohol landscape.
• The government should continue engaging this sector to support its continued
growth, while respecting international trade obligations.
7. The government should maintain the LCBO as a valuable government asset.
• Ontarians feel the LCBO delivers significant benefits to consumers and the provincial
treasury. The LCBO should not be privatized.
• The government should work with the LCBO to help it deliver greater value in a
more competitive marketplace, including expanding its role as a wholesaler.
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8. The government should work with retailers, beverage alcohol manufacturers and public
health experts to ensure increasing convenience does not lead to increased social costs
related to alcohol.
• Jurisdictions around the world have found ways to balance convenience for
consumers with social responsibility and preventing underage drinking.
• Ontario should engage partners in other jurisdictions as well as experts at home to
ensure Ontario maintains a culture of responsible alcohol consumption that also
discourages underage drinking.
• As the government rolls out its $3.8 billion mental health and addictions strategy
and new Ontario Health Agency, it should consider opportunities to remain a leader
in social responsibility, discouraging underage drinking, and preventing impaired
driving.
9. The government should reduce unnecessary regulatory burden and address inefficiencies
that increase costs for industry.
• There are several opportunities to streamline distribution and wholesale in the
province to the benefit of alcohol producers, distributors, retailers, and consumers,
and make it more business friendly.
• As part of changing the system, all efforts should be made to eliminate inefficiencies
and unnecessary rules and regulations.
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